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WHAT DO )QU THINK?
Right theo. In thls masazlne you'll lind
around a hundred pagaz packed with
Inlormation written by UII, aepacially lor
you. the readar.
Nowhore (apart lrom the queetionz and
anawers pagee) do we provide yoo with tho
opportunity to tell as whot you think about
tho CB scene. I mean. Whot do you tblnk
about PM compared witb AM? About this
magazine; about CB magazlnee in general?
And 80 on.
We've been heerlng about how the CB
bubble hos bursL Did It go bang without
anybody hearing It? Or did It burst at aU?
CB ~ri and rig manufacturers are
talklna about keeping stocks low. and
"\HadlDs carafuUy' hecausa the CB market
• dying Ollila dIpoIae.
WlfiF40 you - the re8ders - think
hea ever bothered to
. . 'jag. tile
•• Pe.bape QJey baUeve
the averaae
_ I think. CB8Z

....!tellfs::

baU.... they can. and we want 10 prove IL
Lat us blow your lhoughla about CB.
As hoppened In the United Statee. lho
"new" CB hobby boomad. and thao faD
suddaniy. al the c ..... element drifted
away and 'ierioul breakara bopD to reaUae
how useful and convenient CB could be.
It Is probable thel CB In Britain Is .uIng
Ihrough lhol pho.. al the momenL I baIleve
thai tha market is going throush a quickchange - a sort of bIccooqb. But the
expaoled ..... to 1II8JIOII8I," Iwl'Ollfl word
lhol - we I'e8Ily meant 10 8IIy mall1re,
breaken hod not yel baPJl8D8d.
~reUy thouIb. WlI balIeve thel CB hoI
8 sreal
It', just that tha youngste..
have been ove....posed to it. and tha
oidaters be...:t been expoaed 0lI0UIh to
the adveD\aga8 oIl1d1l11Ul1l1nt aMIde of

'ulUre.
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CB to start the
professionals talking.

=

\8
====Radiomobile==
-~,;;:~
Goodwood Works, North Circular Road, London NW2 7)5. Telephone: 01-452 3333.
4
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INFO TECH

Questions. questions,
questions. What else? Dh Yes,
there are answers too. Lots of
them, in fact.

42

CEPT - WHAT
16 DOES
IT MEAN?

47

all.

They are the things that can
give you a good reputation. or
otherwise, Don't let people
think you're a fink, Design
yourself a good QSL card.
Lots of examples, so you can
decide on a card.

50 l~ERNMENT'S
VIEW

2 2 ~o~~~!~~%~!~~!ica
24 KINGS
OFF THE
55
ROAD
of one of those excellent
Radiomobile rigs? Good huh?

CB82 on one of the more
enterprising private CB
dealers - Chelsea CB Centre.
Tony Hart. the race engine
tuner, started it all.

26 DISH
WATCHERS

The ultimate in CB? Erect a
dish in your back garden and
talk to people in distant lands.
Wa tch them too, on your CB
telly. Peter Dodson wrote the
words this time,

30 YOU
DON'T
LIKE HAM?

If you thought ama teur radio
was all diagrams and static,
think again. John Nelson says
that it can be interesting,
worthwhile, useful, and
probably most of all, good fun.

35

RIGS LATELY
CB82's review of rigs on the
market in Britain today. Not
so much a long boring list of
specifications, more a chatty
round-up of what's available.
how much things cost, and
who sells them.

FITTING
IDEAS
Installing your own citizens'
band radio needn't be
difficult, as long as you follow
a few simple rules. And if you
don't follow these ideas and
tips for easy fitting, and blow
up your rig, then you must be
really simple!

This is the future of European
CB. A compatible system for

YOUR
18 DESIGN
OWN OSL CARDS

CB
MAGAZINES
Can British CB magazines

learn the lessons and survive?
Judging by the American
market, probably not. Or at
least most of them. Here,
David Lezell judges the CB
magazines, a nd points to a
worrying comparison with
other countries.

UK OK?
11 ORCB NOT?
Has the CB bubble burst? Has
the market died 8 death?
Some of the traders seem to
think so. An up to date report
on the state of the CB market.

CONTENTS

CB82's Chris Drake and Brian
Charig hold an exclusive
interview with Timothy
Raison, Minister of State at
the Home Office. Interesting
insight into what the
goverrunent thinks of CB, and
how they view the future.

LOUD AND
CLEAR
OK, you're not allowed to fit
amplifiers, etc. But then you
might not need to anyway.
First thing is to get your rig
and antenna into perfect
working order. And that
means following Peter
Dodson's instructions..

58 LONG
DISTANCE

INFORMATION

Give me Memphis, Tennessee
... No? Oh
Long
distance CB talk isn't as
difficult as you might imagine.
David Lazell tells you why. It's
a thing for the future, that's
for sure.

well.

67 NEW BREAKERI

OUf 20-page special section
for new breakers. If you are
starting in CB, then this is 8
must for you. It's got
everything - how to use 8
rig, what these specifications
meaD, the lingo. all the codes.
and a little advice on how not
to get into trouble using your
rig.. .

72 MIKE FRIGHT

Do you suffer from
microphone fright? If you do,
then you'll know what we
mean, If you don't good luck to
you, 10-er 4-um Goocl B-b-

buddy.

SITUATION
74 COMEDY
Peter Dodson seems to get
himself into trouble every time
he uses his rig. Take our
advice, and don't follow his,

CEE BEE
78 JEEBIES

CB-speak. We know that CB
lingo isn't used so much
nowadays, but once you've got
it off pat (Pat?) you can really
confuse the opposition. Know
what we mean?

82 SLICK ANSWERS

Have you ever said to yourself:
I wish I'd said that! Well, here
are a few slick answers to
those comments you're bound
to get over the airwaves. Like
this: My son wants a cowboy
outfit for Christmas. Answer:
Give him BL. Heh heh,

84 THE CODES
90 DOTO BEYOUAWANT

10 codes, Q codes, 13 codes,
pronunciation, Morse code. Oh
it's all here,

MONITOR?

The THAMES monitoring
service has been in existence
for a long time now and is one
of the most successful
emergency rescue monitoring
networks around. Here Sean
Barry-Weske takes us on a
guided tour round the
organisation.

64 HISTORY
OF
CB

Nobody has actually
documented the history of CB
in this country properly, so we
thought we'd have a go. Peter
Dodson went out and found
dates. facts and figures, put
them all together and came up
with this diary of events.
Interesting reading, it is.

94

E~!!!rive in naarly

every city and town in Britain.
Listed here are some of them,
plus the address to which to
write (or phone) if you want to
get in touch with one of them.
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YOU WRITE TO

THE EDITOR
I want to use a mobile antenna on a base station.
Wballs the best way o[ mounUIl8 it inside or
outside Ibe hou.e?
MARTIAN MUMBLER. CHELTENHAM.

The important thing to remember about mobUe
antennae is that they must have a ground plane a larse metal mass. like a motor car! It is possible,
rot Instance to clamp a gutter mount to 6 Mini boot
lid and put it in the loft. or to attach it to 6 gas fire
nu.e. Alternatively. a garage up.and~under door in
t4a horizontal position can serve as an excellent
ground plane. Always SWR a new antenna system
before using.

..:::.....-----

As a breaker I am a bit puzzled about how to use
my squelch control. What is the correct method?
THE ADMIRAL WYMANS BROOK.
There are two schools of thought about s~uelch
control USB. Hard-line AM breakers maintain that
the control should be left "wide-open" to pick up
the weak signals. Manufacturers of PM equipment,
on the other hand. maintain that the control should
be set just inside the "quiet zone" and that any
signals picked up outside it aren't worth having
anyway. Personally, I set the squelch knob just
inside the "noisy bit", then bring it back when I
have made my contact.
1 find that the meanings of the ten code vary from
one magazine 10 another. Isn't it about time you ali
got your act together and agreed on 8 common
code?
F. JOHNSON. BOLTON.
Obviously you have been reading the wrong
magazine! Seriously, you must remember that CB in
Britain is still in its infancy and it will take a little
time to settle down. In any case, when in doubt.
what's wrong with good plain English? If you are
going toouse aU the obscure ten codes, you're only
Boing to confuse all those breakers who haven't
le8rned them yet.

--=------

On my home base. the co-ax cable to my twi is not
long enough to reach from the attic to my bedroom
where I keep my rig. CaD J extend it?
CRAZY PAVING. WOLVERHAMPTGN.
The length of co-ax cable Is important - it is all
part of the "balance" between antenna system and
transmitter. Usually. the cable as supplied is
correcj although a yard or so of extension wiU not
upset the "matchins·'. You could use R8 co-ax.
which is thinner.
.

....-_----

What is the best way of adjusting the length of 8
mobile antenna when SWRing?
BIG HARRY. SOUTHAMPTON.
Methods vary according to the type of twig: on
some it is just a matter of cutting a chunk 0(( the
tip. Having said that. on many base-loaded
antennae, the metal section fits into a channel, and
is kept in place with an Allen nut, Most aerials
come about an inch and a half too long, and
require "pruning" back. This should be done taking
only a quarter of an inch 0(( at a time. leaving the
depth of the channel for final adjustment. Don't be
tempted to chop off an inch at a time, as too much
pruning could give you 8 worse SWR than you had
to start with.
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I am an FM breaker burning 12 candles. Grown-ups
get aU cross with me and my friends when we use
our CBs. We are entitled to use CB like they are, so
why can·t they treat us like other adult breakers?
BEANO. FULHAM.
Of course you are just as entitled to use CB as
adults. But having said that. I might be permitted to
make a few observations and perhaps the odd
constructive criticism. Firstly, junior breakers tend
to call up speCific handles rather than go "tan four
a copy", They will repeat their call over and over
again with little time between calls for others to use
the contact channel. What is more, they will go on
calling when it is obvious that the breaker they are
looking for is not on channel. Yes you have every
right to the CB channels - but so have we.
My family has a farm in Gloucestershire and we
are thinking of installing a CB rig in the house with
a hand·held set for use on the tractor or in the
fields. Is this a viable proposition?
JOHN HENOERSON. STROUD.
It most certainly is. The base rig can be run on a
battery or mains pow1'r pack which presents no
problems and a hand~held rig wiU last a day if used
sparingly on the transmit side. Even if left on to
receive. tho mobile rig will draw no more current
than a transistor radio, I would. however.
recommend buying one of the re-cbargeable type
mobile sets - they may cost a little more. but you
will save the excess in no time by not having to buy
batteries all the time.
I want to get my converted AM rig authorised. How
do I go about it?
BIG DADDY. CHELMSFORD.
The law is a bit hazy about this, as not a lot of
breakers are converting their rigs. However,
provided that you are satisfied that the conversion
has been carried out according to government
speciHcations, just go to the Post Office and get a
licence. You should then write to your local
Customs and Excise office explaining the situation
and I believe that on payment or £5, you will then
be exonerated from any charge of illegal
importation of CB equipment. If the firm who
converted your rig is bona fide. they should put the
official stamp on it and charge you the £5 Cee.
I have decided to change my car. but 1 am worried
about sealing up the hole in the roof where my CB
twig was mounted. What is the best way of doing
this?
DYNAMO. WORKSOP.
Making a professional finish to a "body job" on a
car is a difficult task, despite what the touch-up
paint people say - and doing it on a large flat
surface like a roof is even more difficult. When
intending buyers see repairs or that nature on the
roof, they tend to wonder what else is wrong! Far
better to do a neat job with a b18pking-off grommet
and explain why it is there. With a bit of luck you'll
get a breaker for a purchaser and he'll want to put
his own 8qtenna on the roof. Car. radio aerials
work best when fitted to the roof anyway.

EXCLUSIVE UK DISTRIBUTORS OF

ZETAGI
MOD. BV 131

MOO. M 27

MOD. TM 1000

-

.

( ) ,c/'''.

~

".J

MATCHBOX

PRICE £39.95 (PIP £51

PRICE £11.90 (PIP £21
PffWER AMPt.IRER CB BASE STATION

PRICE £84.53 (PIP £81

MOO. MM 27

MOD. B 30

MATCHBOX

PRICE £7.95 (l'IP £11

TRANSISTOR POWER
AMPLIFIER

PRICE£119 (PIP £41

TRANSISTOR POWERAMPlIFIER

PII!.Clt15,-4!JPIP £21
MOO. BV 2001

DUMNY LOAD

METER

SWR WATT METER

PRICE £39 (PIP £21

PRICE £29.75 (l'IP £2)

MOD V2 Two way Antenna Switch ......... £4.81 (P&P (1)

MOO V4 Fourway Antenna Switch ...... , . £6.88 (P&P£11
MOD 2012kW SWR Power Meter ...... . .. £16.85IP&P £21
MOD B70 120W SSB Power Amplifier ..... £39.95IP&P £21
MOD Bl60 1SOW sse Power Amplifier ..... £59.60 IP&P £21

PRICE £299 (PIP £8)

Same Day Despalch. Our Holllne 0705 882145
Simply ring quoting your Barclaycard I Access number tor immediate despatch of items listed

BUY DIRECT or contact us for details of your nearest Zetagi stockist. Send £1
for full Zegati catalogue (includes a £2 voucher on your first purchase)
DEALERS STILL SOUGHT IN SOME AREAS
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I have been given a CB rig, but 1 am worried stiff
about the jargon that is used on channel. I just
can't gel used to using it. Is it all that important?

NEW BREAKER. ROTHERHAM.
Looks like you've already slarted! Don't worry,
Father Christmas filled a few stockings with CB
rigs last Christmas Even and you won't be on your
own. Once you have learned how to contact other
breakers and changed to a trarfic channal. it is
nearly all plain English. Everybody had to start at
the bottom, and you wiU find that most breakers
are very helpful to new racruita, In DO time at all
you'U be into the lingo like everybody else.
I have decided that breaking is much more

comfortable when practiced from tbe comfort of
the sitting room. What alternatives have 1 [or
power supply to my rig?

CONCRETE MIXER. PRESTON.
Provided that you aran't doing anything fancy with
your rig like using a linear amplifier which draws a
high current. a standard 12·volt battery as used in
a car will lest for a week with normal use, A
standard rig draws I i to 2 amps on transmit and
an £8 domestic battery charger will put back what
you used in a day in 24 bours. Certainly you would
get your money back in no time rathar than carry
the battery down to the local garage for charging
at SOp a go! A1lernatively. you can buy a rig with a
built-in power pack and just plug it into the mains,
or you can buy a powar pack which plugs into the
mains and to which your rig would be attached.
Don·t try any clever tricks like using Scalextric
transformer or feeding the rig direct from a 12-volt
charger.
1 have been considering buying a power mike, but
am worried about the lagality of such 8 component.
Can you help me please?

PRINCE OF WALES. CARDIFF.
No problem, power mikes are perfectly legal. Using
one of these does nOI. in fact. increase the power
output from the antenna, but. as it ls more sensitive
than the normal microphone. it utilises all the audio
input. Very effectively, too. My regards to Dai!
I am for ever getting complaints [rom the
neighbours about interference from my CB on their
television sets, Aren't I as much entitled to use my
rig as they are their telly'?
IIIG-IIORE. CARUSlE.
Not 1£ it interferas with someone else's enjoyment. I
suspect that your rig is AM and there is every
possibility that your voice is not only breaking
through on their TV but is also recognisable and
thererore recordable. All your neighbours have to
do is offer a racording of your voice as evidence to
the GPO Interference Officer and you could be in
big trouble._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I am not allowed to have an antenna more than 23
feet from the ground, but my mate lives in a house
up on the big hill near me which must be SOO feet
up. Why doesn't be have to attenuate his rig?

ANNOYED. HULL
Just his luck. isn't it? The law says 23 feet above
ground level and if you lived on the top of a
mountain you'd be laughing. The alternative is to
move!
As I have no garage, and have to leave my car in
the street all night, what is the best way o[
securing my CB gear?

WORRIED. BARNET.

Make no mistake, there is no guarantee of security
of equipment. no matter what measures you take.
The only answer is to take your twig of[ (most
gutter and lip-mounts have this facility) and. having
mounted you rig on 8 slide mount, take it out of the
vehicle altogether, There are lockable slide mOWlts
and any number of sophisticated electronic alarm
systems. but they are all surmountable by 8 skilled
thie£. In any case. by the time you've got up to see
what set the alarm of[, he's long gone!

8

Why is it illegal to import CB rigs, but it is possible
10 buy 49MHz walkie-talkies legally?

_ I N E KID. RAMSGATE.
11 is nol generally known, but the import ban on
transmitting equipment was made againsl 27MHz
geer only. It is legal to import 49MHz sets, and it is
legal to seU them, but it is 8gainst the law to use
them. It may well sayan the sets "no licence
required", and no licence la required - Ia the
United Statu - which is where the sets are
"intended" for use.

-------

How do GPO detectors locate the source of a
signal? Or is it all very secret?

MARUtA. GLABGOW.
I have no doubt thai the GPO has many methods of
datecting not only the location of breakers. but also
the mode (AM or FM) of thair rigs. but one method
is "triangulation". This is a well-known radio
technique of working in pairs, Both detectors will
take a bearing on the wanted station. put their
bearings on a map from their known locations. and
tha two lines on the map will cross at the location
of the wanted transmitter.

!

I want a uni...<Jirectional antenna for my base
station as I only wanl to use my rig for radio
contact in one azimuth. I waDt it to be legal. and
either use my mobile antenna or make one up
myself.

INOWPLOUGH. READING.
Theoretically, 8 pure dipole, if placed in 8
horizontal plane, will become bi...<JirectioDal which is half way to what you want. Unfortunately
that is about as much as you can get within the
legal confines of government specification, as the
addition of a parasitic element which would make
it unl...<Jirectional is against the law.
I have been offered a sideband rig by a friend of
mine. At the moment I have a straight 4O-channel
set. so what advantages will his rig give ma?
SWEET __ WORTHING.
There are many advantages, but did your friend
teU you about the dlsadvantases? Sid.bend will
give you more selectivity; it will give you an
increase of up to 12 watts in power and your range
will be correspondingly increased.
On the other hand, it is illegal, end if used in a
car will take a lot more out of your battery. As a
legal breaker you must be only too well aware of
what sidebanders do to those on straight FM sets
and you will only be adding to their problems,
1 have recently acquired 8 rig that has everything
- AM, FM and sideband. Shouldn't all AM
breakers say "knickors" to the authorities? I think
this is the answer to the problem, Perhaps this will
help us get AM as a legal channel.
HOTROD. 1IOUTHPORf.
It's like somebody saying to the TV detection people
"yes I've got 8 teUy, but we don't U88 it", They
might be Civil Servants. but they weren't born
yesterday, There are better ways. in our opinion. to
campaign for AM. If you do flaunt the law, you are
on your own if you're stopped,
I have heard of "upper band" units lhat can be
attached to rigs, 1 have been told that tbey are
legal. but 1 would like to me ke sure.

STAN MOODY. DERBY.
Without seeing the units in question I couldn't be
sure, but the quick answer is probably not. The
upper-bend plSsy·beck jobs I have seen are
definitely not lege l, as they merely change the
frequency band of AM rise without changins the
mode from AM to FM. This is merely a ruse whiah
puts the ris in the lega l band to try and "hide"
among legal breakers, This, inCidentally, doeAn't
fool enyboy - least of eU GPO detector·men - and
interferes with FM breakers. Even worse, are the
"high band" units which take tbe transmitted wave
into 28MHz which is the Amateur band.
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1\\e Magazine ...
The forerunner
of all other British
CB magazines
and still the most
popular publication
for the true CB
enthusiast.
First published May 1980.

1\\e Facts ...
On where to buy your equipment.
How to build your own accessories.
Which rig is best value for money.
How to solve your basic CB
problems.
Plus the news and views on what's
happening in CB.

1'l..

\"e Show

Friday April 9th
Saturday April 10th
• •• Sunday April 11 th

CB Radio Magazine present their second
National 10-4 Day to celebrate 35 years
of CB. You can see and buy the very
latest CB technology and have a day out
for all the fami ly into the bargain.
Tickets £2.00 on the door but see the
latest CB Radio Magazine for our
generous party booking rates and full
details.

1\\e Venue ...

WEMBlEY
CONFERENCE
CENTRE

~~\

I am Ihorougbly led up with CB; The handa ala 10
crowded yoo can't set in, \bare -..ldda jaIIdII/q
up Ihe cluumel8, 8IId 8VlIII when I set _
who
can use bIs wOJ'da, tbay have DO IIaowIedaa or radio
10 ha.. a decenl conversation OIl, I ~ the wboh>
lhinII hao got oul of proportloD.
ALMOST IDWIRIAKIIL SfOICIIiOII.1IIIIIII'.
I would have thoushl _
or your technical
qualifica\loDa 8IId Inlellecl would hawlilooedCOll 10
Iha blsher reaImo 01 radio """mu.1al1foao _like
amaleur radio. Read Jobn ~'a a,rUIl\a
elaawhare in this _

----...;..,..,.Why is it thal..,1 of tha 6().odd COWIIriaa who haw
got CB, only 8 baDdfuJ of !ham ara PM. whllot all
tha reol are AM? If, ao tha g0V81'1U118l11 oay. AM
cau... 80 much interferance, how do tbay I\I81II88
in othar countriao1
TRIGGER. ~
In tha flrol place, y.., have to conoidar tha
cCRIDlriae you ara talking about IndeDaely
populated countriae. one C8 rI8 CIluId Interfere
with hundreda of otbor HI' _
wbaraoo In
AU81ralia it wouldn't lnIari. . with any, Apart
from that, we cannot answer 10. tha attltudeo
towards CB of ntbar baeds of oI8te, altboush we
suspect that many just gave up in tha lace of
insurmountabla nddsl A1thoush tha choice of PM
came a8 a _ t diaappointmant to many. we do
leel that tha
took tha qulakeot maa.. of
settIDg breakers 011 tha air BDd tbay ara _tted
to l'8OOII8!deratiOll in tha not too far dIa_ future,
Time will tell
Why is it tha;;;'t-ma--:rket-lra~dara:--ca-ll-aaIl-::-:CB=-rIga 10
much cbaaper than tbay are In the .hope? Thora Is
a guy near me who sslia !ham 10. £35 and the 0.ha had worked was goIDg all ri8hl

_I

JOHN~._,

if someona is selllng.any item at a ~ reducled
price, thara baa got to ha 8 catch - eltbar It ....·1
what il c1aIma to be. or It lall off the hack ata
lorry! In tha ca.. of rIgo. tbay IIIUII comply with
tha government opactflcatlon, particularly with
regard to operational lrequeacy BDd PM
moduJatloo; It must cerl8lnly carry the offkdal
8temp 01 approvaL In tha avenl of alactrlcal 0.
mechanical lallure of a rig, In tha aboance of a
to ~aln to) fOIl
guaranlea (or eVim _
have no coma hack.

1 want to make my own antennae for mobile aad.
baee operation. They look 80 8imple tha it must be
paeelble to make tbam lor a lot lese than they cost
to buy.
ROAO-IIUIIINM. GI &IGOW.
I can 888111'8 yoo thai !hay ara not ao simple .. tbay
look, and unIaoa you kQow what y.., ara doing, will
be about a8 much uae a8 a piece of wet 8trlng.
Antannae have to ha exactly tha correct length 10
suit tha fraqueacy for which tbay are Intended. or
an exact lracUen of that Iangth. that a10na may not

repraeant such a bIs problem. but tha gause of the
matel _ 1 8 , IncIudIns the wlra. must aloo bit
correct to suit the Impadanco or radiated
rasistence of the equipment It is used wilh. By all
maBns try. and the bast of luck. but you might find
you have to do an awlullol 01 experimenting belore
you gat beltar -..Its than lrom a bought twig.

I would Uke to Insura my rig. A lot of my mal..
have had theIr·s 8to1an and I leal that It is worth a
few quid by way of protectlon.
........y. PIIESTON.
It is aU very well using locking .lid..mCRIDt8 and.U
that 888r. bul Irsllke anything alae. if a thlel ia
Intent on rlppl,ng-ofl yoor rig (or [or thai matter,
ywr wheais) ha'U do It
Thara ara numeroue firms ol[erlng rig insursnce.
but one of the basi is David AUan who can be
ICRInd at carlton Chambers, 24 Quaan 5traaL
Huddarefleld. IIDt 2SP or teiephona (0484) 47027.
A hraaltor hImoaIf. David can ofler cover lor rigs of
any kind. To quole his terms "the rate par cent 00
pramlums are deciared on rig value at to _ canl
plus confiscation rIoks, £7 mobile. £5 ha.. 8tellon"
- which lust about sums 1\ all up. Excluslone 10
the polley lncIuds open lop care (which Includes
canvas or similar material covere). unlocked
veIiIc1ee. and the flrsl £5 01 any claim. and claims
-..ItIDg from damage. storm or tempasl AU " we think are raa80D8bJo.
AnO\ha1' orgamaallon that is concerned with the
oame problem, but tackling It [l'OIII'a d1fferant
a _ is the Central Bureau 01 Ragialratlon with a
_twanly at 31 Kingeway. Stoke. Coventry. phone
number (0203) 459655. Boas man is 0 Mr T. Basrd
(or PIyIDg Dulchman to his breaker pale) whooe
outfit alma to cut down rig thelts by the
l'8lIialration of aerial numbers and their subaaquent
recovery by 0 national network togotbar with the
_ration .1 the pollee. Purthermore. the
organisation hopeo to recover unclaimed rlge which
have baen bald by the pollce. and work clooaIy with
tha GPO 10 reduce tbe Incidence 01 TV Interferance
throush the CB clube and aOBOCialions. Membarehlp
leo is £1 .50 whlchentltlea the member loa
hadga complete with membership number and a
memberehlp card on which will be tha rig number.
handle a,.y,hategraph. Tbie. it is _tad. would
be of CODSi&rabJe a88istence if stopped by tbe
pollee and the ownarshlp of the rig thet happans to
be In the buot is of qu88t1onahie ownershipl

\
\

)

f

As CB Is DOW lagel I haw decldad to take It up as
a babby. Having looked throush a lot of CB - . I
am confused as to how to 80 abCRIl it

_,II_TOaI. LUTON.
So often, DOW braa1tare lust 80 to thair DOBrast CB
euppliars with a fistful of menay and let themoal_
gat talked Into buying everytbIDg the ealaeman
ollors. It may appear to be putting the cart bafore
the horoa, bul my advice Is to laiD a CB club first
Than, after talklns to as many breakere 88 _ible
and using a hit of canmontI8DI8. yoo can doclde
what _lpmant is _ r y. Having decldad how
much _
yoo ara preparod to epand em ywr
DOW (CRInd babby. 80 to a reputebla dsalor. buy
brandachqulpmant with an adequate guarantee
and conflna yCRIr ~888 to thnoa thet are
offIcIaUy approved. Many Itamo of CB equlpmenl 011
aeIa era etilll\legal. and uae of !ham wiU contloua
to be liable to coofiacatlon, not to menUnn tbe
Pl'Ol8Clltion that can Involve yooln a lot of monay.
CB can be a lot of fun. own withlo the legallimlta,
eo atey within the law and the basi of IucIt.

I
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CALL AT 021 for:
ACCESSORIES

".

FM UN I TS

POWER SUPPLIES
MIDLAND
EXT SPEAKERS
MUSTANG
POWER MICS
HARVARD
MOBILE ANTENNAS
ACADEMY
SWR METERS
& MORE TO
ANTENNA MATCHERS
COME
FMHOMEBASEANTENNAS
'CITIZENS BAND THE FM
WAY' AND FAR,
FAR MORE

WHERE
"OU CA....I GET
,
1"'1
THE CHOICE
YOUR CUSTOMERS

. . IEED

1"'1

Plustron Super Distributors
for the

,

I

FM Range
of C.B. Units

.,

Retail dealers still required

Tel: 021-472 6448
021-471 1815
A lot of retailers will make a lot of money.

A lot will get their fingers burnt.
So get it right. First time.

,<

021 Radio & Electrical Wholesalers Ltd.,
590-592 Bristol Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham B29 6BQ.
i
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THE CB BUBBLE.
Peter Dodson looks
at reports that CB is
on the wane - or is it?
IF you Bfe one of those gullible people who takes
everything that is printed in the national press as
gospel, they would have you believe that citizens'
band radio is dead, that CB has gone the way of all
other crazes end has been buried in the sands of
time along with the skateboard, y<>yo and the hulahoop.
It may be true that Christmas. that silly season
when folk spend money they haven't got on things
they don't want for people they don't even like, has
passed. And with it the extra sales that apply to aU
commodities. On the other hand the British public,
having spent all of its December money - and
probably most of January's as well - on the
excesses of the festive season, don't do a lot of
shopping for a couple of months, anyWay.

CB rigs, unlike groceries, do not have to be
replaced every week and it can be appreciated
that, having satisfied the immediate demand for a
new product, subsequent sales must be of lower
volume.
People buy CB rigs for a variety of reasons.
There are those who, like mountaineers, must have
one just because it's there, whilst others feel that if
CB is the in thing, then they have got to be into the
current scene. There are impulse buyers. those
who go for the soft sell. the hard sell - not to
mention the congenital idiot! And anything as new
as citizens' band radio has got to attract all of
these. Their interest may well be shallow or even
capricious and no way can the basic value of any
commodity be judged by their unreliable custom.
The thinking breaker on the other hand, is not so
impetuous; he will consider. evaluate and shop
around before he buys, having first considered why
he wants a rig, what he wants it for and indeed, if
he really wants one at all.
When CB was legalised in November of 1981. the
sheer novelty of using radio transmitting equipment
captured the imagination of everyone remotely
interested in the subject. But after a couple of
weeks of "one four for a copy", followed by
awkwarcCsilence s during which there was a frantic
searching for something to say, the genera l
consensus of opinion was that there had to be more
to it than that.
This view, however, was not shared by the more
junior members of the breaking fraternity who
evaluated their skill. not by the distance they could
span with their rigs, but by the number of contacts
per minute they could achieve, And as children
must represent one of the biggest groups to benefit
from the generosity of Santa, there were a lot of
them doing it! And it was this mass appearance of
juveniles with their repetitious and frequent pleas
for radio contact that disillusioned many adult
breakers.
The a rctic conditions that covered the country in
January provided an ideal opportunity to prove the
true worth of citizens' band radio. REACT - an
organisation dedicated to the monitoring of channel
nine and the onward transmission to the emergency

services of distress calls - formed groups all over
the nation. Literally thousands of motorists
benefited from the advice relayed through
monitoring controls with regard to road Bnd traffic
conditions and praise for the service that was
provided even emanated (a lbeit grudgingly} from
many police forces throughout the land. Their main
criticism, it must be said, was of the radio
interference caused by AM breakers to their
communica tions being made in support of CB
distress reports.
It must also be admitted that for some once the
initial excitement of radio contact had subsided,
there was only frustration. The government's
limitations of mode. power and anteMa were such
that the average fiv~mile radius of contact was
just not enough.
This was particularly true of ex-AM breakers
who began to doubt the wisdom of chOOSing to
comply with a law which had deprived them of a
mooe of communication that appeared to be more
restricting. And the strange thing is that, although
there is no technical reason why FM cannot be as
far reaching as AM, it doesn't appear to work that
way.
Inevitably there have been those whose
disillusionment had led to a complete abandonment
of CB. On the other hand, it has been reported that
many breakers have traded in their FM sets
against the AM variety - and a return to illegality.
But for the bulk of the breaking brigade, they have
accepted CB for what it was originally intendedas a personal, short-range communications system.
The by-products may include access to information
relating to driving conditions in the immediate
area, or for emergency and assistance reasons, but
its main aim is to provide ifl..car entertainment.
If anyone was worried about the future of CB,
then it would be the manufacturers. But even
allowing for the natural optimism of those who
make a living out of such thlngs, the proof of their
confidence is there to be seen. Both Bine tone and
Fidelity, major suppliers of CB equipment, are still
having to air freight rigs from Japan, such is the
continuing demand, Binatone's Marketing Director
is of the opinion that his basic misconception about
the "breaking of the CB bubble" put about in the
press has resulted from a tactical manoeuvre on
the part of opportunists who have got their fingers
burned. They did not do their homework properly
with regard to suppliers and retailers, provided
inferior equipment with a high return ra te and
their original intention had been a quick "in-andout-job for a fast buck".
As with most consumer products, there are
seasonal troughs in sales and this applies equally
to in-car equipment. Come March, when the
population of Britain is again thlnking in terms of
the open road. caravans, boat cruises and all the
joys of summer, then the sales of associated
products will be on the increase again. Anyway.
who wants to go out drilling holes in motor cars
and SWRing twigs when the temperature is 15
degrees below?
Although the government has issued figures
relating to the sa le of only 100.408 CB licences by
the end of December. it must be remembered that
each of these can cover the use of up to three rigs.
Indeed, Binatone frequently sell their units as a
matched pair. Add to thls the number of licences
sold since the end of the year, and the number of
breakers who, either by accident or deSign, have
forgotten to buy one. and the number of rigs that
have been bought, could well approach half a
million!
And if you consider the popularity of CB as a
whole, having due consideration for those on AM.
that is another story!
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AM CD: Is anybody

still fighting for it?
DESPITE legalisetion restricting the use of CB to
the upper end of the 27MHz band. an FM mode
and B certain choice of antennae, AM CB has
appeared to flourish. Estimates of their number
vary from being on 8 par with legal breakers, to a
very questionable eight million.
Occupying the lower hair or the hand, they are
now spreading upwards with the help of "highband" adapters to impinge on FM territory, and
downwards to the top half of 26MHz. They
continue to operate their illegal equipment in the
hope the t the government will reverse its decision
to regard FM as the legal mode for the United.
Kingdom.

Their faith is sustained partly by what soma
people call blind optimism, and by the fact that
such 8 step is definitely not envisaged for some
considerable time. The Home Office has not totally
ruled out the possibility that AM may be allowed in
the future.
The reason for enforcing FM on a country which,
prior to November 19B1 was predOminantly (but
unofficially) AM, was to eradicate radio
interference to the emergency services. To this,
AM enthusiasts have no effective answer. There
are, however, several proposals put forward by
persons claiming to represent the interests of AM
breakers. The fact that such breakers are illegal
makes confirmation of their representation
extremely difficult as, indeed, is verification of the
total number of AM breakers.
Nevertheless, an officel spokesmen for AM
breakers did put to CB82 a number of previouslyagreed proposals, the strongest of which of course,
is their demand for AM CB. Their answer to the
thorny question of television interference is to have
the licence fee increased. to £15, a fiver of which
would go to the manufacturers of television sets
(not fitted. with filters as standard) to modify their
products. This, inCidentally, would not apply to
Japanese equipment which is already supplied
with such filters.
On the subject of licence fees, AM breakers
maintain that the government stand to make a lot
more money by the legalisation of AM and a llow
existing illegal operators to pey their way. "We
should have had AM by derault. They robbed us off
by saying that we would be legal in November and
yet under the EEC agreement we could have had
AM." According to their spokesman, AM breakers
would want the licencing system to be on a one set
- one licence prinCiple, instead of the present
arrangement whereby one tic1cet covers up to three
FM sets.
Not unnaturally, AM breakers are jealous of the
fact that radio amateurs are not bound by the same
strict regulations 8S the CB enthusiasts. Hams have
a variety of a lternative frequencies available to
them and the restrictions on power and antennae
are not nearly so stringent; AM breakers would
a lso like a call sign allocation, similar to that used
by amateurs. But perhaps their biggest and for that
matter the most valid complaint against FM is that
although it may be legal in Britain, the moment a
legal breaker takes his set across the English
ChaJU1el to the continent, he immediately becomes
illegal by the laws over there.
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AM breakers, it would appear, do not want just
a straight swop (or FM - they want to retain both
modes. "It is understandable that the mass influx
of children in their early teens on che nnel has
upset 8 lot of people - particularly the AM
brigade who tend to take their breaking very
seriously, but as no restrictions have been placed
in terms of age, there isn't much that can be done
about it. The AM fraternity would like to see an
FM facility reserved for the younger generation."
Having put a lot of licence money into the
government's coffers (either as PM or hopefully as
legal AM breakers) they would want to know how
this new-found money would be spent. Would it, in
fact, be a self-defeating exercise in that the licence
fees that had been collected merely paid the
salaries of Post Office officials who took the cash
over the counter or the civil sevants who
administer the scheme? "Once whits-collared
workers became involved in CB, it could be used for
political purposes. Are breakers, in fact. just
paying for the monitoring end detection equipment
to police their own activities? It has also been
rumoured that German equipment is being
introduced to this country that can locate breakers
within seconds."
Wha t AM breakers would like to see, we
understand, is more in the way of availability of
services, in return for their licence fee - but only
when they start paying them. There should be an
official embargo on the use of channel nine for all
but authentic emergencies, and full-time monitoring
of CB distress chaJU1els. "There was the recent
case of someone in real trouble in the Adriatic. The
coast guard service was alerted, but they said that
they didn't have the equipment to cover the
frequency," said the spokesman.

What are the
chances of success?
So how does the AM brigade intend to campaign
in support of their demands? "The days of the
demonstrations are over. We had thousands of
people marching through the streets of London, and
never got a mention in the press; an old lady with
an injured cat made the front page the same day!"
So how about lobbying MFs?
"Could do, I suppose, but I reaUy don't think that
it would do any good.
So how does the movement for legalising AM
intend to further its aims?
"Well, it is ell down to sheer weight of numbers,
isn't it? People are going into CB shops demanding
to be supplied with AM rigs. They are all
thoroughly disillusioned with FM - in fact they are
getting £20 for their old legal set against a new AM
one."
What are their chances of success? Minima l.
Mike Granite of the Home Office Press Department
said: "We have always said that the government
would work towards a system of CB compatible
with Europe. The introduction of the present
system was merely the quickest way of providing a
CB system.
"British FM CB provides better facilities than
those recommended by the Conference of European
Postal and Telecommunications Administrators.
Europe is rapidly going over to FM, and that
includes ell o( the countries concerned, with the
exception of two Scandinavian nations."

CONNEXIONS

WORLD-~DECBIMPORTERS

Buy direct from us
Save time and money
Huge stocks of all major
~ Ub·S., Edurop~lanbland Far East
ran s aval a e now

~ 24 hOhur t~dehdeUli\TiKery
anyw ere In t e . .
~

Keenest prices on all items.

TRADE ENQUIRIES: Tel (062 -882) 4338/9
Or come and see us at:
- Connexions Furrow Way, Cannon Lane
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 3NY.
Telex: 881 3271 GECOMS G
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what
DOES it mean?
CEPT -

CITIZENS' band radio, be it of the AM or PM
variety, certainly hes its fair share of critics and
there is much to be said for and against both
systems.

But the initial responsibility for recommendations
of rig specification and, for that matter all matters
pertaining to CB, lies with the Conference of
European Postal and Telecommunications
Administrator, Or CEPT, to anybody else.
Set up in June of 1959 this body meets basically
once 8 year to consider aU matters within the
terms of its titie, CB being onB of them. It is
comprised of a number of specialist groups,
although the majority of business is conducted by
two main sections, to which interested parties Bfe
invited to attend. The findings of this body afe in
no way binding upon the members who take part,
and not every country provides representatives.
The recommenda tions with regard to CB in
Europe as made by GEPT wera for e 22-channel
system using a frequency band extending from
26,96 to 27,23MHz and using a maximum power
output of ha lf a watt. To make some comparisons,
the American Federa l Communications Commission
were recommending for their breakars a 40channel system between the frequencies 26.965
and 27.405MHz using four watts. The CEPT further
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recommended an AM'FM system for Europe.
AM/SSB for the United States end FM for the
United Kingdom. And, as far as Britain was
concerned, this was about the only recommendation
that was acceptable, at the time.
There have been many who accuse the Home
Office of not standing up to the outside pressures
of foreign organisations like the EEG, but in this
respect such accusations are unfounded. The
British government stated its intention of launching
a CB system modelled as closely as possible to tha t
in the States. And with the exception of the FM
mode, this has been done with a 40 channel
availability and four watts maximum power.
We have, in fact, been given far more in the way
of power than many other countries when you
consider that France for example can only use two
watts, and many others have only 22 to 24
channels to play with.
It is perhaps surprising that even with the power
levels that we have, that our interference level is
as low as 15 nW as compared to that in the States
which is as high as 4 mW. So, to those who
complain so bitterly about the CB situation in
Britain, it really is a lot worse elsewhere.

*

South Coast CB Superstore

Same Day Despatch. Our Hotline 0705 662145.

*

Simply ring quoting your Barclaycard/ Access
number for immediate despatch of items listed

BASE/LOFT ANTENNAS
StardusterlSkylab Base Ant. 6.2 Dbs ..... .
GPA271/2wave Base Ant 3.2 Dbs gain ... .

Alcomm DPA 11 UK (Legal Home base ant)
Alcomm DPA 11 VA Base Ant 4 Dbs gain .. .
Dipole Centre Fed Base Ant 2.2 Obs .......... .
Hy-Ga in Silver Rod Base Ant 3.8 Dbs gain ..... .
Hy-Gain CLAII5/ S wave Base ant ... .

Spitfire 3 EI Beam 8 Dbs gain ... . ............ .
CTE GP127 Loft Antenna, .......... • . .
Boomerang Base/ Loft ant .... . ...•.........
Mini Boomerang Loft/ Base ant .....••........

19.79 IAI
19.95 1AI
23.95 IAI
22.34 IAI
8.68 IAI
23.95 IAI
25.00 IAI
33.00 IAI
16.12 1AI
11.42 IAI
15.161AI

MOBILE ANTENNAS
K40 Mobile ant (The Best ), ... , .............
K40 Magnetic Mount ...... . ........... . ..
Z27 Half Breed Type mobite ant. .............
Bandit B20·48 48" Mirror Mnt complete .......
Bandit B20·56 56" Mirror Mnt complete ...... .
Bandit B 15·24 24" Mag Mount complete .......
8andit 815-4848" Cost Saver Mag Mnt ... .. ..
Bandit B15·56 56" Cost Saver Mag Mnt . .
Bandit 810·4848" Mag Mnt Power Pusher .....
Bandit Bl0-56 56" Mag Mnt Power Pusher .....
Cherokee 520 60" Half Breed Base Loaded ..
Cherokee 60" Warrior Centre Loaded .........
Cherokee 541HBF 48" Hatchback Mnt ........
MG27 Mag Mntant . . ... . ........... .. ....
Phillips 22en8423 High Quality Mobile .........

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

29.50 IAI
13.35 IAI
7.94 IAI
21.56 IAI
22.43 IAI
21.82 IAI
22.68 IAI
24.41 IAI
28.98 IAI
29.76 IAI
12.99 IAI
8.571AI
26.95 IAI
15.37 IAI
8.60 IAI

POWER SUPPLIES
10.50
12.00
12.25
19.95
42.56
47.95

IBI
IBI
IBI
IBI
IBI
lei

8.54
11.45
16.95
25.56
23.00
29.95
55.80

lei
lei
lei
lei
lei
ICI
ICI

SWR METERS, etc
Tel Basic SWR Meter ................••...
TC3 swr/ pwr/ field strength 110 type ......•....
TC5 swr/fs/power/matcher type 175 .. .
TC6 swr/fs/power/matcher type 178 ........ .
006 swrI fs l power I matcher................. .
Zetagi 500 Twin Meter De Luxe IKW SWR ..... .
FD·50 Digital Freq Meter 5 digit .............. .

CTE 27-422 De Luxe 300W Ant Matcher ..
CB30 looW Matcher . . ............. .
Rotator for Beam Antenna's .......... .
2 Way Coax Ant Switch .... ..... . .
3 Way Coax Ant Switch 27-113 ........ .• •• ...
4 Way Coax Ant Switch (Zetagi V4) .... .•• •. ..
Dummy Load 5 Watt NC·570 ........... •• •...
Dummy Load 30 Watt NC-589 ......... • • • • ...
Sirtel TVI Filter (for back of TV set) ....•••••..
Sirtel TVI Filter (high pass) ................ .
LP30 Type TVI Filter (high pass) . .......... .
RG-5BU Coax Cable 100 Mtr Coils.
RG-BU Low Loss Coax Cable 100 Mtr Coils ... .
Patch Lead complete with PL259's ....... .. .. .

12.80
6.64
39.30
6.75
17.75
6.68
1.00
6.20
4.99
9.90
4.10
25.00
55.00
1.50

lei
lei
IBI
lei
lei
lei
lei
lei
lei
lei
lei
IAI
IAI
lei

29.00
24.85
34.50
49.95
9.95
6.81
45.10
34.41
1.71
3.79

IBI
IBI
IBI
IAI
IBI
IBI
IBI
IBI
lei
lei -

MICS & ACCESSORIES
K40 Mobile Power Microphone .............. .
Turner JM +2U Mobile Microphone ....... • ...
Turner RK 76 Mobile Microphone ... .
Turner Exp 500 Base Microphone ..... .
Hy-Gain Telephone Handset ......... ...... . .
DM102N std repl Mic (Noise Cancelling) ....... .
Ham Master 4500 Base Mic ................. .
Ham Master 4200 Base Mic ................. .
1.5 volt Ni-cad Batatery NCC50 cf ............ .
Mic Ext Lead complete .................... .

CB TRANSCEIVERS

LlNEARS/ PRE-AMPS
eTE Mini Tank 25W FM·50W SSB Mobile Amp .. 23.25 lei
eTE eolibri 30 30W FM - 60W SSB Mobile Amp
36.65 IBI
erE eolibri 50 50W FM - fOOW SS!l Amp .....
54.35 IBI
eTE Jaguar lOOW FM - 200W SSB Mobile Amp. 112.76 IBI
eTEJumb0300W FM - 600W SSB .......... . 119.00 IAI
Bremi BRL200 Mains 200W SSB Burner ....... . 112.00 IAI
CTE Pre·amp " On·air" Base Mod 27·375 ....... . 22.40 lei
CTE Mobile Pre·amp 25 Dbs Mod 27-380 .... .
23.25 lei
RP 20 Mobile Pre-amp ..................... . 16.63 lei
Zetagi B7070W GM 90W SSB Mobile Amp .... .
39.95 IBI
Zetagi MC12 Modulation Controller ....... . ... . 18.50 lei
Slim Car3 A 13.8V std Power Supply .....••...
Slim 350 3-5A Power Supply ................ .
Bremi 3·5A De Luxe Power Supply ........... .
Micro 5-7A high quality Power Supply ..... . ... .
AL6000 5A Var Voltage Twin Mtr Pwr Sup ..... .
10 Amp Heavy Duty Power Supply . .......... .

ANTENNA CABLE/FITTINGS/
ACCESSORIES

(Subject to availability)
President KP77 40ch FM Base Station. . . . . .
136.28 (A)
President KP44 De Luxe Mobile Transceiver. . . .. 93.75 (A)
President KP33 4Och·Mobile Transceiver. . . . . . .. 74.83 (A)
Telecomms Standard 40ch Transceiver. . . . . . . .. 49 .95 (A)
Legionarre 40ch Transceiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69.95 (A)
Commtron NATO 120ch FM /a m + Legal FM .... 134.00 (A)

eolt510 120chAM/ FM................. . ...

99.00 IAI

Ham 120 120ch AM / FM Transceiver. . . . . . . . . ..
Nentone miniature 40ch am CB receiver. . . . . . ..

99.00 (A)
12.50 (C)

POST/ PACKING CODE Ifor England onlyl
IAI ADD £5
IBI ADD £2.50
lei ADD £1
Wales, Ireland, Scotland and Cornwall check for carriage costs
before ordering.

ATTENTION TRADE BUYERS
We are the South's leading
wholesale distributor and offer a
weekly delivery service to the
following counties - Hampshire,
Wiltshire,
Dorset,
Somerset,
Berkshire, Surrey and Sussex.
Contact Bob Devereux of our
Trade Dept for further details.
Other areas - 24 hour delivery by
carrier as usual.

NEW TRADE CUSTOMERS
Write in for our comprehensive
catalogue over 1,000 accessories.
at the lowest prices.
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Design your own eyeball cards or QSL cards! Giving business
cards away is a popular hobby with businessmen, so why not give
away eyeball cards? But if you're into long distance CB or
amateur radio, you will find QSL cards a real must. Follow this
guide to producing your own cards.

11
OF THE

8~M8URY

20

DB8pite legalisation on November 2 last
year, we have noticed that many
breakers are still using the lingo (S98
pages 78-81). personal handlB8, and
eyaball cards.
Now, eyeball cards are simply
deriva tions of business visiting cards but
without all the details that might haw
rB8ulted in the bears treclng where It
came from in the first placel
So, eyeball cards are simply little IiIU
of card with the handle, a best wishes
greeting, and often a snazzy little
drewtng that should dB8cribe in some
way what you're a.1l about. nere is;etlU
a use for eyllball cards, ~
nowadays though, there's no r88son wh1
you shouldn't fit your name and
telephone number on tham - as long aa
you're legal
CB business cards have come about
through the existence of QsL cards,
used widely by amateur radio
enthusiasts and long distance CB
operators. in Britain and abroad. QSi>
cards (the code means I am
Acknowledging Receipt) are a dlfferiilf
game of cowboys, although the RSGB
wouldn't like to hear us referrtng to
thalr activities a8 tbat .•.
QSL is pert of the long distance Q
CntlR (IIAtA<! R.....whRrR In r:FIR2) Rnd

EYEBALLED

fJ\NG~
10. 10
UIIBURY 20
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cards are sent to confirm radio contacts
made. In the early days of amateur
radio, long distance contacts were often
IlaUonal records, and so the opera tors
Il8IIded some form of confirma tion to
prove tha contact was made. That's
where it all bagan.
QSL cards are slightly more
oomplicated than eyeball cards, in that
they included the operator's call number
(or bandle), name and address, time and
frequency of contact, and some
technicallnformaUon such as the
equ1pmant and antenna used. Some QSL
bards bave spaces for weather
t:oa.d1t10D8. intarferencelevels, and so
pu. There are few records broken
iiaWa'd.ya. but the exchanging of QSL
~rda bas become one of the most
popular and saUsfying pastimes of CB
.pel amateur radio operators.
J)Jdeed. some CBers and ama teurs
'wallpaper" their radio rooms (shacks)
with cards, using them as reminders of
~tacts made, and as the inevitable
j;ODversational gambits.

EYEBALLED
EYEBALLED

SMOKEY
BACON

BRUISER

In the radio amateur world there are
to find the opera tor
_____, contacts as possible
and In as many
'~:,:'~~~S: as possible. Another
If
are called "clearing
lIJ.ailll"':Wher'e you don't need to send
direct to an obscure country,
that it might arrive. Instead
(or them) to a central
~~__ In your own country, and they
F_:,,~-tha cards (In batches, sometimes)

YIIA

Member 01
The NAUnlne
Amateur Radio
Fellowthip

Ceorge Rench
p, 0 , Do. 26 K8T

K.ba,yoran nrnl.lr
Ju.n..s.J.....
Rop.bUc 0/ Iodoa.Ia
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Ally Boy
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off to those countries. It's cheeper, and
there is less of a problem taking down
the name and address of the foreign
contact over a possibly statio-ridden
conversa tion.
We have plopped eyeball and QSL
cards into one subject In this feeture,
eyeball cards of course baing a less
complicated version of the others.
Designing your own card is e
straightforwerd job, and you can either
construct yours from scratch, or If
you're Into amateur radio and couldn't
design an Irish maze, you could buy
them from firms that design and print
them professionally.
Ca rds should not ba any bigger than
the standard postcard size - 140mm x
190mm - and printed on ordinary
postcard.type card. We have heerd
reports of Borne being printed on wood,
plastic, and even aluminium or copper
sheeting. Nice, but could be dangeroua
to post sorters, etc.
To be technically correct, the wording
should include the expression:
Confirming Contact. Why? Because the
whole object of the QSL card is to
confirm two way communication.
Otherwise there's no proof that a
actually took pisce.

All this information should be
designed neetly into the card, and often
there is space for some artwork that
describes your hobby, personality,
interests, profession. and so on. This is
where the real design work comes in. A
well designed and produced card will be
kept by the parson that receives it; like
postage stamp collecting really,
Some of the examples we've seen
Include a section of map, with the
operator's location printed onto it,
photographs of the opere tor, or his
"shack", a cartoon character of some
sort, and a rough drawing of a map
overprinted with a picture of the
operator In the aree of the station.
If you are having the cards produced
professionally, remember that colours
cost money. Most people have one or
two extra colours (apart from bisck and
white) and this is often sufficient

As far as cost is concerned, If you
have eyeball cards printed and designed
professionally, and by a small firm, you
will probably get away with a bill for
between £7.50 and £10 for 100 cards.
QSL cards are a little more expansive,
assuming a single colour (bla~ on white
or a coloured ce~rd:'~_ _

---l

OSCAR

ONE
** Full
4O·channel coverage
Channel 9 priority switch
** Attenuator
Delta tune (± 1 KHz) control
switch on front panel
** Concentric
volume and squelch
External speaker jack provided
** Illuminated
S and PO meter
Supplied with dynamic mic, mobile
mount, instruction manual, etc.

Based on the experience of twentytwo years in the co mmunicati ons indust ry, our co ncept of a 27 MHz C.B.
radio was clear. It must satisfy Brit ish
needs; meet M.P.T. specifications w ith
ease; provide th e be st poss ible performance for the price AND be simple, and
thereby safe, to operate wh ilst drivi ng .
The front panel of the Oscar One is
not cluttered up with a multitude of
co ntrols. the po sit ion s of which ca nnot
be m emorised or distinguish ed at a
touch (for "eyes on the road" driving),
and the inclusion of which can be
ascribed as gimmicky or worse stil l as a
cove r-up for defects inherent in the
design of the radio itself.
New techn ique s have rendered the
RF gain, local / dx, AN L and microphone
gain contro ls obsolete. A ba lanced
mi xe r reduces "wi pe out", al lows continued operation even when one 's
neighbour is on the air. Feedback circuits keep the transmitted sig nal crisp
and constant, while specia l limiting ci rcuits redu ce electrical interference on
the receiver, and, in the transmitter,

hol d the deviation to 1.6 times the norm
for a te n thousand per ce nt increa se in
speech leveL* ***
On the Oscar One, all co ntrol s are on
the front panel. The main ones , the
chan nel ch ange, concentric volume an d
squelch, concentric channel nine (for
instant use of the eme rge ncy cha nnel ;
and Delta tune (to help pull in off channel stations) all fall easi ly to hand , The
attenuato r switch reduces transm it
power by ten times to comply with the
licence cond itions and as a courtesy to
other users.
W ith the purchase of an Oscar One
you will be entering the "Wo nderful
World of Wireless" . If you get bitten by
the technical bug , and th is fosters an
interest in "Ham Radio", it is reassuring
to know that you are already dealing
with the biggest Amateu r Radio dealer
in the ·U .K. IYaesu Musen Importer), or,
if yo u need communications for
business use, remember we have our
own extensive range of land an d
marine type approved equipment and
accessories.

S.M.C. offers a full range of quality items all
realistically priced : the famous OSCAR "foldover" whips now avai lable in 1.2 and 1.5
metre lengths (with body, magnetic, boot or
gutter mounts), the remarkable new OSCAR
base antenna, antenna tuning units, low pass
filters, SWRs (single or twin), power meters,

coax switches, power supplies, power cords,
dummy loads, jump leads, coax connectors
and cables, rotators, masts, towers, hardware, exten sion speakers, telephone handsets, anti-theft: lock mounts and horn relays,
dipl exers, etc., etc., etc ..

SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LTD
S.M. HOUSE, OSBORNE ROAD, TOnON, SOUTHAMPTON, S04 4DN, ENGLAND
Tel: Totton (0703) 867333. Te)ex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Telegram: "Aerial" Southampton
STOKE·ON·TRENT

LEEDS

CHESTERFIELD

WOODHALL SPA

S.M.C. (Stoke)
76 High Street,
Talke Pit.,
Stoke
Kid.grove (07a16) 72644

S.M.C. (lead.)
257 Ottey Road,
Leed. 16, YOrkShire
Leeds (0632) 782326
9-5.30 M onday-Saturday

S.M.C. (Jack Tweedy) LTD
102 High Street,
New Whittington, Chesterfield
Chesterfield (0246) 453340
9,5 Tuesday·Saturday

S.M.C. (Jack Tweedy) LTD
150 Horncss!!e Road,
Woodhall Spa, lincolnshire
Woodhall Spa (0526) 52793
9,5 Tuesday-Saturday
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SPECIAL OFFER
Save 20% on a Radiomobile CB201 rig

In this exclusive-to-CB82 special offer, you can save more than 20% on
the price of a new Radiomobile CB201 FM rig. Retailing at £90 in the
shops, you can purchase one of these quality-built valuable rigs for the
amazing price of £72.00 including VAT and postage and packing. Simply
cut out the coupon at the bottom of this page, complete it and send it off
(with the money - either cheque or money orders will be OK) to: CB82
Special Offer, A. T. Gittins & Sons Ltd, 15 Sutton Street, Birmingham,
West Midlands B1 1

SPECIFICAnONS
Current drain: transmit 1.3amp; receive
0.8amp
Frequency tolerance: plus/minus 1.5kHz
Operating temperature: -10dC to + 55dC
Dimensions: Width 129nun height 39nun
depth 160nun
RECEIVER: Dual conversion superhet.
IF: 1O.695mHz and 455kHz
Sensitivity: 0.7 microvolts at 20dB NQ
Audio output: 1.8 watts a t 10% THD.
80hms impedance
TRANSMITTER: Output: 4 watts into
500hms.
Output: 4 watts into 500hms
FM deviation: plus/minus 1.5kHz at 3mv

This extremely compact high quality CB transceiver operates
in accordance with MPT 1320. Features include LED channel
readout. LED S/RF power meter, integral bottom mount
speaker, and external speaker jack.
Base station adaptability is incorporated with a 10dB
transmit power attenuator on the rear panel. The unit is
supplied complete with a dynamic microphone, vehicle
mounting bracket, and full instruction manual.

Ir------------------------------------~
Please send me, within the next 14 days, ..... Radiomobile CB201 FM CB rig(s) at £72.00 each. I enclose
I
I

the money as requested.

I

I
I

Name (block capitals please). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
L
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Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.................................................................. .. ................ ..
Signa ture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To: CB82 Special Offer. A. T. Gittins & Sons Ltd, 15 Sutton Street, Birmingham, West Midlands B11DG.
.2~~f~l~t~u~il~:.:n~o.:.M~y:.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I
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Three into one will go! and we have done it!
The Emu Trinity, the ultimate transceiver!
AT LAST, A BRITISH OESIGNED AND MANUFACTUREO C . B. TRANSCEIVEATHAT IS NOT A
TOY - IT ISA TOOL produced w ith robust durability
and outstanding perfo rmance in mInd. We even use
an a·pole crys tal filte r fo r the ultima te In selectivity.
The result is a legal alternative to communication
transce ive rs as used by Radio Amateursand Professional Operators, and with nocompromise. lnsleadol
offering many modes. covering several bands and
coping, fairly well - the TRINITY IS dedicated to C.B.
and handles it's responsibilities magnllicenUy!
We have called it the TRINITY because it is three rigs
in one. AS A H A ND· H ELO illS compact and easy to
usewilh bu ill· in microphone, loudspeaker and push·
to· talk switch. The integ ra l telescopic antenna Is fed
with a full2 wailS and is automatlcallycoupled to the
transceiver ci rcui try when removed from irs slide
mount. The internal ballery pack may be either
disposable M anganese; Alkaline (Ouracells) or reo
chargeable Nickel Cadmium in which case the
recharg ing is achieved automatically when replaced
in the slide mount
AS A MOBILE , the use 01 automatic circuitry has
eliminated many controls leaYing iust Volume and
Squelch. We have d ispensed with RF Gain, IF Gain,
Disptay Dimmer, Tone. Delta Tune, Mic Gain. Local/
Ox Switch e tc. Security is ensu red because each
TRIN ITY is supplied with an integ rat slide mount
included neally in the c ase design. Eyen the microphone has been designed w itA the driver in mind, lor
ch an nel selectors are mounted symetrically(for use
in either hand) to lacilitate el/ortless channel search·
ing and changing. A H igh SWR wa rning instanlly
notifies the operator of a problem with antenna or its
associated w iring, whilst the ambient Ii~ht leyel is
constanlly monit(.lried and the display brightness is
adiusted automatically, thus ensuring good daytime
YiSibility, and non' glare night lime viewing.
AS A HOME· BASE transceiver it provides as many
desirable features as any other HUGE home· base,
without the more usual LARGE cabine t full of fresh
air!, but it also con stanlly monitors Channel9, whilst
using any o t her- an externaltransmll switch socket
enables VOX operation, footswitch elc.
Also provided are three preselected Channel
bullons- one forChannel9 the other for any others,
but eyeryTRINI TY leaves the factory set to 14 & 19. A
few moments are reQuired to ellect a change!

-. ~ ~ TRINITY
I, , ", I ~ ')
@ ~ -\-~ T: ~
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SQUElCH
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' HAN D·H ELD'

OTHER FEATURES seldom found on C.B. trans·
ceivers are:'GLASS' FIBRE PRINTED CIRCUIT 80ARDS for
extreme strength/stability'
'O RANGE DISPLAY for best possible Yisibility in
bright ligh ting'
' NOISE MUTING to eliminate the 'no signal noise'
o! an F.M. receiyer"
'EITHER HAND'MICROPHONE per1ectlysymetri·
cal lor ultimate ease of use in either hand'
'ULTRAH IGH DYNAMIC RANGE . Owing to careful
design, the receiver will never be 'blotted oul' by a
transmiller on another channel nearbY'
'ALL METAL CASE for use in rugged environ ments.
We only use plastic for insulation. not cheapness! '
' RIGHT HAND MICROPHONE SOCKE T, proves
that the TRINITY was designed in Btltain for British
users'
'PHASE LOCKED DETECTOR to obviate inter1erence
from side banders, fore ign or otherwise!'
'REAR PANEL (OF SLIDE MOUNT) contains
antenna socket, RF power switCh, external power
socket, speaker socket 8. transmit socket '

7
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'HOMEBASE'

'CARRYING CASE & ' BASE CASE' WITH MAINS
SUPPLY also available as optional extras·
'AUDIBLE 'LOW BATTERY' INDICATOR topreyent
battery damage'
'FULL 4 WATT OUTPUT w hen used in Moblle or
Base mode. Automatically switches to 2 watts for
hand' held·
SPEC IAL OFFER
To the l irst 500 TR IN ITY owners who return their
serial number Registration Card s:' a e10 voucher
will be issued fo r use in wh ole or part to purchase a ny
EMU product, or alternatively donated to either
A.EAC.T. (UK) or any Registered A.E.AC.T. Team
Orders w ill be dispa tched in strict rotation.

£179 Inc VAT
If you leel thai £179 is a high price to pay, why not

add up the prices of,
the best 40 cha nnel mobile,
ii) the best 40 ch annel home· base, and most
Important
iii) th e besl AO chan nel hand-held.
Remember the TRINITY out· performs them all.

n

MEET THE BLACK BOX RANGE OF C.B. MODULES
SELECTIVE CALL UNIT, the ultima te accessory to obviate th e need for constanlly monitoring
regular channels. Directly programmable personality codes enable nearty 1000 persons to be
called individually without disturbing any other users on channel. Ideal lor the small business or
fleet operator.
Two versions are available, either simpler pre·set model SEL 1 wh ic h can be filted with a new
personality coding module s pplied by EMU , pre·coded toyour specilic requirements, or the more
sophisticated model SEL2 (Shown) whic h has full coding selection lacililiesayailable on the front
panel. A message led will warn you il an attempt has been made to contact you in your absence.
Simply dial up the code of the parson you require and press CALLI
PrIce: Model SEL 1 £50·95
Model SEL 2 £62·75
Inc. VAT
Inc . VAT
VOCHRON , th e talking clock/l o· 36 module -will either
tell you the time or at the touch 01 a button transmit and say
"10· 36 followed by the corre c t time! Latest mic roprocessor
techniques enable us to produce a realistic speech syn·
thesizer, coupled to a stable ClOCk with Quat1z accuracy.
Price: £79·95 Inc VAT
REFLECTOMETER , a constan t watch·dog to reduce the
risk of costly repairs due to mismatch, unnoticed vllnd alism
or even driving at high speed. Can be se l to warn · 'perator
wh enever a hig h SWR is present No minute me ter needles
to watch when trying to negotiate a bend! Also available with
an opt ional audible warn ing device - ideal fo r unskilled
users.
Price: withoutAWA, £9'95 ,
withAWA£12·g5I n c. VAT
POWER REDUCER MK II , a module w ith ever increasing
popularity. especially amongst those CBe r's who are
genera ting TVI, o r are concerned with the risksol detection
when using AM. Affords a perfec t match toanyantenna,and
provides a dummy load facility, at no t Ime affecting th e
strength at the rece ived sig nal .
£12·50 inc. VAT
ECHO UNIT I another innovative modul e designed With C.B.
in mind! This fu lly electronic device simpty plugs into th e
microphone socket, and adds a third dimension to every
transmission, and is continuously variable in d epth. Led
ind icates depth of reverberation to user. ThiS l echniQue w il1
produce a controlled 'spa rkle' to the voice and mcrease
readability in nOIsy envIronments. The British Army have
been doing iust this in their Armuured Vehicles fo r years.
Mallory PP3 ballenes last almost i ndefinitely, ow ing to
power bemg applied automatically during. transmit ~nly.
Two verSions available, WIth eIther 01 N or 4 pm connectlOns.
pr09rammable for any rig commonly avaitable, by the user in
moments.
£36 ·80 inc. VAT
1- CB82
,
Please sena ae la liS ClIne TRINITY Iond BLACK BOX ,ange 01 C.B
H

~Ig
~1IIo::

BRITISH MADE
Fortuit details of these products a nd o ur ra nge 0 1 TVt & Low Pass Filters please se nd th e
completed torm to: EMU SYSTEMS LImited , Marketing Divi sion, 9a Crown Street, St.
Ives, Huntingdon , Cambs . orTetephone (24 hrs) 0480 6 1177 l o rd e talts now. Alternatiyely
contact your Loca l Deale r.

,

M odulescCAPS PLEASE)

I

NAME .

I
I

ADDRESS .

I
I
I
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CB82 visits t he Chelsea CB Centre, w here race-engine t uner
Tony Hart has developed a business cat ering fo r t he
enthusiast.

Tucked away just off Fulham Broadway, in
Britannia Road, are t he ga rage premises of
Tony Hart Racing. Now, the major portion
.of the business is race-tuning and
recti fication of problems with Triumph Stag
and TR7s.

That's another story. however. What
interests us is that also on the premises is
the Chelsea CB Centre. Tony Hart, well
known in motor racing circles, had the
good fortune on his travels to meet up with
a young lady named Sally Smith.
Sally had just returned from the USA,
where she obtained her CB licence long
before anybody in Britain even understood
what the initials stood fori Er. Companion
of the Bath? Contact Breakers? Citizens'

Band ? What's that?
Anyway, she and Tony Hart watched
with inte rest how CB was developing, in
America and in Britain, as a talking poi nt.
No pun intendedl
Requests for CB equi pment from
enthusiastic customers led to the supply of
lega l accessories like aerials, power supply
units and so on. and demand for these
" hard to get" items multiplied as word
went around. Soon, the CB centre was
swamped with orders. W ith legalisation
just around the corner, Sally and Tony
decided that it was time to design a set
that wou ld give satisfaction to the serious
user, at a competitive price , and meet the
legal UK specifications completely,
Their first major hurdle was persuading
the Home Office to give them some kind of
advance notice of what the minimum
specification was likely to be. By keeping
their ears to the ground, and badgering
those worthies in the Civi l (sic) Service at
every opportunity, t hey were able to
formulate t he design for a quality mobile rig
- well, almostl
The Home Office, in its wisdom, released
the f inal and rather amended specificat ion
one grudging week before lega lisation day.
Needless to say, Chelsea CB Centre had to
work very fast to produce their TC300 in
good time. But produce it they did, and
they made a good job of it too.
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Tony Hart wonders just how many of t he
" legal sets" sold on legafisation day, were
really up to UK specification. He says it
would have been difficult for everybody t o
have met the requirements so quickly.
Many rigs, he adds, were, and still are,
rather shaky co nversions.
" This is the point where the Interceptor
TC300 rea lly comes into its own," he
says. " It is too easy to make simple
mistakes when installing rigs , and the
result could be a blown set, and a blown
guaranteel"
For instance, a mistake when fitting a
" quick conversio n" rig can involve
incorrect polarity of the car (positive or

On kids using CB:
"It's great when they
all go to bed around
11 pm. You can then
get to talk to serious
breakers. "

negative earth system). An error here
would usually mean a f ry-up inside the rig.
Simply them, you've blown it, and the
retailer won't want to give you another
one. With the Interceptor TC300, reverse
polarity protection is built in. So getting
your wires crossed merely produces nil
response, instead of a big bang and lots of
smoke.
Other safeguards built in, include SWR
protection and a "genuine" RF gain control
which actually increases signal strength.
The LED read out makes tuning, when
mobile, simpler and safer than analogue
systems. "Chelsea CB Centre would hate
the thought of anyone having an accident
while struggling to tune a rig," says Tony
Hart. He added that there are sets on the
British market which, at a higher price, do
not incorporate all of these essential
safeguards.
With many years' experience behind
them , and the know ledge that people can
strip threads and snap off studs, and short
circuit wiring harnesses, Chelsea CB Centre
feel it is very important that their rigs
should be "user proof and safe."

Tony Hart makes another point about socalled legal rigs. Where. for instance. a
10dB attenuator is required. it must form
part of the set . The " make do and mend"
system in t he aerial circuit is illega l. he
states. and adds that no such problem
exists with the Interceptor; the attenuat or
is already in there.

On 934MHz:
"The introduction will
probably sort out the
genuine breakers from
the meddlers."

I

For the future . there is the Interceptor
TC400 to come. probably at some time in
April. This w ill incorporate all the features
of the TC300 plus handset channel
change. a useful function in a busy road
situation. A bui lt in clock w ill save the
expense and hassle of fitting a separate
unit. but perhaps the best of all is a
channel 9 (emergency) scan with bleep
attention-getter facility.
A possible bonus is the built-in Selcall.
This will be incorporated if the technical
problems are not too heavy. But if it does
happen. it shou ld become available as a
not-too-expensive plug-i n extra. Very
useful for doctors and others who are on
call. The TC400 will ret ail at abo ut £ 120.
One of the first people to put the
Interceptor to the t est was Barry "Whizzo "
Williams. well known in saloon car racing
circles. Out of season. he transpo rts racing
and vintage cars in his specially adapted

transporte r. On his first time out with the
TC 300 he called another "big wheeler" to
advise of a lighting fault in bad weather.
Apparently . he was "astounded" w hen the
reply came back as clear as a bell . and a
friendship was sealed over the airwaves
between two t ravelling t ruckers.
Of interest to many people will be the
Interceptor Base Station. expected MidJune this yea r. Carrying the features of the
TC400 with slider controls. this rig is
already being looked at by the Social
Services Department as a possible aid to
the elderly .
Using the easy controls, and channel 9
scan system. senio r citizens in trouble
would be able to summon help much more
easily than at present. At around £280 pe r
set. it would seem a practical alternative to
costly telephone installation, with the
advantage of almost guaranteed help close

at hand. As near. in fact. as the nearest
breaker.
What of the CB scene now? Tony Hart
feels that not putting a minimum age limit
on licences (as in the US) has led to abuse
from some young and irresponsible
breakers who now clog the channe ls with
ina ne chat during the day.
It's great when they all go to bed around
l1pm . says Tony. You can then get to talk
to serious users.
The introduction of 934MHz rigs will
probably sort out the geniune breakers
from the meddlers. thinks Tony. Being
superior in transmission and reception
quality. they wilt be rather more expensive,
but worth it for the enthusiast .
Without doubt. the best of these will be
in stock at the Chelsea CB Centre , w hen
the time comes.

CHELSEA CB CENTRE

Chelsea CB Centre are proud to announce the arrival of t he Interceptor TC 300
Mobile CB Transceiver, the first model of the all new British designed CB
equipment. Even the basic model has better specifications and performs better than
more expensive makes. Standard features include cross wire protection: If you
connect the power leads in reverse by mistake, no damage will occur to your
transceiver. Without this protection your set would be reduced to a smoking box
and your guarantee void. An expensive mistake . SWR protection is essential
because CB antennas have to be tuned into the transceiver. If a bad mismatch
occurs this overloads the output transistor causing irreparable damage. With the
Interceptor the power lights w il l fla sh to warn you something is wrong, and even if
you do not see the lights, unwanted power is absorbed into the SWR protection
circuit safeguarding your transceiver and your warranty. Also RF gain control turn it up to pull in weak stations or turn it down to make close stations more
readable.

TELEPHONE: 01-731 0027
73-n Britannia Road
LondonSW62JR

f79.95p
inc. VAT

MAIN U.K. DISTRIBUTORS
TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

.I!::!

Intercep tor is a Registered Trade Name of Parkington Company Ltd, London, Wl .
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Above: In the US, you can
buy 8 2}S It 58tellite
receiving antenna (smeller

then conventional TV
antennae) which can be

mounted on 8 house, or any
other convenient location.
Setellite Television Corp., of
Washington DC, provided

the photograph.

WE have all watched television programmes that

begin wltlVthe

wo~

"Live by satellite." Well, how
about CB-by satellite? Not possible? If that's what
you think, then think again, because with a little
money, knowledge end somebody to speak to at the
other end, there's no reason why you shouldn't be
speaking to people all over the world in years to

come.
Someone once said of children that "big oafs
from little urchins grow" and perhaps the same

could be said of the latest enfant terrible of the
world of communications - citizens' hand radio.
Although it would be difficult to envisage the short·
range CB transmissions of today being used to span
oceans and vast continents with the help of
satellites, the same could have been said of the
amateur transmitting equipment not that long ago.
For many, the restrictions of power and antenna
type imposed by the government when CB was
legalised last November has been too much;
although there is no teclmical reason why FM
waves should not follow the same laws of
propagation as the AM veriety, the point is that
skip just isn't happening to the same degree. Many,
in their infinite frustration are turning to the
amateur world, with its extensive choice of
frequencies and equipment. Many, on tlie other
hand, are turning to AM with illegal power levels
and antenna systems - indeed some breakers have
never left it.
These days, high technology terms are bandied
about in the same casual manner as the millions of
pounds that it costs; even the word "billion",
hitherto incomprehensible to the human brain is
.now accepted in the same vein as today's cup of
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coffee which cost the eqUivalent of five shillings as
compared to four old pence! And the expression
"Live by satellite" is regarded with about as much
excitement by a population with minds dulled by a
barrage of technical achievement, as the arrival of
a number four bus.
Before even attempting to comprehend the
principles of satellite communication. it is
necessary to first understand the basics of wave
propagation. a radio wave is comprised of two
components - namely electromagnetic and
electrostatic. From an onmi·directional antenna,
these will emanate very like the waves that spread
in 8 pool of water when a stone is thrown into it,
The distance between the wave tops represents the
wavelength, and the number of times per second
that the waves break against the bank of the pool
is known as the frequency.
Frequency is determined by dividing wavelength
into 300,000, and vice-versa; a frequency of 15,000
is therefore 200 metres and 200 metres equates to
15.000KCs.
All transmitters emit three waves - a ground
wave with a very limited range, a direct wave
which is that used extensively by CB enthusiast
with a range of a few miles, and a sky wave. And
it is this sky wave which, when reflected back to
earth from an ionized layer, some 200 miles distant
from the earth, that gives rise to the "skip" effect
on transmissions that can span hundreds or even
thousands of miles.
The substance which does the reflecting
comprises a series of ionized gaseous layers which,
when subjected to the differing degrees of heat ·

from the sun throughout the day. reflect from
differing heights. Obviously, the higher the
reflecting layer, the greater the "skip" effect.
Furthermore. the level of reflecting layer used is
also dependent upon the frequency of the
transmission, and the higher the frequency the
higher the layer - which, again, gives a greater
degree of skip. There comes a point, however,
when the frequency is so high that it will pass
directly through all of the reflecting layers and out
into space.
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Unfortunately, these ionized layers are not as
dependable as they might be - especially for low
power transmissions. Apart from the fact that they
are constantly changing at the top and bottom
layer-level. there is a massive "re-shuffle" at dawn
and dusk when the major temperature changes
take place. Add to this the problems of density
lapse, or holes in the layers, tilting of the
ionosphere which alters the direction of
transmissions, or sporadic formation at unexpected
heights, and it can be seen why skip working is
rather a hit-and-miss affair. On top of all that, the
current sun spot cycle will shortly be producing
even more erratic ionization densities because of
solar flares.
H became apparent to many in the
communications business in the late 1950s that the
answer to all these problems lay in an artificial
reflecting substance of known reflective properties
in a known and constant position in the sky - in a
word, a sa tellite - and from which signals could
be bounced.

The ionosphere has
become a scrapyard
The transmitting frequencies that would be
necessary to pierce the ionosphere to reach the
satellites would have to be very high, and be of the
line-of-sight variety. And in 1964 the first Intelsat
satellite was put in orbit, suitably positioned above
the earth to be within range of the transmitter and
yet high enough to "see" as large a section of the
earth's surface as possible.
Since 1964, countless other satellites have been
launched, serving all manner of purposes, until the
ionosphere has become a virtual scrapyard,
espeCially when you consider that as the life of an
unmanned satellite is limited, so it must be
replaced. And as there appears no easy way of
bringing down en exhausted "bird", it would
appear that the amount of junk floating around out
there will increase indefinitely!

further division of satellite types according to their
respective functions. Basically, this division is
between "active" and the "passive" type. The
passive variety merely act as mirrors in the sky,
reflecting back what has been sent up. But as the
power loss (estimated to be around 200dB) both up
and down is so great, some form of boosting device
is usually necessary.
This is achieved by the use of transponders and
turns the passive satellite into an active one. In
order to remove interaction between the upgoing
signal and the amplified downgoing one, the signal
is received on one frequency and transponded to
another for re-transmission back to earth, with the
necessary electrical power provided by solar
energy. There is an even more sophisticated system

Left: Another variation on
the dish antenna system,
able to receive international
transmissions. Below: The

VOSA T·OSCAR·9 was
launched on October 6, 1981
by NASA and, with support
from the Radio Society of
GB lamong others}, part of
its objective is to provide
radio amateurs with a
"readily available tool to
carry out studies of the
near-earth electromagnetic
environment etc. "UOSA T
stands for the University of
Surrey satellite programme.

Satellites fall primarily into two types - the
geostatic and the orbital type. Geostatic satellites,
to which the Intelsat belongs, remain in a constant
position in relation to the earth. The disadvantage
of this type is that it serves one area and one area
alone, of the earth's surface. On the other hand. it
requires relatively little in the way of positional
adj ustment and virtually no tracking equipment.
The orbiting satellite, as its name implies, orbits
the earth in a predetermined pa ttern and is in a
position to "see" all (or virtually all) parts of the
globe - but only once every 90 minutes as it
passes. That is one problem with orbiting satellites
- the fact that its use is transient as it passes over
the earth's surface and there is therefore a
requirement for three such units. equally spaced
around the world to give a continuity of
availability. With this arrangement, the
effectiveness of one satellite would be fading as the
next one came round to take up its task. Coupled
with this problem is that of sending signals up to
the satellite (and receiving them) at an azimuth and
elevation that is constantly changing. It can be seen
that satellite communications is indeed complex.
Having cited the two basic types, there is a
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which picks up signals at one point in its orbit,
stores them until the satellite is suitably positioned
over the required. addressee, then sends them
down.

Below: Technicians at the
University of Surrey,
Guildford, assembling the
UOSAT Oscar 9 satellite.
Note the clinical conditions.
Bottom of page diagram
shows typical "ground
tracks " covered by the
satellite.

So what has all this high technology got to do
with CB? Possibly quite a lot. No longer is the
installation of the sansitive "dish" antenna the sale
' prerogative of major communications companies.
Already, radio operators throughout the world have
access to no fewer than nine active orbiting
satellites which are reached. by the use of small
micro-wave parabolic aerials. It requires as little
as 50 watts output to make it up to a "bird", after
which the Signal is boosted by the transponder
before being returned. to earth.
On an even wider scale, technologists are

working hard to perfect domestic reception of
British television. together with their European
counterparts acting in the interests of their country,
with the use of individual portable antenna. Not
only will this at least reduce, if not eradicate, the
need for expensive repeater stations and miles of
feeder line, but it will also improve reception for
those situated in the "grey" reception areas. For
the very same reason that satellite "line of sight"
transmissions are of superior quality by virtue of
their stable reflective medium, so the existing
dependability of TV reception relies on the relative
siting of the set in relation to the nearest repeater
station.
Taken a stage further, ever since 1977
discussions have been going on with the lTV
reviewing the possibility of the reception of
European TV in this country with the use of
geostatic satellites to reflect transmissions onto
60cm dishes placed literally in the back yard, In
the United States, such antenna are already being
sold on a commerciel basis, and at least one British
"Euroviewer" has been on TV proclaiming his
success.

Dishes as long as your
arm will be the norm
So, in this gloomy recessional world of ours, let's
be optimistic, Let's presume that our beloved
government will ultimately see its way to letting
British breakers have a little more power something approaching that enjoyed by emateur
radio enthusiasts. And who knows, in the not too
far distant future, not only will you know a ll the
revolting personal habits of the kids down the
street - but also those of a couple of million of 'em
in Australia as well.
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27 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
DORKING, SURREY

TEL: DOR (0306) 883314
This is the latest in CB
equipment, a must for all Home
Base users. These new CB
:
-- - :
Stands are just the thing for ~
--.
using your Mobile Rig at home,
./.
~ou r .box of tricks w ill now look
./ I
like It shou ld - a CB not a
"'-.::::..
heap on the corner of your
settee. You will never have to
stick ~ooks, cushions, and tobacco tins, or your left shoe under
your rig to hear your CB buddy saying "give us a 9".
T.he 8tand is made in such a way that the sound from your rig is
directed at yo!-' , not muffled by yo~r settee or table top.
These metallic grey, leather gram, strong (abs) plastic base
compound stands are virtually indestructible and will last a
lifetime guaranteed.
0-

-:7

. /./?

There are four sizes to fit all rigs.
9in x 9in Stand fits UNlACE 100 or similar size for
£3.45 inclusive
12in x 9in Stand fits UNlACE 200 or similar size for
£3.95 inclusive
14in x 9in Stand Writing Pad Facility to jot down
notes. This size is for the UNlACE 100 for £4.45
inclusive.
16in x 12in Stand with Writing Pad Facility is for all
big AM, FM , SSB (mu lti mode, super star, cobra
148dx) for £4.95 inclusive

The UOSAT satellite is currently in a 554km, 95 minute, polar, sunsynchronous orbit. Spacecraft launches are always spectacular this satellite is aboard a Delta 2310, from the Western Space and
Missile Centre, Vandenberg, California.

THE ALL NEW 1f2 WAVE
F.& P. ORBITER'
UK MANUFACTURED
BASE STATION ANTENNA
Impedance
Frequency
Gain
Bandwidth
VSWR
Max Power
Total l ength
Mounting
Connection
Weight
Coil dimensions

~

INTRODUCING

~

THE F. &P.

NEW
661NVADE "

500hm
26·30 MHz AM. FM. SSB

+4dB
1.5 MHz
Lessthan 1.5

1.5 CB ANTENNA

500W
19ftOin
1-2in mast tube
80239 Socket
1.9K
9in x 10Ya in recta ngular

Phone or write your order now all prices include VA T. Please add
99p for postage for immediate despatch, orders for 100 stands or
more free.

"

Antenna
length
(excluding loading coil) : 1.5.

Power handling: 250W
Connection: 8 .0239 .
Frequency: 27MHz FM ,
AM. SSB.

Mounting clamp.,
included (as illustrated).

£25.70

inc VAT & carriage

£24.00

inc VAT & Carriage
<::

Telephone Enquiries: 0789762673

FREEMAN & PARDOE LTD
© Freeman & Pardoe Ltd, 1981.

Tything Road, Arden Forest Industrial Estate
Alcester, Warwickshire

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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.. . or amateur radio to the likes of us. It's not all
Morse codes and complicated diagrams. It can also be
a lot of fun. Read John Nelson and find out more about
this exciting hobby which is seen by many to be the
mixt step up from CB.
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So - you're a breaker. Maybe a legal PM CB user,
maybe one of the diehards who says "AM at any
price" (and I'll bet your neighbours really love you)
or maybe you're a sideband DX chaser (d.itto, and
what are you going to do in a couple of years when
the sunspots have quit on you and Golders Green to
Finchley Central is gonna rate as your best DX all
week ... ?)
However pro-CB you may be, you may have a sort
of idea in the back of your nut that there might be
a bit more you could do with the hobby-type radio. Sure
- you could start an independent radio station if
you had the bread and the influence, and make like
Lord Grade. About half a million as a down
payment should do fine. Seriously though, there just
might be another way,
It's known as amateur radio. Stand up the man
at the back who said "oh yeah - radio hams" and
write out 500 times "I am a silly whally who's
listened to Tony Hancock too often - alternatively
I am a newspaper editor who long ago lost any
latent ability to think straight". Right. Not hams,
folks, amateurs - that's lesson one. Lesson two is
that it isn' t a sort of glorified CB. Both make use of
the facts of radio life, but whereas CB is meant to
be a sort of service which happens to use Wireless
Waves, the thing about amateur radio is that the
wireless waves in themselves are a bit more
important - in fact, you can have a whole lot of
fun trying to get the little perishers to wave about
and do their thing so that you can talk to whoever
you want to.

Is it slog; is it
fun, or what?
Amateur radio is actually a radio "service" in
the same way that the Beeb, etc, are a radio
service. you don't just swan into the local Post
Office and buy the licence; you have to pass an
exam (dead easy) and a Morse test if you want to
use the high frequency bands (also dead easy, and
don't believe them who say it ian't).

whatever, And - what's probably the best place to
kick off the discussion - you can build your own
gear from the ground up if you want to.
If somebody says to you that passing an exam
can be fun, you're probably going to suggest in no
uncertain terms that somebody is a Grade 1
twenty-four carat nutter. OK, that makes me a
nutter. But it's a funny thing that if you're vaguely
interested in something, having to pass an exam in
it seems to have the effect of getting you going
when otherwise you might say "oh no, there's no
way I could cope with all that teclmical stuff - it's
way over my head, mate". T'aint always so: and
one of the things you notice on the amateur bands
is that a lot of the guys with new callsigns know a
lot more about radio and how all the bits of wire
work than simply that you'd need to pass the RAE.
I'd guess that they've found it kind of fascinating
the more they got stuck into it.
The thing is that when you pass the exam, you
can get to thinking about building some gear of
your own - and for a lot of radio amateurs,
including many of the ex-CB folk, this is really what
it's ell about. I'm not a psychologist, and I don't
have the foggiest idea why, but there's something
incredibly ego-boosting about making something out
of bits and pieces on the ki tchen table and using it
to talk to somebody, even if they're only three miles
down the road. Maybe it's because you can't see all
the little electrons whizzing about at high speed
and there's still a touch of black magic about the
whole deal- I don't know, but it ain't 'arf good.
Not that you have to build your own, mind you; if
you really want you can saunter off to one of the
vast emporiums that sell amateur radio gear and
buy the whole shooting-match from microphone to
aeria l. Many do, and why not? One of the good
things about an amateur licence is that, within
reason, you can do more or less what you want
with it. It's just that I reckon that to buy it all is to
miss out on something pretty basic which can make
you feel good when it works. Mind you - if it
doesn't . . . well, you'll probably remember a few
swea rwords you thought you'd forgotten.

Most, if not all. radio
amateurs, send QSL cards
to each other to confirm
they have made a contact.
Here are two popular
designs.

All of which brings us to the "fun" bit. I'd guess
that by now most people have some sort of idea
about the differences between CB and amateur
radio, and that if you're at all into CB in whatever
shape or form you have some idea that it's a bit
limited in terms of what you can do with it.
It seems to be a fact that a hell of a lot of exbreakers are biting the bullet, sweating over the
Radio Amateur's Examination, pounding away at
the old Morse key and launching CQ DXes all over
everywhere. Apparently the Radio Society of Great
Britain - they're the outfit who look after radio
ama teurs in this country and you can get all sorts
of handy books, information and encouragement
from their headquarters at 35 Doughty Street,
London WC1N 2AE - have had a pretty amazing
upsurge in their membership in the last year or so,
and the poor old civil servants a t the Home Office
have been chewing their fingernails and buying up
masses of pens and paper to issue all the new
amateur licenses with. Now all these new amateurs
didn't come fr om outer space and, judging from
what tends to waft over the ama teur airwaves
these days, there's a whole lot of ex-CB types
who've Taken The Vow. Which is actually what
this article on amateur radio is doing in a CB
publication; is it a slog, is it fun or what?

Maybe we can approach it by taking a look at
what you can do with amateur radio that you can't
do with a 27 MHz rig. For a start, you've got 23
frequency bands to ra ttle about in, all of which
behave in radio terms in different ways. You're not
restricted as to what vast erections you have in
your back gerden ... er, sorry, let's put that
another way: you can use any kind of antenna
installation you went provided the plaruting
committee of the local council don't have a
collective cardiac arrest and tar and feather you or
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Every area has a code in
amateur language.

And there's one other point - if your rig wasn't
made on your kitchen table but in some factory in
Japan, you've at least got a sporting chance of
fixing it when it does quit if you're an amateur.
Granted, you probably aren't going to tackle the
innards of a microprocessor-controlled synthesiser
the day after you pass the exam (and if you do,
mate, then the best of British) but you'll have some
idea that it is the micro, etc. Since the amateur

licence also includes a section on interference
problems, you' ll have a better idea of how to stop
your CQs knocking Dallas for six and bring forth
howls of rage from the lounge.
Anyhow, let's look at the fun bit again. Let's try
a rather different scenario ..
It's a Saturday morning in September. You and
half a dozen cronies are somewhere in Wales with
a knackered Land-Rover (or a knackered Mini if
you're like the rest of us) and, for reasons which
will shortly become clear, your mission is to ascend
the highest hill you can find armed with about a
hundred tons of assorted radio gear, a tent, food,
beer, antennas, etc, etc. you will then set up all this
lot to resemble as far as possible a radio station;
you will then sit on top of said hill for twenty-four
hours (yep, you heard, 24 hours - Ratchet Jaw's
got nothing on this little lot). You are going to take
part in an amateur radio contest.
Anyone at this point who says "stuff that ditch the radio junk and drink the beer" can leave
the room.
So what on earth is an amateur radio contest?
Well may you ask. the idea, roughly speaking, is to
see who can work the most stations - ideally you
want to work stations as far away as possible as
well, since you get more points that way, hence
the high hill.

"Post mortem in the pub
is the best bit"
As you will have gathered, setting up a radio
station on the top of a hill in the middle of nowhere
brings up a few teensy problems. The antenna, for
one - if you're going to win, you need a good one,
which is another way of saying a lot of metalwork
floating around as high as possible in the sky. It
tends to blow somewhat on top of a Welsh hill, and
sitting in a tent surrounded by aluminium spaghetti
which was a brilliant antenna system ten seconds
before isn't too funky. Did I say "fun"? Ah well.

'.
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There's also the little matter of power to run the
thing. You're not messing about with a couple of
wa tts here; the ama teur licence limits you to 400
watts peak output on sideband and if you're into
contests you're going for every little milliwatt the
licence will let you. A car battery isn't going to
cope wth that sort of power requirement for 24
minutes, let along 24 hours, and 13 amp sockets
aren't very common on mountain-tops - so you
need a generator. It's at this stage that you
discover that some nerd forgot to get any petrol for
the thing, and you also discover that one of
amateur radio's more subtle pleasures is a
ceremonial hanging of the guilty party from your
lovely elaborate antenna system ...
Seriously, contests can be fun, although some
reckon that the post-mortem in the pub afterwards
is the best bit. That's when you swear blind that
you're never, ever going in another contest; this
year it was quite good really, the tent blew away,
the antenna only fell down twice, you ran out of
beer halfway through and the linear quit at five in
the morning. Never again, you say. You'll be back
- you're hooked, mate, you always will. I've still
got the scars from the last one I did.
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Anyhow, that's the contest: there are many of
them in the amateur radio year and they are all
fun in their way. There are even some particularly
sadistic ones known as "OF" or direction finding
contests, where the tral15mitter crew habitually
secrete themselves in some unsavoury spot and use
all kinds of sneaky techniques to make their
transmissiol15 difficult to track. The winner is the
first guy to find the transmitter, and if you always
hankered after making like the Gestapo tracking
down the secret radio transmitter operated by the
dishy French crumpet in the Resistance, then OF
contests could be for you. Actually, one shouldn't
send them up; there's a lot of skill involved, and the
organisers usually provide a good tea afterwards ...

Bounce your signals
off the moon

,
I

I

Let's move on and take a look at OX.chasing in
one form or another. One of the best things about
the variety of frequency bands available to the
amateur is that what would be real OX on, say,
432 MHz - that's a UHF band, with wavelengths
of around 70cm - would be run-of·the-mill on, say,
7 MHz and you could natter to the guy with ease
all day long. Equally, it's no great shahs to work
New Zealand on 21 MHz but it certainly is great
shakes to do it on 7 MHz and the only way you'd do
it on 432 MHz is to bounce your signals off the
moon. I kid you not - it can be done and it quite
often is.
Many emateurs, however, like to collect different
countries and at the moment there are about 340
that count as separate "countries" for QSL card
purposes. There are a vast number of awards that
you can collect wth your "confirmed countries"
and some of them wouldn't disgrace any wall in the
land. Some countries - Australia, France, etc, etc
- are dead easy to work most days of the week
but somewhere like Oesecheo Island or Serrana
Bank - both of which count as "countries" aren't exactly del15ely populated, 80 the usual thing
is for somB amateurs to go to these exotic spots for
what is known as a "OXpedition". Half the
amateur population will then sit up all night trying
to "work" them to gain the rare QSL. Great fun you need good tactics, a well·developed competitive
instinct. good anteIU18s (which again you may have
built yourselO and a strong constitution. It's more
fun than practically anything.
When you add it all up, the beauty of amateur
radio is that there are so many ways of having fun
with it and we've only skimmed the surface of some
of them here. What" probably bast of all at the
end of the day is that you'll make e lot of good
friends from Timbuctoo to Tahiti Bnd you'll never
ever be stuck for someone to talk to. You meet
radio amateurs in the most unlikely places, and
even in 1981 there's still a tremendous sense of
fellowship in the game. Whatever race. colour,
creed or political colour the other guy has, he's
probably cursed over his own kitchen table at some
point end he's a human being with the same
problems and knowledge as you. I'd guess that
amateur radio has done as much for general
international goodwill over the years as any
amount of political toing and froing and that can't
be bad. Now - when are you coming in?

"Whoever you are turn the bloody thing onl"
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HereitisSimply the finest ...
the sleek, superlative
Shogun CD Radio mobile rig - made an(l
designed in Japan - weigbingjust
over 3Y21bs.
A slim highly advanced triumph of technolog)
measuring an amazing 6Ys" x 9Y2"
and less than lY2" high.
Featuring
Channel selector with LED read out. RF gain . Squelch control. Volume control.
Delta tune. Tone control. PA or CB switch and noise blanker facility.
Microphone and fixing bracket. 10 deciBel attenuator switch. Provision for
selective calling. Antenna not supplied.

------------------------------------------------------To: Sunrise Products-Japan, Colliers Farm, Frieth,
Henley-an-Thames, Oxon RG9 6NR
Please send me _ _ Shogun CB mobile rig(s)
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £99 each
(including postage, packaging and VAT) made
payable to Sunrise Products-Japan
OR debit my Access/Barclaycard
no: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Postcode: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Or please send me all particulars.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

CB

Right: The Harvard 420M, top
of the mobile range which
comes with tone control, but no
Roger beep. Below: The 400M
from the same firm has the
beep facility plus RX and TX
LED display. Two good-looking

Basically speaking, the enthusiast's choice of CB
equipment is all down to what he wants it for, and
how much he is prepared to pay for it. Since
citizens' band radio became lega l last November,
the CB industry (most of which resides in the Far
East] has set out to provide a range of products
that will be suitable for everyone from hand-held
units for mountaineers to arm-chair enthusiasts
who like to do their breaking from the comfort of
home.
By far the most popular line, of course is the
'mobile' which can serve the dual purpose of in-car
rig or base unit, and of which there is a prorusion
of choice.
One firm which has produced a "rig for a ll
reasons" is HARVARD. Bottom of their range is the
Ha rvard 0-2"() hand-held transcaiver retailing at
aroWld £20. An extremely lightweight Wlit, this
rig is suitabla for emergency-type use over a
limited period - 10 PP3 batteries last OnlY '8 matter
of hours.
Channel availability is restricted to two, namely 14
for contact and 30 for traffic. Its bigger brother thE
Harvard 410T, does have rechargeable batteries
and the availability of all 40 channels, but also
costs about £70.
Harvard's mobile range of rigs include their 400M,
402MPA and 420M units. The 400M has a ll the
standard rig facilities in addition to which it has a
Roger beep capability and RX and TX LED display
- which, I suppose, is something to look a t when
there isn't a lot dOing on channel. It also boasts an
external speaker socket, an attenuator switch and
RF gain control.
The 402MPA, on the other hand, has minimwn of
controls up front, restricting them to an
onloff/volume control, squelch and channel selector.
It does, however, boast a public address facility
and an attenuator switch. In contrast, the 420M
model includes an RF gain among its attractions,
not to mention a tone control and automatic
channel 9 emergency selector.
Hailing from Bracknell in Berkshire. the firm of
G.B. Associates are currently marketing two
TRANSCOM International CB rigs - the GBX 2000
at £69.96 and the GBX 4000 at £89.96. "We
slarted sourcing our range earlier in 1981" said
Mike Buckland. Managing Director. "Therefore our
mobile units are built for us with an exclusive hi~fi
type brushed alwniniwn finish."
The GBX 2000 is a basic unit for those new to CB,
and with a volume. squelch and channel knob, you
can't get much more basic than tbat. The unit does,
however, boast a lOdB attenuator switch.

In the Editor's opinion, the best-looking of the reviewed rigs, the Shogun, a
really businesslike radio which is extremely thin, just f Y2I'n high. Price is £99.

From GB Associates comes the Transcom. This one is the GBX2000 priced at
just under £70 retail. A basic unit but with a fOdB attenuator switch.
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The bigger model (GBX 4000) includes RF and tona
control among its virtues although how the
manufacturers cen describe their Roger beep
facility as "unique" is something of 8 mystery.
For those with a space problem in their cars, or
who just want to be modest about their equipment
(and don't we all!) Sunrise Products of London have
produced the very thing. Measuring on 7 x 9-1: x 1t
inches, this "Mighty Mini". as the SHOGUN model
has been named. represents the latest in Japanese
technology at £99. Using the new "noise blanker"
system to all but eliminate interference, the unit
also includes a control for de-tuning the signal
should it drift off frequency. Fitted with extension
and PA facilities. the rig has pretty lights for
transmit and channel indication, but perhaps the
most striking feature is the "select call" operation.
This. when used with an encoder/decoder
attachment, will select only the wanted call from
incoming Signals.
Idea l, in 'our experience. for communications up to
a maximum of three miles, the P. E. RANGER is
more a shoulder-slung than a hand-held rig. It must
be mentioned that the transformer fitted in the
bUilt-in battery charger was on the blink on the
model we tried. Furthermore. the rubber duck
antenna tended to produce crunching noises when

moved, and even bigger ones when it touched
mething!
t for the good news, the integ ra l speech·
rocessor produces excellent speech quality and
Autumn Products Ltd , who produce the rig, claim
that B range of five miles can be expected when
the unit is used in communication with a base set.
The makers also manufacture a "BaselMobile Add
On Unit" which effectively increases the power
from half 8 wa tt to the full government-a pproved
four watts and can be driven from the mains. This.
of courses. relieves the owner of finding a 12-volt

supply and antenna .

I
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Ye t another CB model to appea l to those who BrB
into slim rigs. The DOMICO Convoy is
marketed by the London-based firm of Domicrest
Fancy Goods Ltd a nd carries all the usual CB
features and reta ils at £80 including VAT, A new
name in the CB field, Damico sell these Japanese·
made sets under a one·year gua rantee and have
service facilities on its London premises. Apart
from being distributors of some 200 consumer
electronic items the firm provides a selection of
antennae. microphones. SWR meters and power
suppliers at moderate prices.

Designer's drawing of the slimline Interceptor from the Chelsea CB
Centre. A rare facility is the SWR safety cut out circuit, and the price is
around £80.

Among the "own brand" rigs. two have become
prominent recently. one of which is that of DIXONS
I
PHOTOGRAPHY - the na tionwide camera people.
They market the HARRIER range of CB equipment
which comprises a complete range from the handheld 2·channel WT-l model at £25 and its big
brother the WT-2 at £65. but with a 40 channel
ava ila bility. the series extends through their
, "norma l" mobile rigs (the CB Harrier and the CBX
at £60 and £90) up to their top - of - the - range
model, the home base CBHQ which sells a t around
£150.
The other firm to pr'o duce its own version of the CB
rig is the world-renowned company, TANDY, They
ma rket three rigs. starting a t £80 with their
TRC-2000 - a pretty standard job - but not
nearly so good as their middle - of - the - road
model. the TRC-2001. Top of their range is not.
surprisingly. a more powerful base sta tion. but is a
hand-held 40-channel transceiver. It is.
nevertheless. an extremely well put together unit
which retails at £120.
~

t
l

St ill on the slimUne kick. and available from
Chelsea CB centre in Fulham is the INTERCEPTOR.
Again. equipped with pretty lights for trans mit and
receive. but having one of the rather rare SWR
safely cut-outs fi tted to CB rigs. this nicely finished
sel does have a variable RF gain control and still
manages to retail at around £80. including the Auto
Noise Filt er which comes as standard.
Not so sophisticated. but very popular with new
breakers is the JOHNSON. Neat and tidy. this
somewha t basic rig retails at about £44. and has
a ll th e necessary knobs including a delta tuning
facility - refinements normally reserved for the
mo re expensive equipment. Available fr om Star
Warehouse in London.

Radical styling is standard with the Tenvox, marketed by Voxson Audio of
Abingdon. Slider controls replace rotary knobs and there is a channel
scanner as standard.

One flf the problems with a rotary control is that it
is very difficult to see at a gla nce exactly what
position it is in a t any given ti me. espeCially in a
car a nd on the move. The TENVOX rig. marketed
by Voxson Audio of Abingdon. gets over this
annoying problem by fitting sliding controls and
push buttons. the overa ll visual effect being at least
different and certa inly very neat. Novel feature of
this rig is the channel scanner fitted as sta ndard.
Part of the Wonder of Woolies end their associate
firm . Shoppers's World. is the YORK range of rigs.
This is made up of two sets. the sma ller JCB 861
a nd it's more senior brother. the JGB 863. Very
basic at £70. the 861 does. however. boast a
variable tone control which . like all the other
knobs. is of asymmetric shape which dispenses
with the problems mentioned in the previous
paragra ph.
The 836. on the other hand. has got nearly
~v~rything and still sells twenty quid dearer at £90.

From Woolworth you'll be able to buy the York JCB rig, with just about
all the usual facilities that a rig can offer. And all for around £90. It
comes with an output attenuator, tone switch, delta tuning, and dimmers,
Good value this.
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o enjoy CB at its best get Cobra, known to CB'ers
in the UK for over 2 years (and in the USA for
considerably longer) as being in a class
of their own when it comes to
quality both in manufacture and
performance - and that's
important, unless you don't
mind your rig being in
the repair shop, or worse,
constantly causing
interference simply
because the car
vibration has loosened up
one or two connections.
Cobra FM mobile rigs prices start at
around £79.00 - not the cheapest, but the best never is.
Availablefrom all leading CB outlets throughout the U.K.

C9
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To enio CB at its best get
06 ra:

Ifyou want to be buzzed, whistled at and generally interfered with get the first radio you're offered-
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MURA (UK) Ltd., 295/297 High Road, Willesden, London NWIO

Facilities include output power attenuator, threeposition tone switch, delta tuner, instant channel
nine switch and a PA facility, Microphone gain is
variable and there is even a dimmer for the'
channel indicater LED and RX and TX lights. In
terms of overall facilities, this rig must represent
the best balue for money of all.
Due to the present Wlcertainty in the CB world, it
certainly pays to shop aroWld the various chainstores to save, in some instances, as much as £20!
Perhaps the biggest price variation is in the
BINATONE BREAKER PHONE, which Rumbelows

The Binatone Breaker Phone with 40 channels, push-button channel
change and telephone-style handling. Once you've got to know where the
switches are without looking, it's a real one-handed rigl

Another from Binatone, this one is the Speedway, a fairly basic rig
volume and squelch controls, and LED channel readout,

sell at £109,99 against the Shoppers World price of
£94.95, Neat and almost Wlique in design, this
model does. however, tend to weigh heavy in the
hand during prolonged conversations!
Binatone and Amstrad certainly have a Widely
diversified market, having installed their ranges in
most of the chain stores. including Currys,
Rumbelows, Halfords, ,,¥o.oJworth and ArBos, The
Wembley-based firm of Binatone market a fivemodel range of CB rigs, from the LONG RANGER
handset at around £80 to their POWERBASE
home-type set at £100, This top - of - the - range rig
is an all- singing - all- dancing transceiver with a
full set of lights depicting TX and RX and
channel. It also sports 8' delta tWle and RF gam
control and a chaIU1eI nine selector and a tone
switch - not to mention an LED dimmer.
The Binatone ROUTE 66 is a sophisticated middle of - the - road rig at about £70, with little to choose
in quality or price from their SPEEDWAY, It is
interesting to note, however, that Halfords will not
be selling any more of this model! Slightly
upmarket, however, is the Binatone S·STAR, at
around £90 which boasts a variable RF gain
facility, a microphone input control and a delta
tune, Adequately illuminated with receive and
transmit LED lights, the model can also be instantly
switched to the emergency channel nine,
AMSTRAD. conversely. make only two models,
their 900 and 901, priced. respectively, at around
£80 (or £70 in Argos) and £90, The jWlior model is
like so many other CB sets in its utter fWldamental
style with little in the way of embellishment other
than RX and TX LED indicators, For that matter,
the 901 offers little more other than a Roger beep
noise, a PA facility and what the manufacturers
choose to refer to as a "distant I local "switch.
The Amstrad 901 does, however, have one
important facility - one not seen too frequently on
CB equipment. and that is an automatic squelch,
This particular facility is one that is regarded with
mixed feelings, especially by the old hands who
came across from AM, and who always drove
around with the squelch control fully open, They
claim that this is the only way to hear signals
emanating from more than five miles away, which
is probably a valid argumen.t, so long as you can
continue to operate with the perforated eardrums
that will inevitably result from prolonged exposure
to background crackle,
The danger with automatic squelch control is that
it resembles automatic drive on a car - it won't do
things when you want it to, and it will do them
when you- don't,
So there you are, a selection of rigs for your
approval, but only a part of the vast empire that
has been built by a very active industry, The initial
rush of business has gone past in the realms of CB.
so now is the time to shop aroWld, Find the
bargains that are undoubtedly available, It is, in a
phrase. a buyer's market.

Amstrad's attractive rigs include the C8901, with several good points,
including Roger beep, automatic squelch, PA facility, and modern. styling,
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TEST IMPRESSIONS

Fidelity 1000 and 2000
Having been given ample opportunity to experiment
with two rigs, the Fidelity 2000 and its little
brother, the 1000. the firm's claim to be "e name
you know - a name you can trust"· is justified. No
more difficult to install than any other rig, the
CB20aa model fitted neatly in the glove
compartment of my Escort RS200Q, there being
little choice, in that type of car. to mount it,

The mounting bracket itself I found to be somewhat
flexible in that the set vibrated gently when on the
move, but a little foam~rubber packing underneath
put an end to any nonsense like that.
Immediate impressions of the 2000 were that it was
tolerant. Having survived no fewer than two
incorrect polarise tion connections with nothing
worse than a blown in-line fuse (as supplied) and
the depression of the microphone switch without an
antenna at the other end without any apparent
damage, I came to the conclusion that the set was
all but indestructable. SWRing the rig and its
attendant Antiference base-loaded twig was
accomplished without too many tears and
necessistated only a minor amputation on the
antenna tip - already! Initially setting-up of the
controls appeared to be on a 'everything up to max'
principle, and the resultant audio reproduction was
of a very high quality. Channel selection, however,
was accomplished despite a tendency for the knob
to be on the stiff side. although this may well have
been a fault on my own particular model - it
certainly wasn't the case on the 1000. Bleed-over
from one channel to ano"ther was non-existent
unless adjacent channel interference was within
yards of the rig and it was possible to operate the
set with the squelch control two thirds open.
Amplitude of the audio-output was adequate under
even high-speed motorway conditions and internal
electrical interference was minimal. LED display on
the channel indicator was adequate, and at night
the dimmer was a necessity. The range of the set
under otimum conditions was as far as ten miles,
but averaged five.
The CB1000 rig was delegated as a home base, and
worked perfectly satisfactorily on a less-than-half
charged car battery. The antenna I used was a
base-mounted job with a lip-mount clamped to the
up-and-under garage door in the horizontal position.
which tended to make transmissions uni-directional
'towards the greater mass of metal. Further
experiments using the house central heating system
in an upstairs room as a ground-plan together with
the same antenna, extended the range of the rig
from its former three miles to something in excess
of five. The sound reproduction was of the same
high quality as the CB2000 and it was possible to
operate the rig with the squelch control fully open.
A power mike might well improve the outpout.
Altogether a pair of very nice transceivers. The
modulation quality of both of them was reported as
being excellent and TVI was completely absent.
Petl\r Dodson
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Radiomobile 201 and 202
After using several other well known makes of rig,
I was pleasantly surprised at the neat quality of
the Radiomobile 201, and the simple sophistication
of the top-or-the-range model, the 202.
The former is plain in appearance, although unless
you were spoilt in your previous experiences with
CB, you'd be quite happy with the 201 which I used
as both mobile and home base in the Oxfordshire
area. Range was a little disapPOinting with the 201,
although I put this down to the hilly terrain plus
the lack of breakers in the sticks outside the city
centre.
In its plastic non-reflective case, the 202 (priced at
£120) is fitted out with five rotary controls (on/off
volume, squelch, tone. RF gain) plus three buttons.
(PA dimmer, chaIUlel 9) while at the rear of the
unit are the attenuator switch, PA speaker socket,
and external speaker socket. A nice touch (with
both the 201 and 202) is the SIRF LED indicator
lights, which act as a modulation level indicator
when transmitting.
This rig is particularly impressive, and looked good
in the company Ascona; it is a little heavy though,
but mounted easily and securely with large
washers behind the bracket.
Sound reproduction with both rigs was of good
quality, although I suffered with radio interference
when they were being used in an upstairs room,
there was some interference on the transistor radio
located in the kitchen. MInd you, it's a very old
tranny.
Radiomobile have been extremely quick in
producing their two rigs, Radiomobile's
products appear to be of high quality, and with
much research and thoughl being put into their
design and specifications.
Chris Drake
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tTHE TRISTAR 777 LEGAL FM RADIO* t
t
84 WELLINGTON STREET

LUTON, BEDS.

~~-~.-~~~~;::::::::::-~ Tel: Luton (0582) 33625
ESTABLISHED FOR TWO YEARS

LOOKING FOR THE ULTIMATE, LEGAL CB RADIO?
THEN LOOK NO FURTHER, IT HAS ARRIVED!

THE LEGAL TRISTAR 777 FM*!
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1. S/ RF meter
2. NB + ANL switch
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Channel selector
OffNolume control
Squelch control
Band selector (Lo-

12. Mode selectorMidHi)
13. Clarifiers (CoarseFine)
14. Microphone jack

III

ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

CAPABLE OF TRANSMITTING FURTHER THAN THE CAR NEXT DOOR!
TALK TO THE REST OF THE WORLD NOW!
MANY OTHER CB RADIOS IN STOCK, FROM £55,
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David Lazell looks hard at CD
magazines in America and elsewhere,
and says there are lessons to be learned from their successes
and
failures.

For Chlnna BI nd and
two-way r.dlo ,nthUllutl

SEPTEMBER 1881
80p
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1981 saw two amazing developments in the press
- first. the bingo boom in the daily tabloids. and.
second. the appearance of at least eight CB
magazines! No one is saying which of these may
make (or lose) most money for their proprietors ...
But 1981 was certainly a year to remember as far
as CB magazines were concerned, and we will be
lucky to enjoy such a wide choice at the end of
1982. for obvious reasons.
With the belated legalisation of CB on 27 MHz FM.
there was naturally enough. a hunger for
information, nO less than for rigs themselves. But
then, the CB magazines, having pushed hard for
legal CB, were somewhat embarrassed by the
shortage of rigs. Base stations were as rare as
rocking horse shoes, so that some companies even
sort-pedalled their advertising plans. Yet, for all
their problems, the magazines appeared, and were
occasianally armed with technical data that even
the real amateur could understand.
Whilst Britain was basking in all these CB
publications, Australia saw the departure of one of
the world's most famous monthlfes, CD Action
International, formerly called CD Action, and
edited from Melbourne. However, as will be
detailed later, a merry phoenix rose from these
literary ashes, a new independent journal, CB
Focus including many of the excellent features
formerly seen in CB Action, albeit with different
titles ...
Significantly, though, CB Focus emphasises the
benefits. not of 27MHz AM primarily, but of 477
UHF/FM. Whilst Australia is moving from an
18-channel to a forty-channel AM system, there is
little doubt that more serious use of CB utilises
477MHz UHF,
Australia, like the USA had enjoyed a lively variety
of CB publica tions. CB Actlon, launched in 1977.
soon incorporated Breaker and 10·4, and well into
the late 1970s CD Action ran very substantial
issues of at least 100 pages and sometimes as many
as 132. These contained a vast array of display
advertisements for 27MHz AM equipment, ensuring
a good advertising income for the magazine.
But these golden times for advertisers did not last
and by the spring of 1981 the magazine was down
to around 60 pages with far less advertising
backup. Reasons for· the decline in CB business
might better be gained from the financial papers
than from the CB journals, but it seems that the rig
market was swamped and that cheap and not - too
well - made rigs were used by kids (ruining the
prospects for real enthusiasts) and also that some
firms went into CB to make a quick killing and then
get out. And then they got stuck with the gear ...
CD Action changed its title with the fiftieth issue,
and CD Action international seemed all set for a
golden future, albeit a little slim and lean on
advertising. Rumours that the magazine was
planning closure were dismissed by the editor but came issue 54 in the summer of 1981 , and its
run ended abruptly. Even the glamorous cover girls,
caught by photographer Joe Richelieu, had failed to
save the magazine. Yet CB Action remains
semething of a model for British magazines, with
our excellent array of technical and general
interest features .
In terms of serious discussion of CB use in different
parts of the country, no British CB magazine has
yet come up to the coverage of CD Action.
However, it may not be fair to make comparisons,
given that FM CB is still in its infancy in Britain.
rig and equipment reviews had a high priority in
CD Action (as in British journals) with a continuing
series on basic electronics. Several writers
reported on CB activity in various parts of
Australia, eg 'South Australia Scene', 'Queensland
Scene', 'Sydney Scene' , 'In Melbourne Style', and
so on.
Although literary style was colourful, referring to
'ratbags' and other mischief-makers on 27MHz AM,

"SOt
unless we get
another magazine that
majors on the AM cause,
it looks as though the CD
press will become entirely
pro-FM"
these regionaUstate reports were an excellent
source of hard information on the developing use of
477MHz UHF by more ambitious breakers. Like the
British journals, CB Action reported the good deeds
of breakers, but there was far more emphasis on
the work being put in to make CB a two-way , or
sma ll-group radio system for the 1980s.
CD AcUon ran a regular column r eflecting the
feminine view, and use, of CB, but Bev Grey's 'Girl
Talk' appeared only a few issues before the
magazine closed, subjects ra ised by this 29-year-old
lady, resident, as sbe explained, in what could be
called one of the middle class suburbs of Sydney,
included the use of sideband; abhorrence of
obscene language on AM; problems of 'CB widows';
'Romeos and Juliets' on CB, and a great deal
more. Bev Grey certainly deserved her two pages
of the magazine. Here's a sample of her literary
style,
'The family that CBs together, stays together. A CB
sot makos a cold bed companion'.

Well, you can't argue with thaUl
Sam Varon produced an excellent feature on
equipment and the various encounters that might
be made on the frequencies, ie for shortwave
listeners as well as for CB/scanner users. Leon
Senior, the nom-de-plume for a businessman long
experienced in CB, started a regular feature, '477:
The UHF Report' shortly before the magazine
closed. CB Action also ran an interesting example
of CB fiction, by Dan Bartley. The Terry Walker
stories related the adventures of a truckle {trucker}
and former Vietnam serviceman Terry Walker, and
his long suffering friend, Konrad. If Terry could
somehow be persuaded to stay at the Crossroads
motel for a few days, it could make a lot of
difference to the viewing figures for the showl Also
for the local aspirin sales.
Dan Bartley deserves some kind of literary award
for the series. You might say, as for 477UHF CB,
'we've got nothin' like it in the old country'.
CD Action, although primarlly a commercial
publication, one of a stable of publications from
Newspress, a diversion of Age Publications of
Melbourne, was also the official organ of the
National Citizens Radio Association (NCRA) of
Australia, and carried reports of NCR activities,
We do not have anything lika NCRA in Britain,
though various groups like the CBA and
NATCOLIBAR, have done good work in pressing for
legal CB development. The NCRA hae been working
closely with the Australian Department of
Communications (DOC) for some six years and
provides regular information to users , via the
media,
Since CD Action also carried regular reports of the
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taken at short notice, for Bev Grey's 'Girl Talk'
closes, in that final issue with a reference to next
month's column. However, Bev, with most of the
other CB Action regulars, switched to the naw CD
Focus, edited by Graham Pockett - who had
worked on the departed CD Action. Appropriately,
in the editorial for the first issue (October 1981)
Graham referred to the move towards a legal
40-channel system. on 27MHz AM,

''' ... excellent idea to
build up a collection,
since in a few years' time
early issues will be avidly
sought."
Citizens Radio Repeater Association {CRRA} -

(8 group of concerned operators and user bodies
to promote, on a wide basis, the introduction of a
permanent repeater service) ie Cor UHF CB: and
also on CREST, the Australian equivalent of
REACT. in general monitoring terms, it was really
an influential and important magazine. Its sudden
closing was, for regular readers, more than 8 little
traumatic.
CB Action at lea st out-lived the other magazines.
including the attractive CB Australia, a monthly
published from New South Wales from 1976. In
addition to its incorporation of 'NCRA News', a

regular supplement from the National Citizens
Radio Association, the magazine ran extended
interviews with personalities on pop anci/or free
radio scene.
These were a little like 'The Rolling Stone'
interviews, and well illustrated by ca rtoons.
Litera ry style came from such writers as 'Phantom
Squid Wielder One', who proposed chastising
wayward CBers 'by striking them in the face with a
dead, cold, totally wet, smelly, foul, putrefying
SQUID'. This is the kind of idea you might norma lly
expect to come from that intellectual show
'Tiswas '. Unfortunately, though it had a great deal
of product information, and other good features, CB
Australia closed down.
This was also sudden, and reflecting the financial
problems that can overcome any magazine when it
faces a shortage or revenue from advertising.
Whilst interest in UHF CB is increasing in
Australia, with the promise of at least one new
UHF model on the market shortly (to make four in
a U) the cutback in 27MHz AM business was
somewhat disastrous to the publishers.
This point was underlined in the final editorial of
CD Action International: "The boom will never
return to this country, but CB will continue to play'
a major role in the Australian community." Was
this judgement correct? Or will the move from an
18-channel to a 40-channel system on AM, revive
business? Few could claim to know the prospects
better than the editor or the magazine, who added:
"MY final observation of CB in general. is that it
has become stagnant. There exists many thousands
of CB operators, but their collective actions are
markedly less united than any previous stage of CB
growth in Australia. Initially, aU interested
operators were enthused by a driving urge to
legalize CB operation; then came the fi ght for rights
as citizens of a proud democracy; now, demoralized
by lack of response by the authorities to the pleas
for sensible band planning , and adequate HF
a llocation, CB appears to have slid into the
disorganized murk from which it evolved. Perhaps
the coming announcement of 40 or more Australian
channels would have saved the day had it been
forthcoming sooner. We can't say for sure - but
the time has passed to rescue this publication. "
The decision to end CD Action must have been
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In addition to Bev Grey's column, CD Focus now
includes, 'Focus on Queensland' (Rod Fewstar):
'Focus on Sydney' (Paul Richards); 'HF Scene' (Sam
Varon); 'Focus on Canberra' (Colin Ford); 'Focus on
Melbourne' (Lee Travers) 'The UHF Scene ' (Leon
Senior), 'QSL News' (Garry Morosoff) and news
from the Citizens Radio Repeater Association,
monitoring groups and other serious users of CB.
Early issues of CD Focus carried reports of CB use
in helping mentally handicapped youngsters, as
well as a college's use of UHF in educational work.
For light relief, the Terry Walker stories are
included. CB Focus is a worthy inheritor of the
mantle worn by CD Action - but can it succeed in
lean times? Well, it ought to, and as an
independent magazine it may generate a speCial
kind of enthusiasm not always possible when a
magazine is run a8 one of a series (as the excellent
CD Action was).
The lesson may be, 'small is beautiful', and that
could have lessons for British CB magazine
publishers too , New Zealand has a monthly CB
magazine, Cee Dee World, with special emphasis
on CB use by disabled people. But to some extent
the magazine uses sources of material outside
Australia (inevitably, for New Zealand is a small if
energetic countr y).

A cool million at
Sotheby's
Before moving to the British CB magazine scene
however, it's worth noting that the home of CB the USA - is now down to two nationally
distributed monthlies, and neither of them
concentrates on CB alone, S9 Hobby Radio is
perhaps the better known of the two; the other, CB
Radio Times was called CD Magazine prior to the
autumn of 1981. At one time, there was an
impressive selection of CB publications in the USA,
with titles like Official CD, CB Digest, CB Today,
10-4 CD, CD Quarterly, and so on. No doubt, a
complete collection of these literary rarities would
fetch a cool million or two at Sotheby's.
Any development in hobby or collecting brings its
own publications so it is hardly surprising that
America had so many CB papers. But there were
too many; advertisers could not sustain them all. In
any case, as editors of CB magazines in Britain
learned (especially during the pre-legalisaUon
months) it is sometimes very hard to say something
new about CB in the absence of new products, new
uses and new fr equencies.
Today, the two US magazines are devoted to far
more than CB radio, and in fact the USA does not
have anything like our British CB publications.
Though it once did. S9 Hobby Radio, which calls
itself America's oldest and largest CB magazine,
covers in-car radar, electronic scanners, ham
radio, shortwave and car stereo. It had a distinct
leaning towards sideband use (which is where most
serious CB users go, given the problems with
27MHz AM) and its editor, the energetic Tom
Kneitel is author of a well known book on the
subject.
Extensive coverage of frequency use by aircraft,
the military, public authorities etc encourages the
growing band of scanner owners, and there is
conSiderable coverage of in-car radar (which would
ce_rJl!inly_b~ qut!awed in Brit~!!ll _Ra_dar is_'!!3•.ry
widely used in the States to check on car speed.
and the move towards in-car counter-measures and
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"The home of CD - the
USA - is now down to
two nationally distributed
S9
Hobby
monthlies.
Radio, and CD Radio
Times,'!
warning devices is now assuming the enthusiasm
once reserved for rigs.
Other government or legal decisions on hobby radio
use are covered in S9, as well as CD Radio Times.
But a special feature of S9 and one of the most
popular is 'CD Pioneers Corner', in which 'Judy'
examines the rigs and companies of yesteryear.
This is a fascinating series and probably unique,
world-wide. 'Tomcattin' with Tomcat' is a regular
column about CB life, products and activity by the
editor, and S9 also has excellent coverage of
products in hobby radio areas other than CB itself,
eg in-car radar.
CD Radio Times, formerly CD Magaz.lne, has also
been around for some years - about 18 in fact. It
has run some excellent features over that time,
including 'HELP', a series of true-life reports on the
way that CB had worked to save people facing
tough situations. Another regular feature links CB
to amateur ham radio use, to create a helpful
bridge between the two. With a good family
orientation, CD Radio Times has perhaps more
emphasis on the social and community use of CB
the 59. Recently, for example, CDRT published
practical guidlines for community patrols on foot or
in vehicles.
Community patrols, using CB and working as an
information source for the police, are a growing
feature of CB life in the States. Earlier in 1981
there were special issues devoted to shortwave use
and other aspects of hobby radio - and CDRT also
has a lively interest in satellite television.

Opening its pages to
readers
Although S9 Hobby Radio and CD Radio Times are
the only commercially produced magazines in the
USA there are many privately produced journals,
dedicated to shortwave or scanner use. FRENDX,
produced by NASWA (North American Short Wave
Association) is one of the best, a well-informed and
stimulating bulletin on shortwave and other hobby
radio activities. One must also mention that
excellent newspaper, The REACTer, produced by
and for members of REACT in America. Tabloid
in size, and usually with eight or 12 pages. The
REACfer is basically dedicated to the activities of
REACT at central, regional and local levels, so that
notes on their work in rescue, monitoring, good
work in the community, etc. are included, and are
often used by CB magazines, etc. During the past
year or so, The REACfer has started carrying paid
advertising by equipment manufacturers, and this
is a wise move, given that such advertising is
naturally scrutinised as worthy of the pages in
order to extend the influence of this excellent
publica tion.
We will certainly have something like it in Britain

sooner or later. The REACf Supporters Bulletin, in
the early days of REACT development in Britain,
carried some good material from The REACfer's
pages.
Canada has a CB publication called On The Side,
this having a special policy of opening its pages to
readers, but to some extent Canadian CB is
overshadowed by what happens in the USA. This is
not a criticism. just a fact of life. If you wish to
discover more about the commercial CB magazines
mentioned in this article, please write to the
addresses at the end of this feature.
Although CB magazines from overseas had been
read in Britain by real enthusiasts for a year or
two before the appearance of the first British
magazine, British publishers wanted to do their
own thing. There is some modest link between US
and British publications: CD World has sometimes
credited CB Magazine (USA) for material, and CD
News has quoted The REACfer as well as
FRENDX, for example.
Yet, the first British CB magazine, CB Radio has a
strong technical bias from the outset, apparently
aiming at the DIY enthusiast with some basic radio
knowledge. This creditable technical emphasis was
hardly surprising, given that CD Radio had Fred
Judd as its Technical Adviser. Like E. A. Rule,
another contributor, Fred is professionally involved
in the CB design business and was for many years
electronics eeJitor for a nationally known publisher.
CD Radio also has Parliamentary News (pretty
important given all the arguments about CB in the
early days), the law applying to CB, readers'
letters and club news. Even after all this time, CD
Radio, an independent publication, remains the
GCE' of the CB publications world. At A level,
naturally.
Sometimes thought to be around the CSE Level,
another early publication was CB News, laWlched
by an independent publisher, Crofts Publishers Ltd.
of Heanor. Derbyshire. 'Todd' Slaughter' the editor,
saw the potential for CB during one of his annual
trips to America, and thought it would be a good
idea to press for something similar in the Old
COWltry.
Although CD News has has little technical
information it has attracted many older readers'
(surprising, but proved from mail received). It has
developed several general interest features 'Uncle
Charlie: Notes of an FCC Engineer On The Road';
'The Downtown Breakers Club' (based on real life
events in CB clubs); CB Intelligence' and 'Copying
The Mail' - a series of short paragraph comments
based on CB high life up and down the country.
Maybe the most significant aspect of CIs "News IS·
the response to its coverage of UHF CB, which has
apparently stimilated a lot of interest in the
medium. There is also a Significant move towards
relating the styles of small group use of CB - the
nets - to future forms of community, or alternative
radio.
Best-looking of all the CB monthlies is CD World.
launched in December 1980 by IPC ElectricalElectronic Publications Ltd. With good quality
layout and high standard of visual appeal, printing,
etc, CB World has a reasonable editorial balance
and like the US publication, CD Radio Times has
features from CB to radio ham.
Since CB was introduced into Britain there has
been a real upsurge in interest in amateur ham
radio so it is appropriate that one of the leading CB
magazines should help ordinary CBers understand
what is involved. Like Breaker, CB World has used
full colour insert pages on trucks and other aspects
of CB culture, to brighten the magazine's pages,
and with technical material. readers letters, CB
personalities etc, it is a good publication package.
Contemporary with CD World, another monthly,
Citizens Band sprang basically from the pages of
Hobby Electronics, which has been running
features on the subject. Probably the most famous
aspect of Citizens Band was its editor, Rick
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Maybury, who, in the early days of legal CB. did
some work via BBC interviews. for CBts reputation.
The problem with Citizeos Band was (probably) in
carving a niche distinct from that of the
technically-biased CD Radio. but it has found an
inter~ting mix of product reviews and general

artides.
In those coincidences of topics which are so
striking in CB publications, Citizens Band at the
end of 1981 (December issue) was fwming 8
sympathetic article on Customs and Post Office
officials, 'Give Buzby A Break', whilst CD News
(January 1982 issue) was uncovering the true life of
Buzby, as revealed by Buzby's Me.
Since Buzby had just been voted the most
unpopular personality in Britain, you could say thet
'your pay your money. and you take your choice',
The Citizens Band piece was 8 well conceived story
about the real work of diligent public servants it's just a pity that the word Buzby is, apart from
'plaruting' the most Wlpopular word iil the British
language.
One of Citizens Band's most popular features is
that of 'Mack Chat', a report of CB life, on and off
the motorway, by a veteran. Rig reviews is a
special feature of the magazine and although
Breaker is also strong in this direction, Citizens
Band is probably easier to read in terms of
typography, column width and general layout.
Another publication is Britain's sale CB newspaper,
CB Gazette. laWlched in 1961. Although at 45p it
might seem a little expensive compared with the
far more substantial CB magazines costing between
60p and 80p, CB Gazette has basic material on CB
use and practice, appropriate to its readership; the
sociologist of a hWldred years hence, wishing to
find out what CB was all about, might find CB
Gazette his best source.

Plain speaking
A further source, in terms of the political
beckgroWld to CB, would be Breaker, launched
towards the end of 1980 at a cover price of 80p.
From the beginning, Breaker (though it sprang from
Custom Car and shared the editorial of Richard
Nichols with that paper) had the flavour of the
alternative press of the early 1970s, Oz and all.
With its less than flattering portrait of the Home
Secretary, and plain speaking on the way that CB
was being handled by the country's leaders,
Breaker sometimes had mora bite than the New
Statesman. The first issue, by the way, sold out
fast, and must be a collector's item today. In terms
of design and graphics - the hand-drawn headings
for articles . for example - Breaker is certainly a
leader in this field, but its relatively narrow
columns and small type makes it less easy to read
than the others.
This is not meant as criticism: it is a matter of
choice. and the market you have in mind. In terms
of stuff to read, Breaker bad been an example to
follow. It has given a lot of room to REACT. Otber
features include a cartoon strip, 'Twong', which
has a touch of Greek mythology and 8 light touch
worthy of Al Capp, who did the great Li'l Abner
cartoons. 'Haulin' Ass' is a well illustrated feature
on customised trucks, and tbe magazine has
maintained a constructive interest in the
transportation end of CB, as well as product news,
QSL features, and 80 on.
A neat, pocket-sized CB magazine, Breaker On The
Side appeared in 1981. and is edited in
Manchester. Seemingly, it is aimed at the younger
CBer and newcomer to the hobby, though it is
always good in its coverege of CB club activities. It
is a little unfortunate that BOTS tends to get
obscured by the larger magazines in the
newsagents displays. But this reflects a problem
that all magazines share.
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This problem is not confined to CB magazines; it's
just that modern magazine merchandising. whilst i'
gives s hoppers the best choice, a lso permits
occasional use of the newsagents as a public
reading room. Final magazine to appear on the
scene is another monthly, What CB, and this will
probably develop in accordance with its title. as a
journal giving basic reviews and comparisons on
equipment.
With a ll this wealth in CB journalism, it would
seem an excellent idea to build up a collection,
since in a few yea rs time. early issues especially
will be avidly sought, along with those titles which
disappear in 1982, 1983 or afterwards. For that is '
the point; how many of the current CB titles will
s urvive?
Britain, like the Americas, will probably end up
with two. or at the very most, three monthlies,
though these will move into other areas of hobby
radio. Even CB edito rs privately expect the CB
boom to last only a couple of years, and then.
followin g US and Australian experience, to decline.
However, this writer is not so pessimistic. Britain
has always been a very radio-minded country, and
CB in various applications could develop far more
dramatically than is evident from mere hobby use.
For publishers the problem is that of getting CB
enthusiasts to buy magazines, for p robably 90% of
them do not.

Fly-by-night
Such advertising back-up as that enjoyed by the CB
magazines in the earlier months of 1981, came
from s ma ll specia list companies (in antennae,
speech processors etc.) and importers of
accessories, CB booklets, etc. CB badges, clothing
and other merchandise was also advertised and
although the magazines worked hard to prevent flyby-night outfits getting into their pages, there were
examples of compani es advertising and failing to
pay their advertiSing biUs.
One case involved a company's lamentable record
in sending out merchandise that had been paid for.
The general situation. however, was good, and the
magazines coped well in a tough business
environment. The toughest question of all, though,
was: whither 27MHz AM? Rightly or wrongly, the
CB magazines were seen as champions for the AM
frequency. and this was hardly surprising since, in
1980 especially CB was AM. The fight was to get
the FCC frequencies ava ilable in Britain. and the
pioneer breakers had no thoughts of 900MHz, FM,
or any other fancy 'Open Channel'.
Naturally, to relate to this readership, the
magazines adopted a critica l s tance to the
government's action or in some cases, lack of it.
Breaker, as we have observed. did very well in its
comment columns. But, once the government
offered and introduced 27MHz FM, albeit on
frequen cies that certainly did not please British
manufacturers any more than they did the old-time
breakers, the magazines were faced with the need
to get advertising from companies moving into FM
merchandise.
So, unless we get another magazine that majors on
the AM cause, it looks as though the CB press will
become entirely pro-FM, whilst they will a lso push
the government to an expansion of the CB system
generally, but on higher frequencies. The fact is
that no commercial magazine can hope to survive
without advertising back-up. That's certainly the
lesson derived from the depa rture of excellent CB
publica tions in other parts of the world.
Yet CB magazines have a lot to write abou t, and
will help shape better CB sys tems in the 1980s and
we trust the 1990s (though they may be on
videotape by then). This is why breakers shoudl buy
at least one CB magazine - of their own choice _
every month. Without a good CB press , we will not
get more and better CB.
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Take plenty of time in planning the installation of
your rig in the car. There is no point in running
amok with a Black & Decker until you know where
everything will fit.
If you intend to mount your antenna through the
boot or CR r roof, first mark the spot with an X of
plastic insulation tape beforehand, to make sure
that your drill bit doesn't skid off and cause
unnecessar y damage.
Before you drill, ensure that there is nothing vital
in the way of components or wiring underneath the
chosen spot. Motor car wiring is so complex these
days, that if it is damaged, you may need a
complete new loom.
If possible, do not mount an antenna at the front
end of the car, as this may well result in picking up
interference from the electrics such as the
a lternator, dist ributor and other electrical
components.
Use a hand drill to make holes in the car body. The
guage of meta l used is not that thick and a hand
drill is much more contr ollable. If necessary, make
a pilot hole of sma ll diameter, before enlarging it
with a bigger drill.
If the diameter of the required hole is bigger than
you r biggest drill bit, enlarge it with a circular file.
This will ensure that the hole is symmetrical, and
is a better method of enlargement than s tirring a
small drill bit round to enla rge the hole. File a little
at a time. as there is no way of making a big hole
sma ller.
If you musl use an electric drill to make holes in the
car, do it in the garage. or if you have to use it
ou tdoors, don't try if it is rai ning. Water getting int o
elect rica l appliances or extension leads can be very
colourful - and lethal.

Basic tools you'd need to
fit a rig to a car. To be
found in most average
toolboxes.

-

Seal up the bare meta l after holes have been made by
running a brushful of matching touch·up paint round
the edges. Leave to dry for as long as possible as
touch-up paint might feel dry. but is soft underneat h
the sur face. Even beBer resu lts ca n be achieved by
useing an ant i-rust primer.
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. Here
flasher switch mounting bracket is being utilised.

If filling a gulter mount aeria l, scrat ch away the pa int
down to the bare metal immediately below the
clamps. The paint is particularly thick in car gutters ,
and is enough to insulate the antenna.
Gutler moum antenna co-ax can be concea led by
running it along the gutter and into the bool. This is a
better method than taking it through the window of
the rear door. Two door cars have sealcd windows
anyway, and taking an antenna lead through the car
door can damage the rubber seal in time.
If mounting an antenna through the boot lid , make
sure that the backing plate on the inside is large
enough. If it is too small, the drag on the twig at high
speeds may distort the bodywork.
Access from the boot of the car to the
passenger compartment can be gained by feeding the
co-ax underneath the rear setH squab, after removing
the rear seat. If. because of design difficulties. this is
not possible. the co·ax must be put th rough a
bulkhead. If this is the case , the co-ax must be
protected by a grommet - a "plug" with a hole in it.
The grommet (they come in various sizes to suit the
size of the hole they are requi red to fill. and the size
of the cable that has to go through them) will prevent
the cable chaffing against the metal of the hole.
Although this is important in the case of antenna
leads, it is vital when dealing with power leads, as the
continual wearing away of Ine insulated cover will
eventually lead to a shan circuit and even fire.
To take the antenn a lead fr om the rear of the vehicte
to a position underneath the dash for connection 10
the rig, the plastic or metal trim shou ld be loosened.
the cable concealed behind it, and the lrim screwed
back into ppsit ion. Make sure that the cable is clear
of the screws when replacing the trim, and that it is
not trapped underneath it.
Do not simply concea l cab les, eit her antenna or
power, underneath the ca r ca rpets. Cont inua l pressure
from passengers' feet will eventually wear away the
insu lation and cause a short to earth. It will also wear
away the carpet.

,

Before mounting the rig, experiment with it in various
positions within reac h of the driver. Popular place for
Ihe rig is underneath the dash to the right of the
driver'S knee, but this is often inconvenient with
certain makes of car. In Escorts, for instance,
mounting it in this position P.E.~nts access to the
bonnet lock lever_.......o..-- (
.
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Principles of rig positioning are, easy access for
adjustment of cont rols, minimum sight line deviation
from the road when making such adjustments and
substantial mounting point. Ideal posit ion is in a
cenlre console which makes the rig equa ll y available
to driver and passenger and suits the conditions li sted
above.
Beware of the material used in the fascia of modern
cars. Metal is fine, but very often the fascia or dash is
made of plastic or a sort of strong cardboard. If the
earth return of the rig is through the casing, and the
fascia is not metal. 8 separate lead must be taken to
an earthing point. Normally, plastic fascia is strong
enough to support a rig, but the cardboard types
are suspect. and metal washers should be used to
add support. Similarly, 8 separate earth wire
should be used on this type of fascia.
The method of attaching a rig to the fascia also
depends on the type of material used. Self-tapping
screws can only be used on a metal fascia, and
nuts and bolts should be used if plastic or
cardboard is the base.

When fitting, make sure the rig is within easy
reach, and if there is a window (as in the
Radiomobile unit) check that it doesn't reflect the
sunlight into your eyes.

To correctly position the pilot hole for a selftapping screw, use a drill of smaller diameter than
the screw, and use the mounting bracket as a
template. Attach the bracket to the fascia by the
first self-tapping screw to hold it in the correct
position, then drill the second hole to secure it.
Held in position, any subsequent holes can then be
drilled.
If the rig is to be mounted inside the glove
compartment, which prevents the use of a drill, drill
the necessary holes underneath the compartment as
above, which will automatically pOSition the holes
in the right places for you to secure the rig bracket
inside.
From a security point of view, mounting a rig in the
glove compartment does conceal it from the view of
the casual thief - it is not, of course, foolproof.
There are several anti-theft devices available, but
none of them are as effective as the complete
removal of the rig. The slide-mount allows for this
by enabling the owner tp slide hi s rig into place
and making all the necessary electrical connections
simultaneously, A slide-mount is in two halves.
Connections fr om the antenna and the power
supply made to the static half which is bolted
to the fascia, and similar connections are made to
the mobile half which is attached to the rig . Full
instructions are available when purchasing such a
unit.
All connections between antenna and rig must be
secure and are made by the use of standard
connectors. These connectors require to be
soldered to the cable which is the most technical
task in the mounting of CB equipment. The cable
used for antenna is called co-ax and comprises a
plastic Quter cover, beneath which is platted braid,
and a wax layer covering the copper core wire. At
the antenna end, the core is attached to the twig,
whilst the braid is attached to the antenna base
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which is, in turn, in contact with the metal of the
car or 'ground plane'.
To fit one of these standard connectors, it is
necesssary first to cut back about an inch of the
top plastic covering. This will reveal the copper
braiding, which should be combed back to bare the
waxy layer beneath. Half an inch of this wax
should then be cut away to reveal the inner core
wire. After dismantling the connector, the sleeve
should first be slid up the cable for securing later,
and the core wire inserted up the pillar of the
connector.
Then, with a hot soldering iron, heat the end of the
pillar where the core wire has penetrated, touch
the spot with the solder, then, holding it very still,
blow on the connector to harden the solder. The
sleeve should then be screwed into position,
trapping the combed braid underneath it.
Never take short cuts with electrical connections or
equipment. Resist the temptation to do a quick tape
job to connect two wires in the misguided belief
that it is as good as a proper job, but quicker.
There are two ways of attaching two wires, one is
by the use of a connector strip, and the other with
spade connectors.
Before applying power to the rig, check the
manufacturer's instructions about polarity. Two
wires will be attached to the set, usually red and
black. The red wire is usually the positive one and
is to be attached to the positive (or live) side of the
car electrics. The black wire is earth - or usually
negative, Nevertheless, check whether the vehicle
is positive earth or negative earth end connect your
set accordingly.
Ideally, CB rigs should be connected directly to the
battery poles to avoid interference from the car
electrics. However, a quick check if connection to
the fuse box by the positive lead, and an earth
contact for the negative one results in interferencefree reception will establish if more direct
connection is required.
Interference is caused by several of the car's
electrical components, such as the alternator,
distributor and plugs. Should you encounter this
problem fit a set of compressors. These are bulletshaped units. rather like big domestic fuses, and
are fitted 'in line', which means they are inserted
in the relevant circuits. InCidentally, they do not
stop interference, but change its frequency so that
it is outside the range of the receiver.
A fuse should be fitted 'in line' to the CB rig. This
is usually a 2.5 amp unit which will protect the set
against power surges Bnd in some cases, against
accidental connection to the wrong side of the
battery. this can happen if the electrical supply to
the rig is by two-pin plug which can be inserted the
wrong way thus giving the wrong polarity.
If you want to power your rig by two-pin plug, get

Below: If you're
mounting to plastic-type
material, you should use
good, strong brackets,
probably with a bracing
plate on the other side of
the panel. Bottom: Hide
the co-ax behind the door
seals where possible. It
makes for a much tidier
job.

Three pictures illustrating
the best methods of
doing various fitting jobs.
From left to right, the coax is tucked behind the
door seal rubber,' our
Radiomobile test rig is
connected up to the
Persuader antenna. This
connection should be
good and secure,'
Radiomobile offer as an
accessory, an external
speaker, providing you
with stereo CBI

the type that are failsafe in that the pins can only
be inserted one way - the right way. As a further
precaution. never switch on the rig until the plug is
in place, and there is no possibility of 'flashing' the
set whilst trying to find which way the pins fit.
When the rig is installed, it is essential that the
Standing Wave Ratio of the unit is checked. This is
a test to ensure that maximum power is being
emitted from the antenna, and minimum power
reflected back to the set, causing damage. For this
you require an SWR meter. The best type is one
with twin meters - one to denote when maximum
power is being generated, and the other to show
the degree of reflected wave.
SWR readings in the region of four or five to one
are dangerous to the set. This dangerous state of
affairs can be reduced by shortening the antenna.
With many twigs, the metal antenna is clamped
into the base-mount with an Allen screw, and
slackening this allows you to remove the metal
twig. By frequent checking after taking minute
lengths off the twig with a hacksaw (no more Ihftn
inch at a time) the SWR reading can be reduced
to one to ana - the ideal. It will be noticed that the
metal section fits into a slot about an inch deep,
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which can be used for the final adjustment.
Base station breakers have an advantage over
mobiles because they have a height advantage of
some fifteen feet if operating from an upstairs
room. If antenna are fitted on the roof, they have a
further height advantage. Nevertheless, the
minimum of co-ax should be used as this could
minimise any advantage.
Power supply for base stations must be obtained
from either a twelve volt battery or a 240/12 volt
stepdown transformer with smoothing choke
equipment. Alternatively, a twelve volt car battery
with mains charging unit is a viable proposit,ion.
Care should be exercised if a base station is
powered by a 12-volt battery. Apart from a
tendency to smell a bit (particularly when being
charged), battery acid can inflict painful burns
when applied to the skin, and make holes in things
like carpets. For a very reasonable price. a plastic
acid·resisting battery box can be obtained from
boat or caravan suppliers.
Remember that if your antenna is higher than
about 23 feet on a base station, you are required to
limit your transmitter by using a lOdB attenuator
unit. Apart from breaking the law, you are likely to
become very unpopular with your neighbours if you
don't.
Although it is possible to use a mobile rig as a base
station, it is not possible to take the twig off a car
and use it as it is. When attached to a vehicle, the
antenna uses the metal of the ca r as a 'ground
plane', and if merely stuck up in the roof space as
it is, the twig will not radiate, and damage to the
rig can result. Several do-it-yourself type
suggestions have been formula ted about how to
provide a ground plane. but they all have their
drawbacks and are not relia ble. Far better to
discuss the problem with your CB stockists who can
provide an antenna system that is custom-built for
the purpose.
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The Governments
Timothy Raison, Minister of State at the Home Office,
was put on the spot by CB82's Brian Charig and
Editor Chris Drake recently. He answered our
questions freely, holding nothing back. His view of
CB's future was encouraging, and for a Government
official Mr Raison has positioned himself squarely
behind the British breaker.
Q: Has the Home Office changed its attitude in any

way, to breakers operating on the AM frequency?
A: No. T here is no question of an amnesty. We
believe now, that the important thing for people to
realise is that AM is an illegal way of using CB, and
the sooner they switch to FM the better, As far as
converted rigs are concerned. as soon as they convert
them to FM they come within the terms of the licence.
Of course, it is not an offence to possess an AM CB
radio. It's on ly an offence to use it. So if they haven't
used their AM rig, but only transmit after it has been
converted to PM, they have not broken the law.

Q: How do you view the lact thor around 50 percenr
the illegal
Irequency?

01 breakers are still operating on AM,

A: I think it will decrease though. I think it's a great
pity that people are still operating on AM. Now they
have a good service on FM, the sooner they switch the
better.
Top of page: Brian Charig
thoughtfu!as the Minister
of StBte (right} discusses
CS's future.
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Q: Whar steps are the Government considering 10 stop
the use 01 AM in this country?
A: Well, usage is illegal, and this is a matter for
enforcement. But we have already said that when we
find legislative time, we will amend the Wireless

Telegraphy law in order to ban the sale and
advertising of these sets.

Q: Now, onto detection equipment. We have heard
the name DONALD mentioned recently. What is this,
alld how will it be used?
A: This is really a matter for the British Telecom
Radio Interference Service, in consultation with us,
and I am sure that they will try to use the most
efficient equipment they possess. But 1 can't comment
on particular systems.

Q: There have been stories 01 increased lines lor
ollenders, like £1,000 lor using CB sets illegally. Is
there truth in this?
A: Well, we have said that when we can, we will
revise the Wireless Telegraphy Act. Our particular aim
is to make sure, when we change the law, that it realiy
does effectively outlaw the sale of unauthorised sets .
The Criminal Justice Bill is also involved, and with a
general increase in the level of fines, then penalties for
the illegal use of CB radios would a lso increase.

Q: You stated recen tly that a lot 01 radio and
television, and other electronic equipment interference
stemmed Irom AM CB. Has the amount decreased
since November 2nd?

A: Until December there were 5,000 complaints per
month , but since then the rate has d ropped to 3,500 a
month.

selecting the current speci fications was the need to
avoid potent ial interference wit h ai rcraft systems especially wit h the landing equipment.

Q: About Ihe {/o licence fee. Is allY of this being used

We wanted to find someth ing Ihal would do the job
properly . If we moved outside that parameter we
could have found eq uipment that was harmful and in
some cases, dangerous . So we will be seeing if there
can be a sligh t relaxatio n on certain equ ipment, but
there will be no wholesale relaxation. If there were, I
thin k you would find that the civil aviation authorit y
wou ld be extremely unhappy.

o increase the amOUI1l of AM detection equipment?
A: Part of it will be used fo r dealing with
interference, and for supplying extra services. We do
have sufficie nt equipment, and we d on' t think Ihat we
need any new apparatus.

Q: Will the fee be increased? And by how much? And

when?
A: We hope to hold the CB licence fee for some time,
and we natura lly want to rev iew at least one year of
opera tion before maki ng any definite decisions. But
we do review all fees automatica ll y every year and
fr om time to time they have 10 be increased.

Q: You said that the conversion of AM rigs to FM

would be looked at sympathetically. Have many
breakers come forward with converted sets?
I don't think we'd have any figures o n that question,
but I assume that there is some evidence of that goi ng
on. There are one or two compa nies that are
specialising in this, and seem qu ite happy with the
trade. But that is entirely up to them . We don't police
thi s, we don't register them, we don't look at the
converted sets, and the onus is o n the converter to
produce the right stuff, a nd the user to use stuff
which conforms with the specifications. If then , it
causes prob lems, they might run fou l of this.

Q: Do you think we are any nearer using a CB system
thai is compatible with European systems?
A: Europe doesn't have a com pat ibl e system. This is a
fallacy. In the lo ng term, there is the CEPT system
which may develop, and which we hope will be
compatible at that ti me.
I think one of the things that people overlook, is that
CB is not seen as something wilh which you speak
from this island to the cont inent of Eu rope. It simply
does not have that kind of range. So it o nl y seriously

View
a rises when people of this cou nt ry are actually
travelling in Europe.
One of the points we have st ressed is that it is not the
case that Europe is overw helmi ngly AM. France, West
Germa ny, Net herlands and Ireland are a ll choosing
FM as the mea ns 10 operate, but the compatibility of
being able to d rive thro ugh any country in Eu rope,
and use your own set is obviously some way off.
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SO there is 110 way that alltenna specifications
might be altered? I ask this again because, of course,
amateur radio enthusiasts are able to lise variations of
antenna, such as cen tre loaded aerials.

Q:

A: They're not precisely on the sa me freq uency you
know. T he harmonics a re very critical here. If you
look at aircraft instrument land ing systems, you'll
notice there is no conflict with amateur systems. We
have managed to fit in the cu rrent CB a ntenna
specificat ions because the harmonics are right.
Another thing, the a mateur, under the terms of his
licence, is required to be able to deal with interference
if he causes it. He goes-to .a..greauleaLo1 bother to
prevent it happening, and the CB user domi't. That's
not a criticism - he's ju s t ~not equ ip ped--t ~handle iLI mean, most of them have just bo ught a black box,
and there's a knob that you turn which is on or off.
T hey are not experts in solvi ng interference. On the
other ha nd the amateur in genera l is required to sit
exams to that effect.

Q: Do you think that the introduction of legal CB has

brought in a new breed of breaker?
A: Well, I don't think we have any scientific
information on this subject. O bviously we will have
brought in people who don't like the idea of breaking
the law and who have kept Oul of CB because they
want to observe the law.

Q: The first choice of the govemmefll for a citizens '
band service was 934MHz FM. But it has been said
that this is unpopular with manufacturers and
breakers. Will the Home Office encourage its use?
And if so, holV and when?
A: Our feeling is that if the radio spectru m that has
been a llocated to CB becomes very overcrowded 27M Hz FM - then people might start to become
interested in 934. And if they are operating slightly
more specialised services , they may well find it
sui table.
On the ordina ry 27MH z service you might be likely to

CB82's Editor checks
questions with Brian
Chang before entering
the hallowed portals of
the Home Office.

, ,
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But to be realistic it isn' t a very big factor, and people
are not intended to use CB as a kind of international
means of communication. The count ries which are
most comparable to us in ma ny ways have decided
that AM is unsat isfactory.
What we've said is that we a re anx ious to prov ide a
very good service, and that the service we are
providing is a better one tha n ma ny o ther countries
have got. To produce an identical service with theirs
cou ld in facl, mean that people have to plump for a
worse service.

"

'

"

'

I rea lly think it 's a bit of a myth that people want a
compat ible system . T hey do have a point , but it's not
really what people want. In the long run we would
like to be able to achieve it, but a t the moment people
j ust want to be able to use CB radio at home, or in
their car.

Q: Is there any chance of a relaxation of restrictions
on antennae? The FM mode alllomatically reduces
interference, so surely more freedom of antenna
choice would not increase interference all that much.
A: Antenna regulations will not be relaxed, or at least
we are not pla nning to relax the regulations except to
the extent that we are having a look at, or rat her the
engineers are, some antennae that a re fairly close to
the cu rrent specificatio ns . One of the reasons for

find everybody else on the air, so you might decide,
for a particular use , you'd be better of o n 934. An
ofrhand example would be on a farm, where 934
could become quite use ful as a management
instrumenl. You ca n co ntact workers a mile or so
away.

Q: Could you tel/us what machinery exists to fof/ow
up complaints of interference from CB radios?
A: You mean general interfere nce? Well, there is
British Telecom of course. They operate a rad io
interference service, and they work in conj unction
with the police to track down causes in interference.
Q: 011 the subject of channe/nine. the emergency
challnel. Has there been enough lime to discover
whether Ihis is a IIseful facility, or 1I0t?
A: We don't have much evidence, but there have been
various reports of C B being useful in emergencies.
But it is not a substitute for the existing 999 service,
because in a sense, the CB service is going to be
haphazard.
You never quite know whether anybody is listening,
or whether they are capable of taking any action. So
if you can possibly use the 999 service, that is a well
established operat ion and is a much better one . But it

may be, from time to time, that people who get stuck
in remote places, and haven't access to the 999
service, might well use channel 9 on CB to
considerable advantage.
I don't think we wou ld want to exaggerate channel 9's
mer it s because there isn't enough evidence to justify
doing so . One cou ld say it is a possibly usefu l adjunct
to the main emergency services.

Q: FM has been accepted as being better than AM.
Are there any figures to suggest whether today's
breakers are new to the activity, or are they converts
from AM?
A: We don't have any hard statistics on that point,
but we should say that the question is n' t whether FM
is better, but that it is not causing the same amount
of interference as AM.
Q: Are there any figures on the number of CB users
curren tly?
A:The firm figures we have are for people who have
taken out licences for legal use. Since November 2,
and until mid-January the number has been bumping
around 135,000. But of course, this applies to the
number of licences. We don't know exactly how many
sets are in use.
The object was to give people licences fo r the whole
system - a hand held walkie talkie, home base, and
one in their car.
Q: Britain has a unique CB specification. But we
would think thor at some time in lhe future, there
should be common ground where European breakers
can talk to British CBers. What is being done to
arrive at what might be called a common
specification?
A: We come back to the CEPT recom mendation, of
course. This is somethi ng we can move towards, but
that wi ll be a little while yet. In the short term we
have decided to go ahead with what we believe is the
right system for this count ry, 27MHz FM.
Q: How does the alleged breaking of the Treaty of

Rome come into lh is?
A: I don't think that's quite correct. The point was
whether we were engaging in some form of restraint
of trade . You may have more up to date information
on this, but I understand that so mebody made some
form of complaint to the Europea n Commission , but
we haven't , recently, had any form of complaint. The
Treaty of Rome is only concerned with trade, and it
has little to do with whether we adopt a particu lar
citizens' band system.
Q: If new CB specifications are brought inlO force.

would the manufacturers get reasonable notice to give
them time to produce radiO sets thar meet the new
rulings?
A: If there are significant changes, we try to keep the
manufacturers in the picture. We always have done.
We have, of course, been operat ing fairly rapidly over
the last 18 months and we've had to get a move on.
People have said to us 'Couldn't you delay it a bit
longer so that the manufacillrers could do this or
that' but we really felt that the levels of illegal rigs
were rising so rapidly that one simply could n' t sit
back and say that we're doing to delay the whole
thing for another yea r.
So we gOt on with it, but over a period of time, one is
gradua lly moving to a system that is compatible with
Europe. Presumabl y this would make it easier to keep
the manufacturers in the picture.

Q: COli you explain why it took so 10llg to get a CB
syslem i11l0 operation in this cOlilltry?
A: The fact is that the previous government was
against CB. When we came in, we too k the view that
we ought to allow it, if it was possib le to do so
without ca using undue damage to other interests.
So we were very anx ious that there shou ld be a proper
consultation basis, which there was. We published our
consultation paper and then, in response to talks with
va rious people, we made a significant change.
I think that, given that, we haven't taken an
unreasonable amount of time. My department has
bee n under a great deal of pressure from different
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people because they have wa nted different forms of
CB for o ne reason o r another.
And as I have said , we havi" tried to do it wit h a fair
amount of consu ltation. So really we eit her have
consul tat ion a nd it takes a little bit longer, or you
do n't have consultation, a nd can move a bit quicker.
You ca n't please everybody.
Loo king back o n the who le process , we've done it in
a fair way. We have talked to many peo ple and in
particu lar we went through the process of pu blishing
the consultation document, a nd respo nded to the
react ion. We didn't just publish it a nd say. well ,
that 's it. We showed that we were prepa red to change
our minds. and I think that has been perfect ly
reasonable.

ariti fi cially high level demand.
In the longer run, it wil l sett le down, and I'm sure it
will go o n and become use ful to certa in gro ups. I
really don't thi nk any of us can make a guess as to
whether the futu re lies in hund reds of thousands,
millions, or wha t.

Q: Mr Raison. Are you a breaker? Or do you intend
becoming olle?
A: I don't envisage myself using o ne, because I' m an
extremely ungadgetty sort of person. I ca n' t see
myself becoming a breaker, but I'm sure other people
will enj oy it.
C B82: We wonder what your handle would

be ... Mr Raison.

From left to right:
Timo thy Raison, Brian
Charig, Chris Drake.

Q : Wh at is your answer to manufacturers' criticisms
that you didn't give Ihem enough lime 10 make
eqllipmelll. or 10 enable them to order from For
Eastern countries?

A: Well , it's difficu lt to assess that. I mean, a number
of them have made that point. Whether they would,
in fact, have manufactured a ll the items and all the
eq ui pmem if th ey had had a little lo nger, I do n't
know .
It's very hard to say, but we are being faced with the
fact tha t there has been this very big gro wt h in illega l
use , and we have been anxious to prov ide the
alternative to get people out of the illegal area. Sitting
back and waiting for the ma nufacturers to ma ke thei r
decisio ns a bou t maki ng rigs, would have been
unacceptab le.

Q: Do you see a big f uture in Drilian for CB?
A: We have always said that we wa m to make them
available. We do n't know how many people are going
to use it - il is not possibl e to judge.
I think, if you look at it , there 's a kind of a fashio n
and craze element about it. It 's the sort of thi ng that
peop le wam 10 do and I also think there has been an
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HAMMERSMITH

CENTRE

FIRST WITH THE BEST

INTERCEPTOR FM TRANSCEIVERS. THE ONLY MAKE WITH
BUILT-IN SWR AND POLARITY PROTECTION

£79.95

d'

'£3.50 p&p

We've got the rigs. Lar est ;election in the area.
We've got the twigs . Greatest choice of mobile and home

base antennas.
We've g01 the experts. Staff that can advise.
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THE NORTH YORKSHIRE
CD SPECIALISTS
EVERYTHING FOR THE
ENTHUSIAST AT
REALISTIC PRICES

OPEN
WEEKDAYS 9am·9pm
SATURDAYS 9am·6pm
SUNDAY
10am-4pm

Despite the fact that there are ma ny, many ways of
improving the power output of a CB rig by illegal
means, there are relatively few methods.
unfortunately. of boosting equipment within the
government specification as laid down in MPT 1320
and 1321.

Having said that, there is a conside rable amount

that breakers can do to ensure that at least they
are getting the maximum effi ciency from their rigs,
and there are a few modifications that can be
made without steppi ng over the legal line. Although
there may be many who would try to disagree with
me, I would suggest that the bes t thing that a ny
breaker could do to achieve an improvement in
reception, if not transmission, was to buy an PM
rig!
By its very nature, FM receiving equipment, as
opposed to its AM equiva lent. cuts down
interference, and if presented with two incoming
signals, will automatically select the stronger.
Contrary to a widely held, but mistaken belief
(ma inly by AM breakers), Frequency Modulated
signals are equally applicable to skip-working as
Amplitude Modulated waves, but cause a lot less
interference to other HF users,

Repair, service and
checking can be
carried out at some
specialist shops, like
that of Wh ite Horse
Communications, of
Whitehorse Road,
Croydon.

Looking for possible avenues of improvement,
equipment should start at the very basics of
installation, with particular attention to the
Standing Wave Radio - or SWR. Many breakers
buy their rigs and antenna, bolt them to opposite
ends of their motors. connect them together, put
power on the set - then wonder why they aren't

getting the desi red results. A radio antenna is a
particularly sensitive part of the equipment.
Although it will recejve with a reasonable degree
of gain in an "un-tuned" state, its emitting
properties will be seriously impaired.
I would even go a step further and say that
operating a rig with an SWR reading in excess of
4:1 could seriously damage the transmitting a rea of
the set. A high SWR indicates that power, which
should be going off the antenna in radiated waves,
is being reflected back into the set, and although
Ihis might sound very technical. tha remedy is
comparatively simple. Most antennae are sold with
an inch and a half of excess length, and by the
elementa r y process of cutting slices off the end (tin
at a time) the SWR can be reduced to something
"a pproaching 1:1. This. incidenta ll y, is virtua lly
unobtainable. but you should certainly be able to
ge t a reading of 1:1.1.
Having taken that basic step, the positioning of the
antenna should be seriously considered. A twig
needs a metal mass to complement it - that mass
being the "ground plane": how and where that
ground plane is to be attached to the base of the
antenna is a matter of how many holes you are
prepared to d rill in your motor! Ideally, boring a
hole in the centre of the car roof and bolting the
antenna through it will provide the ult imate
technical advantage in terms of ground plane; the
antenna is symmetrically surrounded by the
necessary metal mass, and the twig is in a position .
to be completely omni-directional. This means that

Or it should be, according to Peter Dodson.
A few lessons on how to get the best from your rig.

CLfAR
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the rig will both transmit and receive in all
directions with uniform efficiency.
However. if the prospect of a leaky roof, or an
expensive roof centre m8g~mount antenna does not
appeal, then the next best twig position is in the
centre of the boot - which gives problems to
owners of estate cafS. In this position, aU the
bene fits of rooi·mounted antennae BrB retained.
although the directional properties of the aerial
tend to be more bi-directional than omni-<iirectioDal
giving aD increased 'gain' in the direction the
vehicle is pointing.
Almost as effective, due to the fact that the twig is
clamped on, 8S opposed to being bolted on. is the
lip mount on the leading edge of the boot. Although
the difference in mounting may appear trivial, it
does make a difference, and serves to illustrate jus1
how sensitive such components are.
To cite a further example of this. when fitting
antennae with clamps, the area immediately
beneath the clamps should be cleared of paint right down to the bare metal. Lastly, of course,
there are gutter mOlUlted twigs which, although
quite effective, do not measure up to the efficiency
of their centra.of-vehicle counterparts.
Whilst on the subject of antennae. it should be
mentioned that any base station will automatically
have a height advantage over mobiles. The very
fact that an antenna, even in an upstairs room, is
15 feet above that of cars outside in the street,
gives an edge to base-type breakers. When not
USP18 skip (and a high proportion of breakers don't)
CB transmissions work on "line of sight" or
"direct" waves, which means that, ideally, the
transmitter should "see" the receiver. Taken a
stage further, an aerial in the roof space, or even
mounted externa lly on a chimney, will have an
even greater advantage, although it must be
remembered that any a ntenna mounted higher than
23 .feet above ground level, must De subjected to 10
dB attenuation.
Base stations, however. do suffer the DISadvantage
of usually being situated in 8 residential area, and
stuck with whatever man-made obstruction that
surrounds it. Particular enemies of HF radio are
high rise blocks with pre-stressed (and therefore
metal cored) concrete. gas holders and overhead
power cables. Similarly, the valleys of Wales or the
fells of Cumbria might delight the conservationists
in our midst. but they don't do a lot for CB
enthusiasts. Home based breakers should a lso look
closely at the length of co-ax they are using, with
particular attention to any coils of excess cable;
coils mean resistance, and resistance means loss of
power.
Mobile breakers, on the other hand, are free to
choose whatever location they wish, avoiding, if
they can, the aforementioned obstacles! Anyone
operating outside an urban area will be at an
advantage. those on fla t terrain ga in even more,
a nd those who do their breaking from elevated
ground can reach out as far as 20 or 30 miles. As
far as technical aids (as opposed to strategic
advantage) a re concerned, the only legal component
that can be used is a power mike. Using one of
these does not increase the power from the

f Right: Keeping your home
) b.s" (e.r) IHtttery In good
condition un hfJ/p maint.in
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Correct SWR is absolutely essential to good
reception - and if the SWR is really out. you could
blow the rigl Cut IJ.in off the bottom of the
antenna each time. See text for details.

antenna, but utilises aU of the speech input by
increased sensitivity.
And so, having achieved maximum transmitting
power. there remain two possibilities for
improvement - to make reception more sensitive
and to decrease the level of interference. Now,
although it may be illegal to boost the tra nsmitted
signal beyond the legal limit of two watts ERP,
there is nothing to prevent a breaker from
amplifying the incoming signal. and this can easily
be done by the insertion of a pre-amp unit between
the antenna and the set which will effectively boosl
the level of received signals.
Interference. on the other hand, fa lls into two
categories - adjacent channel and electrical. with
a further sub.division of external electrical noise
and the internal type. Internal interference is
genera ted from a host of sources within the
confines of a motor car, the prime offenders being
the alternator, distributor and plugs.
Problems can also be caused by windscreen
wipers, any electrical motor such as windscreen
washers and even brakes; in a word, any
component which produces a magnetic field or
generates static electricity. To eliminate those
causes listed in the last category would be quite a
task, but those in the former can be effectively
curtailed by suppressor units. Perhaps the word
"suppressed" is inaccurate, as the function of such
units is to cha nge the fr equency of the electrical
interference to one outside the range of the
receiving equipment to make it inaudible. A
complete set of suppressors costs arolUld £10 and
are, in fact. capacitors which fit "in line" on the
offending electrical components.
But to get any more substantial reduction in
interference, it is necessary to delve into the
realms of "noise blankers". These, unfortunately,
cannot be bought over the cOlUlter a nd have to be
tailor made for individual rigs; they will, however.
be built-in to the CB equipment of the future.
Available now, though. are speech processors such
as the K40 - a unit very suitable for use with FM
equipment. The effect of fitting one of these units,
priced in the region' of £30, is to clarify speech by
bringing up the low level vocal sOWlds of the
vowels and soft consona nts, to the same level as
the sharp sounds of the Ts and Ss. Not a task to be
underta ken lightly, however, as all oscilloscope is
necessary for accurate setting up.
Manufacturers a re only too aware of the
shortcomings of FM CB, due mainly to the
constraints imposed by the government. They a re
nevertheless also conscious of the responsibility
vested in them to observe the spirit of these
restrictions with regard to interference to others.
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CB Radio & Model
Hobbies
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Telephone: 0279418817

AI/ FI/SSB RIGS IN STOCK
CDMMTRON NATO 200ch ................................................£130.00
HYGAIN 4BOch ..................................................................£159.00
TRISTAR 777 4BOch .........................................................£185.00
TRISTAR 727 240ch ........................................................ £99.00
COLT 720 120ch ............................................................... £115.00
PRESIDENT 144 120ch ..................................................... £79.00
COMMTRDN B 1BOch ....................................................... £79.00
COMMTRON 4 BOch ......................................................... £89.00
MAIL ORDER
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TRADE AND RETAIL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

NEW LlDHTNIND FM ANTENNA

Narrow Base Loaded Coil; Black Stainless Steel
Whip now available
Retails around £8.00
Home-base antenna to follow

£47.18
£30.45
£13.65
£22.00
£73.95
£88.50

10% discount when presenting this ad
MAIL ORDER WRITE TO:
CBA, DEPT CB82,
MAXWELL TOWN SHOPPING CENTRE,
125 HILL TO WN, DUNDEE
IAICUlWD
or just 'phone Dundee (0382) ~
28760 and quote your Access ....."' .....
or Barclaycard number.

Z

For expert and sound advice.
:
Vast range of legal FM sets in
:
stock.
:
Plus full range of CB accessories. :
Fitting service.
:
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Dundee (0382) 28760
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I!!.A~.!I BIO PUNCHER BASE MIKE
TW232S HAM BASE MIKE
1!!.Al!1RELAX POWER MIKE
K40 SPEECH PROCESSING MIKE
UNlACE 100 CB RADIO
UNlACE 200 CB RADIO

:

~~

Dept CBB2
Maxwall Town Shopping Centre
125 Hilltown

I
i••

100% CB
i• SPECIALISTS

PARNDON MILL. ELIZABETH WAY.
HARLOW. ESSEX

MAIL ORDER
Rec
LEGAL FM40 CHANNEL TRANSCEIVERS list Price
MAXCOM 40FM .............................................£49.06
£69.00
NEWTONE 40FM ............................................ £59.00
£69.00
COMMTRON 40FM .........................................£65.00
£75.00
PRESIDENT 40FM ..................................... £49.00 £ SPECIAL
MUSTANG 40FM ............................................£B9.00
£B9.00
PRESTIGE 40FM .............................................£B9.00
£B9.00
LEGIONNAIRE 40FM ....................................... £65.00
£89.00
DNT 40FM ......................................................£79.00
£99.00
HARVARD 402 40FM .....................................£65.00
£79.00
HARVARD 420 40FM ..................................... £95.00
£109.00
UNIDEN 100 40F ............................................£75.00
£B9.00
UNIDEN 200 40FM ......................................... £95.00
£109.00

.
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OCT, the company of
integrity, is now open in
Central Scotland.
Please don't hesitate to
telephone us on: 031-554
3733. Or call at our well
stocked warehouse at 13
Ferry Road, Edinburgh for
the best CB prices in
Scotland and the North of
England.
Stockists of:

K40sREMI'
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LONG DISTANCE
INFORMATION
Possibly. But not until the pan-European system is
introduced some time in the mid-1980s, and cven
then the links will be more with Europe than the
west and America.
And what about CB television? That is 01} its way
too and should follow a suitable cable TV system.
Then we might see a Dick Tracy-type wristwatch
style TV communications system. or a t least 8 hand
held CB radio with 8 screen. David Lazell reports.
The idea of a world-wide broadcast system is by
no means new. In fact, the inventor of a lterna ting
current electricity distribution systems. Nikola
Tesla , had a plan for world redio and television.
back in the 1690s. He believed that it would be
possible to have access to world-wide
communication through a simple device carried in
your pocket. briefcase or handbag.
Telsa 's rema rkable li fe must become the subject
of a TV film sooner or later; his contribution to
radio concepts have been for too long forgotten. In
the meantime, you may care to look at a summary
of his life, in a lively TAB Book. "The Fascinating
World of RadioCommunications" (Edited by
Wayne Green. available in Britain through W.
Foulsham and Co Ltd, Slough).
Britain's first boom in world ra dio came in the
early 1930s, when hefty magazines like Modern
Wireless and Wireless Conslructor conta ined
features of interest to shortwave users. Indeed, the
circulation of the former, one of the most popular
radio monthlies ever, largely depended on
shortwave enthusiasts who wanted to capture the
world in the garden shed, back bedroom, or
wherever they kept their equipment.
Ham radio was in its infancy of course, yet the
old-time a ll-va lve sets had their merits. Indeed , the
Antique Wireless Association of the USA (with a
membership largely made up of hams) recently had
a shortwave contest based on the use of preWorld
War Two equipment. Magazines of the 1930s
contained detailed information on shortwave
stations, their eccentricities, occasiona l tendency to
"shortwave wobble" (going off frequency) and
station content.
If anything, there wa s far more rea l information
available then. than there is today. That may well
surprise some people who think that CB is a
creation of the 1970s. The USA has had some form
of CB since the 1940s, and, although the equipment
largely sprang from work done during World War
Two - including that for espionage purposes - it
no less related to the lively interest in shortwave
before Hitler ma rched into Poland.

In short, CB would have got here, in one form or
a nother , even if the war had not occurred. Its
origins go back to the boom of the 1930s, and
before that to the ideas written up in pupular
monthlies at the turn of the century.
Readers will know that Morse Code has a lways
been essential in amateur radio, since use of this
medium permits best use of the availa ble
frequen cies. Despite the aUeged size of the
lUliverse, and the apparent lUlending flow of man's
inventions, the resources a re not limitless. Amateur
radio en thusia sts have been taught to realise the
need for a well ordered sys tem as the basis of their
long distance communication. So, na turally, they
are inclined to look a t the CBers as bulls in a china
shop - if not something rather worse.
Some kind of award ought to go to the breaker
who first thought of using the CB for long distance
communication. This might consist of being thrown
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into a pool of piranha fish. The authorities
supervising the regula tion of radio and TV
communi cation in virtua lly every country, have
great dislike of long distance CB. First of all, it's
not in the rule book. Second, it brings a dimenSion
of lUlcertainty into a system that needs all the
order it can get.
The great difference between radio hams and CB
DXers - apart from the sophistica tion of
equipment, and, we guess the approach to life, is
tha t tho radio ham has a target. Armed with data,
training and probably considerable experience he
tries to keep the " hit and miss" element to a bare
minimum , remembering that a ll radio
communication is occasionally unpredictable.
The CBer has always been involved in ra ther
more of an electronic lucky dip. With an AM rig,
armed with a kicker (linear a mplifier) the Ox
enthusiast has been able, during the appropriate
pa rt of the eleven·year sunspot cycle. to reach
distant lands. Breakers in Britain could report
reaching South America, for example, but unlike
the radio amateur, they had not planned on getting
there.

I

DXing with CB is rather like playing squash. You
cannot tell exactly where the ball will bounce or
how it will come back at you. But no-one can say it
hasn't been fun. Now that the sunspot cycle is in
decline. use of CB for DXing will diminish. But
what other options are there? will long distance
CB, as Tesla seemed to believe. be part of the
futu re?

From CB to ham
One fruit of the interest in CB has been the move
into amateur radio, where the licence holder can,
after passing his test, use sophisticated equipment
and join a technically.minded fraternity. The Radio
Society of Great Britain has long encouraged
amateur radio users with an impressive list of
publications, whilst The Short Wave Magazine (SOp
monthly) is on sale at an increaSing number of
newsagents, another sign of the times. One of the
British CB magazines has taken a leaf out of the US
monthly, CD Radio Times, running a series "From
CB to Ham".
This instructive series helps those whose appetite
for long distance radio communication ha s been
stimulated by an interest in CB, but whose options
with CB alone a re limited. Amateur radio users
toda y a re pla nning for the sa tellite era . and some
interesting work has been planned here. Low
powered satellites can be launched by universities,
for exa mple, for experimental radio work, without
affecting much of the existing radio spectrum in
use. Trained radio amateurs, working within a
definite framework, will certainly be using radio
satellites a lmost as a matter of course within the
next four or five years.
The main advan tage here would be clarity and
effectivess of communication, an improvement
rather than a revolution. Long distance
communication may be opened to legal CBers in
other ways, and a first step must be use of a
fr equency which is not exclusive to these shores.
The poss ibilities of alternative fr equencies have
already been examined elsewhere in this
publica tion, but given the pan·European system
which the government says we should use (in time)
future DX communication will be eastwards, rather
than westwards, less to the Americas and more to
other countries in Western Europe.
Politica lly, this would be worthwhile, since there
is clear evidence that our leaders want us all to
become European-minded - which is fair enough.
It is, a ft er all. a continent of great variety. culture
a nd possibility, we hea r. And another main benefit
to the British CBer is tha t the English language is
increaSingly used as the second language for
today's Europeans.
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Use of repeaters and satellites could bring a
European CB system into being by the middle of the
19805. perhaps a little later. By that time, there
will be some blurring of the now clear--cut
distinction between the CB user and the ham, since
CB equipment will be far more commonly used, and
technically advanced.
With more use in schools. CB will become as
common a part of the curriculum as learning to
type. or (as it is now) use a school computer or
college word processor. CB will also feature in
language teaching, and in stimulating interest in
other countries in Europe.
Remember that these developments will almost
certainly occur before the return of that sunspot
activity that has made trans..Atlantic DXing such a
happy hunting ground for AM breakers. By that
time too, trans-Atlantic communication may have
techniques of which we are today only dimly
aware. By the end of this decade, we will certainly
have a world-wide system of communication
satellites bringing to fruition the dream of Nikola
Tesla.
These will incorporate radio and television,
naturally, but also many kinds of
business/commercial developments like instant
transmission of facsimiles (document copies) and
computer data. We could be so surrounded bv the
evidence of long distance communication. that we
will gladly return to the humble CB. on 27MHz FM.
as light relief - the electronic chat over the
garden fence.
- The future of DX as far as CB is concerned, has
to be related to use of the most advanced
technology. The debate in the House of Commons
on Information Technology at the end of November
included CB in the list of impressive
communication/data equipment. AM. as far as that
is concerned, is a sort of handy soapbox on wheels,
or humble runabout. The 1980 though. are intended
to make use of the basics of CB communication in
far more useful technology.
Putting satellites into orbit is a very expensive
affeir. and is likely to remain so. In that sense, the
DX communication age ahead will have to be paid
for - there are no free rides on the satellite! Use
of satellites in long distance communication for
amateurs/CB users can be finan ced through more
realistic licence arrangements Un.ked to more
advanced equipment.

Dreams?
Users of UHF CB systems elsewhere in the
English speaking world are already showing this
professional approach and willingness to work. and
pay for, the privilege of long distance
communication. Remember that in some countries
using CB in various forms, long distance
communication is still a matter of internal contact
- Australia and the USA being two examples.
Clarity of Signal is given high priority. with the
clear plan to make FM and UHF workable over
great distances. But are these dreams? Well, the
time scale between having a plan. and getting it
worked out in hardware. is today very brief indeed.
The only problem is raising the finance. One fact is
sure; though DXing may be far more "scientific" in
future years. the breaker will have to pay for the
privilege. But almost certainly 8S CB enjoys a
greater status, most breakers will be more than
happy to pay for it.

It could be that the real " Cun days" of transAtlantic DXing have gone, forever (so we hope you
enjoyed them) and that the new phase in that area
will be based on amateur radio involvement. 'There
will be far less access to satellite facilities for
radio users in a trans-Atlantic context, and costs of
using those limited radio facilities could be high and without the political sponsorship that might be
expected inside the EEC.
One should not write, of course. as though the
USA and Western Europe encompass the world of
personal radio communication. given a world-wide
system of satellite communica tion. it should be
simple enough to DX to Australia and New
Zealand. for example - or to Japan, assuming that
you know the language.
Despite the reel promise of satellite
communication. and its vast possibilities, it is not
too likely that all our hopes will come to (ruition.
They never do. Costs rise, economic recession hits
us. and as we can see in the proposed introduction
of a new commercial TV channel in autumn 1982.
and breakfast time commercial TV in the spring of
1983. there is never enough money to do
everything.

However. for the interest of its own specialist
electronics industry. JapaD could well develop a
leadership role in satellite use shich would assist
personal radio links to Asia and Australia. The
USSR. with an impressive record in satellites, could
take an interest in personal radio communication.
but we will have to see which country thinks the
show worth putting on the road.
Despite the caUs for "freedom, ie deregulation of
the telecommunications industries' in western
countries, satellite use is closely tied to natioDal
prestige and political decisions. Maybe that's
another reason why breakers ought to set together
in national pressure groups, based on licenced PM
users that the government might respect.
What about C~TV1 The famous comic strip
hero. Dick Tracy. 10Dg years ago, had a wrist
watch TV which enabled him to receive and
transmit messages fast. Are we getting near that?
Almost certainly. yes. However. as every CB user
will know a lot depends on the use of antenna or
alternative method of receiving and transmitting
the signal. We are maybe "uneducated" in this
area in Britain, beceuse oC our lamentable record
in cable television.
The government has been just as slow in setting
a national cable television ne twork , as in
organising CB. and many would say that the former
was far more important. With the experimental
cable TV systems licenced by the government
during 1981. we have taken a small step forwards
- but are way behind the cable boom now being
seen in the USA.
Satellite TV works because tbere is widespread
cable television. The signal is beamed down from
the sateHite. to the earth station (downlink) owned
or leased by the cable programme provider. The
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cable programme company feeds the satellite signal
"down the cable" usually on a pay-TV basis.
Programmes Bre sent to the satellite by what afB
called "uplink" facilities. So 8 CB-TV system is
entirely possible from a mains-supply two-way TV
set linked to the cable network.
Cables currently under use in the USA often
have some 40 or more signals in, or Qut, of the TV
set, with some cities going in for 80 or more
channel systems on the cable. Britain is about to
embark on a massive programme of development,
intended to replace OUf ageing telecommunications
cable network (co-ax) with fibre optics cable that
will give 8 vast potential for two-way television. But
this is going to take time.
So for the most part, Britain has used television
as a passive programme-a cceptance medium; you
sit and watch. In the USA, for example, the
development of television is increasingly linked to
the home computer and use of the terminal as
despatcher of information, as well as a receiver.
Very many experiments, and some excellent work
in developing television as a two-way system
(receiving messages and sending them) have been
carried out in America, though most of them would
be news to the average TV watcher in Britain,
unaware of the potential of cable.
On lively record of the options is that of TalkBack-TV; ~... o Way Cable Television by Dr Richard
Veith, a hefty paperback in the TAB Books series
(W. Foulsham and Co). Dr Veith wrote this book,
round about 1976, as a summary of work ca rried
out, in terms of people using television as more
than a programme provider. For example. it has
been used to order goods shown on the television
screen (from a major department store), for
teaching assignments , and for a great deal of other
useful activities.
The relationship of all this to CB-TV is very
clear, for the basics a re identical. Given the use of
a good cable system, and access to channels
assigned to personal communications, CB-TV is a
viable proposition now. And, as we a ll know, long
distance television is a lso a reality, given the use of
sa tellites, or, alternatively a good TV-DX
arrangement.
Once a cable system is established, portable,
hand-held CB-TV units would seem to be a lmost a
foregone conclusion, as long as they can be made a
financial proposition.
As in so much else in communica tion, the
problems are not in technology. but in the shortage
of finan cia l resources. It is perhaps an eerie
thought that George Orwell in his chilling novel,
1984 - pictured a future dominated by two-way
TV showing "Big Brother", the dictator. We should
be well on the way to our cable network by 1984.
Long distance television, or TV-DX as it is called,
is an art in itself, a hobby that captures a few
enthusiasts who can afford the time and the
equipment to "capture" programmes from afar.
This is ofte~ as unpredictable as using AM for
DXing, but target stations are Car more clearly
defined. si mply because the antenna array. Cor
example. has to be so advanced.
The techniques oC obtaining distant transmissions
through conventional antennae are demanding. and
are almost certainly to be rendered obsolete by the
satellite age just ahead. TV-DXing in Britain has
been concerned with receiving distant stations, not
with any kind of two-way traHic. In that sense, it
does not offer much for enthusiasts planning to
save for a two-way CB-TV installation.
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There is room for optimism though; no aspect of
electronic communication can be seen in a vacuum.
Satellites are about the whole range of
communications. business and domestic, so that
iIUlovation in data transmission by satellite. or the
use of satellites for computer links. are related to
other aspects of telecommunications. If it were just
a matter of providing the British public with more
TV programmes. the government would hardly have
been keen to get the Green Paper published in
1981.

But satellite communication is a major industry
encompassing all kinds of communica tion systems.
CB may be low on the list of priorities, assuming it
appears on the list at all, but may well enjoy a
spin-off from the developments primarily planned
Cor business, government and professional services.
But - coming back to present reality. Can FM
be made to provide long distance communication?
Answer. on the present basis. is No. There are
limitations inherent in the system, and there is no
doubt that the government under-rated the
attraction of AM as a long distance medium.
However, as indicated elsewhere, there was never
any strong likelihood that the government planned
to legalise the AM frequency. In any case. CB was
always designed as a limited range medium. Going
in for CB, it might be sa id. and then asking for DX
communication, is rather like buying a skateboard
and then enquiring why it does not break the sound
barrier. But as a US news report has just observed
that a skatboarder was arrested on a freeway at
more than 50mph, such an observation may be
unwise.
In the long run, we may have to learn to stop
talking about CB and ham radio, and use a generic
term of. say, "personal radio communication".

Satellite opportunities
Long distance radio conta ct will be possible, but
not with the CB we have today. New, more
advanced systems. probably linked to satellite use.
will offer more disciplined, objective opportunities,
if you can afford to buy the equipment. And this is
more likely to be associated with a pan-European
system than with a trans-Atlantic one.
AM will never be the same again, though it will,
as a frequency area. still have many uses in world
radio. other than CB. CB-TV is a very real
possibility but other countries may develop it , in
one way or another. before we do, because they
are more advanced in cable systems. And there
will be - by the mid 1980s. a more prestigious
status for the serious CB user.
What does this mean for the international DX
Clubs? A different role. perhaps. though many have
long since separated the carefully reported
monitoring contact (the origina l purpose of DXing
and the confirmation DX station cards) and the
handing out of the often handsome DX mailings. In
any case, given the possibility of a far sma ller
video cassette and recording equipment in the later
1980s, DX Clubs may move into exchange of video
materiaL They have done a great job in
encouraging friendship on a national and
international basis, and a lmost certainly have a
bright future.
Looking at the prospect of long distance CB
reminds the writer of his stay at a famous holiday
camp in the later 1950s, es member of the
entertainments staff.
It seemed a lot of fun to me and so I was
surprised when a lady who had been coming since
the late 1940s, told me that she was not coming
any more. "It·s not so much fun now," she
explained. "It's got all ... organised." If that's
how you feel about the present and future
condition of CB. remember the words of the poet:
the bes t is yet to be.
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IF you are looking for someone to either praise for
sta rling 8 revolution in electronics. or to blame as
the instigator of mass illegality, then look no
further than AI Gross. For it was Mr Gross, a
specialist engineer with Parsons Peebles Electric
Products of Cleveland Ohio who pioneered the way
towards the mass communications system that
swept the world. to be known by the name of
citizens' band radio.
Developed from portable two·way radio equipment
designed for the US Army during World War 11,
and improved enormously by the introduction of the
transistor. the modern CB rig represents the
current ultimate in compact. efficient, robust and
economic radio communications equipment.
1958, The US Federal Communications Commission
established the principles of a 23-channel citizens'
band radio system in the States on what many
believe was originally an American amateur
waveband. One thing is certain, the new CB
organisation took over from the General Mobile
Radio Service which was a similar system, but
operating on a frequency of 467 MHz in the Ultra
High Frequency band and having a very limited
range. But for a long time. the potential of using CB
27MHz was not apparent to the citizens of
America.
1965. A small number of 100 milliwatt AM CB sets
were imported into Britain to be used by the
"Charlie Bravo" group in the London area.
Handheld sets. they had a very limited range and
could be classed as little more than toys.
1968. Conscious of the possibility of the
introduction of illegal CB in this country, the British
government hastily did an up..d,ate on the 1949
Wireless Telegraphy Act to enable it to encompass
CB equipment. This was included in "Statutory
Instrument number 61" which effectively wiped out
organisations like the Charli e Bravo outfit.
1970. First to use CB in any numbers were the
American truckers. Their reasons for doing so
varied fr om a relief from the boredom of driving
over the vast distance in the States to a security
measure against an increased level of truck hijacking.
1973. It took an oil crisis to alert the majority of
American truckers to the fu ll possibilities of CB. As
many of them were self-employed with no depots at
which to obtain fuel, CB provided a means of
seeking out the nearest gas station with available
diesel. But they discovered many more advantages;
apart from being an extension of in-cao.
entertainment. CB could be used as an earlywarning system for weather and traffic hazards and the bears!
1974. The obvious advantage of those in isolation.
like the truckers. spread to the environmentally
isolated - the homesteads on the vast rolling
plains of the States whose only contact with
civilisation, apart from the telephone, was the
endless ribbon of highway. Here was a cheap-to-install communications system that cost virtually
nothing to operate that could be used as a base
station to knit together a community separated by
miles of nothing.
1975. Caught up in the accelerating momentum of
CB, those living out in the backwoods of the States
fitted rigs to their vehicles - the pick-ups and
station wagons. to keep in touch with their base
stations - and each other. And it was largely from
them, not the truckers. that the bulk of the way--out
lingo originated.

The Glasgow. march began

Square, gathered more than 700

breakers on its way to the City Chambers in George Square. But note the rare
mentions of AM. Mostly the banners are asking for 27MHz alone. (Andrew
Graham)
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1976. By now the CB craze had spread to the cities
of the States. Under the marketing expertise of
American companies, rigs by the boat-load were
being imported from Japan and other far eastern
countries to be fitted to private cars. It was the inthing t!l have a mobile rig.

,.
- 1916. CB rigs were finding their way into Britain
from the United States. That year saw the
formation of the Citizens' Band Association who
were, at that time, campa igning for 8 frequency
allocation on 232MHz. Faced with a moss·influx of
American gear. the government of the da y in
Britain offered a form of open channel CB on
928MHz, but as a frequen cy that band was
completely inpractical. and it was rejected by
breakers in this country.

1977. Nevertheless. if CB wasn't spreading that
rapidly into Britain. it was finding its way into
other countries. Already Australien breakers were
a ppearing on the scene and it wasn't long before
the Australian gove rnment capitulated to the
demands of CB enthusiasts. 1977 also saw an
increase in American CB channels from 23 to 40.
1918. Next to have citizens' band radio wa s South
Africa. closely followed by some European
countries. By now the CB industry was over the
moon in the knowledge that their product had taken
aff on a global sca le, and launched out in the
~rodu ction of every type of accessory. Linear
J. mplifiers. which, until now, had not been used
universally, were being mass-produced in an
attempt to give breakers more power. They we re.
however, promptly banned by the American
government.
1919. The steady trickle of illega lly imported AM
rigs into the British Isles was fast approaching a
t torrent. Not only were rigs being introduced from
~ America, but by aU manner of devious routes from
the Far East. CB equipment was being advertised
and sold almost openly from breaker centres
throughout Britain with little or no action being
• taken against them by the authorities. British
1 breakers were learning fast about their new toy
~ and the technology of "skip" working to Europe
and beyond was being acquired.
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1980. Estima tes of illegal CB operators in the UK
varied from half a million to 85 many as two
} million. By now, CB equipment had reached new
\ heights of sophistication with base rigs producing
something like 300-500 watts by the use of
\a mplification equipment. No doubt encouraged by
hhe film Convoy which glorified the activities of
i American trucker-breakers. all sorts of CB
equipment was coming "on channel".
In fact, the CB channels were becoming so crowded
that many breakers had started to "go side band"
with the availability of 160-180 channels. They
were illegal anyway. so what was the difference?
Organisations such as the United Breaker
Association had been formed a nd the movement
calling for o££icial recognition of citizens' band
radio really took off.
Demonstrations. the lobbying of MPs at
Westminster and a concentrated barrage of words
flooded into journals as varied as the Times and
Punch all recommending legal CB. And yet, even as
late as 1980, the British government was stating
that "Citizens' band radio is not a viable
proposition in the United Kingdom."
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1981. February 28th. Whether it was as a result of
pressure, research into the possibility of CB or a
capitulation to a "fait accompli" wiJI never be
known, but the Thatcher Administration announced
that "A form of citizens' band radio would be
allowed later in the year". This statement spa rked
off a positive furore of speculation.
Existing AM breakers didn't know if they would be
allowed to use their equipment once CB was
deemed to be legal, and manufacturers didn't know
if they had to produce AM or FM sets or, for that
matter , what frequency band and channel
allocation would be required. Rumour was rife ,
with stories of an amnesty for AM breakers if FM
was to be the lega l mode. a mong the most
prevalent. It was even put around that the
:;overnment had done an about-turn in their
:lecision to ban AM.

1981. August 14th. Hitherto illega l AM rigs were
being imported. with offi cial a pproval. through the
Isle of Man - and a loophole in import regula ti ons.
But although it was lega l to buy these rigs, their
insta lJa tion a nd use were still against the law.
Insurance companies were openly advertisi ng
cover, even against confiscation, AM CB
equipment, but, yet aga in, the poliCies were Issued
through a Manx offi ce!

10-400 Buzbyl So says
the painted on slogans on
the Transit. Another
picture of a well-attended
campaign for the
legislation of CB.
(Andrew Graham)

1981. September 4th a nd official permission was
given for the importation of FM CB equipment. so
that dea lers cou ld build up their stocks ready for
the day when cit izens ' band radio would be legal.
MPT 1320 a nd 1321 had been issued which ga ve
full technica l specification of frequency modulated
CB bands on 27 and 934MHz and authorised
antennae. The specula tion was over.
It was now common knowledge that FM was the
approved mode - a deciSi on which was bitterly
resented by AM breakers. All sorts of wildly
inaccurate objections were lodged by AM
enthusiasts to the adoption of FM as the official
mode. And apart from the publica tion of the tex t of
a speech by Timothy Raison on the reason for the
choice of FM, the government did little or nothing
to defend their decision. An official CB Home
Office press office was opened, but a part from that
- nothing.
1981. November 2nd - Lega l Day, and not the
occasion for jubilation that breakers all over the
nation had originally envisaged. In fact the
a nnouncement. when it was made, herald ed
some thing of a non-even t. There were e few TV
adverts for CB rigs. a mild flutter of a pa thetic
journalism in the nati one l and loca l press end it
was all over. The licence fee of £10 (which
authorised a breaker to opera te three CB sets) was
a welcome relie f. which was largely offset by the
res trictions placed on a ntennae chOice.
Nevertheless, the advent of legalisation of CB
brought a n entirely new style of breaker on
channel. Wh ilst it was true that ma ny "old ha nds"
from the AM wo rld cha nged over to FM. many new
brea kers found CB a new experience.
But for many British breakers. nothing new has
happened. They continue to be illega l by virtue of
the fact that they continue to operate AM or
sideband equipm ent with illega l antenna systems.
On the other ha nd. FM CB has brought a new
extension of in-car-entertainment into the lives of
many - particula rly teenagers.
It has provided a new concept in com munica tions.
The t 50 per cent of British breakers have not
availed themselves of Home Offi ce approved CB
rigs is a problem for the a uthorities. and it will be
down to future historians to record just how they
went about solving it.
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BREAKING
INTO CB
Rigs, and how to choose them, licence them, fit
them, SWR them, and even use them! In fact,
everything that concerns them ... Peter Dodson
wrote the words.

Are you reading carefully? Then take note, because
this is a difficult one. Now, turn the knob clockwise
and it will click. Got it? Right then, keep turning it
and if the power is turned on, you' ll probably notice
t hat the noise from the speaker is getting louder. This
is called volume, and you keep turning the knob until
t he sound is as loud as you like it, And you turn it
__.,,,0"' if you want to
it. Get it?

Very similar (if not identical) to

the tone control on you r hi-fi.
Simply alters the sou nd so you
can choose the one you like.

The initials stand for Radio Frequency,
and t his control enables you to vary
sensitivity of your receiver. It helps
out some of the more distant
interference. Turn it clockwise to
increase the input signal. It's usual to
the switch turned right up, unless
distortion from a very nea rby

one means you can convert
CB into a public address
1.,'stE,m. Fit a speaker under the
and by throwing this
switch, you can yell at someone
in the car in front, or make a
rude noise at someone on the
pavement. Make sure you' re
stuck at the traffic lights at the
ti me t hough I

Interna l/external
switc h
This means either the
speaker inside the rig is
being utilised (internal) or
the sound is being
pushed through an
"external" speaker. See?

Mike gain
Some people speak
louder than others, which
means their volume will
increase even though
they are transmitting
from a long way. So, this
control increases the
strength of your own
modulation. If you turn it
up too high, your voice
will distort. Ask another
breaker for a voice
check. With this control,
there's no need for a
power mike.

What does it take to be a new breaker? In a Cew
words. about a hundred qUid. enough "0" Levels to
write your name on a licence application form and
the ability to speak the Queen's English (or one of
it's reg ional derivatives) wit h s ufficient clarity to
be understood by at least part of the population of
Britain.
As one of many who went on the air on November
2. my experience is probably no differen t from
countless others, but although people are supposed
to learn from their own mistakes. it is much less
complicated if they' can learn from the mistakes of
othe rs!
My choice of a rig was a Fidelity 2000FM, which
retails at a round £85. There are 'cheaper sets, but
this particular model offers a few more refinements
over its junior - the 1000FM - and a lot more
over some other makes. The important thing .
whatever you buy. is to choose a recognised make
of rig from a recognised dealer. Not only w ill this
ensure that the equipment you buy is legal in every
respect. but it offers the protection oC a guara ntee
and the availability of spare parts if it all goes
wrong. Similarly. antennae of legal construction
ere readily available at CB stockists for £20 to £30.
So. having bought the basic necessities of CB life.
and popped into the Post Office and parted with a
tenner to get the official bleSSing on your future
activities. you have arrived at the point where all

Invariably in two sections - the upper scale is
usually calibrated 1-9 and it gives you an inclii" atiord
of the strength of incoming ca lls, and the lower
scale indicates the output when transmitting,
thereby giving you a general idea of how much
available power is leaving the rig.
Breakers refer to the numbers on the scales as
pounds, although they are only relative figures.
If the strength mete r is set on 1, you might not
be able to hear anything, while if it's on 9 (or
maximum) it should blow you r ears off. Hence the
eXI>rossi"ns "pegging the meter", and "Give me a

the trouble begins! Dependant upon your technical
background. so too does the degree of assistance
you will require to transfer the CB equipment from
its shiny new box to become an integ ral part of
your motor car.
If you are the sort of person to whom chang ing a
13 amp fuse is a technologica l jungle. of whose
understanding of basic electrical principles comes
to a shuddering halt at the switch on the Hoover.
stop there; if you lack the personal charm. the
physical aggression or the a bility to crawl your
way into getting someone to fit your rig Cor free.
have it fitt ed proCession ally. For those with enough
know-how to mount a standard car radio and
aerial. you 've got it made!

Elsewhere in the issue are listed the basic steps for
installing a CB rig. but to give you some idea of
what is involved in the operation. it is confined to
two units - mounting the a ntenna and mounting
the rig. As far as the an tenna is concerned, it is a
matter of choice between drilling holes in the
middle of the boot (or car roof which can cause
water-seepage problems) or clamping the twig on
the boot or gutter (which doesn· t).
It is true that an antenna fitted to the centre of the

rooC is technica lly better than a ll the other methods
of attachment. with a boot-mounted twig in second
place. but it is a ll down to how much you a re
prepared to mutilate your motor.
Perhaps the neatest method is by using a " lipmount" which Virtua lly clips on the leading edge of
the boot door. leaving a good appearance with no
untidy co--ax cable hanging about a ll over the place.
Having brought the co-ax through the boot and
under the rear seat squab. tucking it behind the
car trim a ll the way round to a point underneath
the dash s hould present few problems. and there
remains only the connection to the other headache
- the rig. But first a suitable location has to be
found for the set.

;;.;.:.:.:...------

Glove compartplent
Un fortunately. in my RS2000 Escort. the only
suitable rig position is in the glove compartment.
which might be a good from a security angle but
requires an arm five feet long to reach! Again the
ideal power connection should be direct from the
ba ttery poles which should minimise electrical
interference from other components. Personally. I
have just taken a positive lead from the fuse block.
and a negative lead to the nearest convenient
earthing point without suffering a ny undue
problems. If. however. severe car·type interference
is experienced. a set of electrical suppres~ors may
have to be fitt ed.

Dimm e r
Some illuminated controls
are overbright at night .
This switch dims the
amount of light at the
digital readout and other
warning indicators.

Channel 9 switch
Very useful gadget this. It means you can listen in to
other people's problems without the laborious job of
finding the right channel with the knob. All you need
do is throw this switch and it goes straight to 9.
Throw it back and it goes to the number you first
thought of. Some sets have a channel 9 priority
switch, which means that an emergency call will
override somebody else's transmission. Basically
thoug h, the 9 switc h enables you to make an
emergency call without bothering to turn the channel
selector.

Fina l step before unleashing yourself on the air
waves is to SWR the a ntenna. Now this is a
procedure to ensure that the antenna length is
compatible with the transmitter by checking the
standing wave ratio. and the minimisation of
standing waves. In effect. this means that the
max imum amount oC power is going out and as little
as possible is reflected back into the set. Highly
technical though it may sound. the effective and
simple remedy for a high SWR of. say 4:1 is to cut
a short length off the base of the antenna until a
reading of 1:1 is achieved (or as near as you can
get to it). But be warned. Cut off only a i inch at a
time. as the maximum length of excess antenna is
rarely more than It inches. Checking the SWR of
an antenna is really important, as operating a rig
with a reading of 4 or 5 to 1 can da mage the set.
So. having connected the electrics (after checking
the instructions about correct polarity) you are
ready to go. Now there is an old saying that it is
better to keep your mouth shut and let everybody
think you're a fool. than to open it and make them
sure of it! So. for your first hour or so on CB you
would be well advised to listen. fi rst on the
"contact" channel 14 to find out what the contact
procedure is, then on the other 39 "traffic"
channels to become fam iliar with the lingo.
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But to hear anyt hing at all. tho controls on the rig
must be set properly. Although they may di£fer in
posi tion from rig to rig. most CB sels have the same
basic controls. Channel selection is usually denoted
by a LED display wh ich ca n be dimmed if found to
be loa bright at night. Selection is effected by
rota ling the knob. The squelch control should be
turned until the "crashing" noise is just overriden.
the RF control and microphone ga in should be se t
a t max imum. with the tone and volume controls
adjusted to su it your requireme nts. And wit h the
controls sot properly, the first voice that comes
over your rig should be of a surpri singly good
qua lity, clearly audible ove r engine and genera l
trarnc noise when on the move.
Listen to the 'contact" channel 14. The
predominan t phrase will be "one four for a copy".
This indica tes that a breaker wants to spoa k to
sarno body. irrespective of who it is or where they
are. On the other hand , there are breakers who
make a ca ll such as "one four Screwdriver" which
means that they are looking for that person in
particular. or " four for a Gloucester breaker" or
"one four for breakers on the MS" which are selfexplanatory.
Breakers make these specified requests for a
variety of reasons which can vary from a desire for
route instructions. to know traffic situations or
even weather reports. But whatever the reason,
once contact has been made on channel 14 further
conversation must be conducted on one of t'he other
39 channels - with the exception of channel nine
wh ich is recognised as the emergency channel.
Let's follow the procedure through. After possibly
severa l requests for "one four for a copy".
eventually there will be an answer to the effect
that "you got a copy breaker - pick a window".
~ow this indica tes to the ca ller that he is being
mvlted to cho?se a channel. which is answered by
a random chOice. There are those who have a quick
look round the channels first to see which one is
free, But often. an apparently vacant channel is
occupied when you get there!
The answer. therefore, could be "two zero", "push
it 20" or "knock it to 20" - all these mean the
S?m8 thing. Similarly, channel chOice might be
~ lVen as "up two" or "up five" which requires a
httle mathematical expertise on the part of the
breaker a t the other end!
But whatever system is used. the channel number
must be acknowledged by a "two zero, we gone" to
indicate that both participants in the conversation
know where they a re going. channel-wise, After
each transmission. certain terms are used
indica ting that a reply is required. and these
include "come back", " bring it back", "bring it on
back", "come on" or simply "is that a Roger?" The
response to these terms is "Roger", "that's a
Roger", "ten four" or simply "that's a four ".

What's your handle?
So to the "traffic" channel. Having selected the
chosen channel, arrival at , and preparation for
recep tion is announced by saying "on channel" to
which the other end wiIJ say " that's a Roger,
breaker, wha t's your handle?" Now, handles are
funn y things, being the persona l preference of
individual breakers which mayor may not refer to
their occupation. personal habits, personal
appea rances or even proper names. Their origin is
based on the illega l days when a reluctance to use
reel names was understandable. but the habit has
hung over into lega l CD. although there has been a
marked tendency of late to use personal names.

"Ten thirty six" is a request for the time. often
answered by the more fli ppant breaker by "sell
your rig and buy a watch!"
But to get back to the " ten twenty". Most breakers
will also give a "home twenty" which is the
district. or even the address, at which they live.
Again, this was seldom if ever used in the illegal
days, for the mos t obvious of reasons! And after
exchanging signal strengths by asking "Whal am 1
pushing you" which is answered by "you pushing
me a good five pounds" - or whatever the
st rength scale on the me ter indicates - breakers
often finish the "standard" procedure by
exchang ing rig information.
Although the more junior members of tbe breaking
frat ernity tend to use breaker language more
extensively after tlti s point in the proceedings, for
adults, anything they have to say to the distant end
is in good ordinary Eng lish. There is a complete
glossary of phrases that runs to many pages and
covering a multitude of phrases or sayings, but we
British tend to use the Queen's English once we
ha ve passed the stages in transmission mentioned
so far.

Remarkable skill
First impressions, aft er listen ing to breakers either
on the contact or traffic channels, is thai it is all
very complica ted and fu ll of jargon. In fact, ge tting
to know this jargon comes very easily after
constan t repotition. and children tend to pi ck it up
(a s they do bad habits) with remarkable skill. They
also pick up the good habits as well. because if any
sor~ of order is to be maintained on a voluntary
baSIS. there has to be a code of practice. On CB
this is achieved by observing the si mple rules of
good manners and politeness; you should not, for
instance, just barge onto a channel if someone else
is using it - go beck to the contact channel and
start again.
Prior to the authorisation of FM ca, there was a lot
of talk about obscene language on channel. Now
whether or not this ceased when CB became
"respectable" or not is not known. Could it be that
it was a practice that has been confined to the still
illegal AM side. or that PM usage is confined to a
different sort of person. We just don't know.
We approve wholeheartedly of children using CB
on the principle that any leisure ac tivity which
keeps teenagers off the streets and out of trouble
must be encou raged. Their enthusiasm has to be
seen to be believed, even if their conversation lacks
the depth of more mature breakers!
For their part, many adult breakers have become a
bit disillusioned with CB in that the power
constreints do not permit more long-distance
breaking, but it still remains a fascinating hobby,
But if you accept CB for what it is - a personal,
short range, two-way communications system (and
not expect to reach the far corners of the earth on
fou r Walls) you' ll enjoy it - we promise!

So, having exchanged hondles, the next step is
often to exchange location info by the question:
"What's your twenty?" - being an abbreviation of
the "ton twenty" in the Ten code. There are
several codes. including tha Q-Code - a li st of
three letter codes beginning with the letter Q. The
Ten Code. nevertheless, is by far the most common,
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Peter Dodson talks about a little-known but
nevertheless very real problem for some users of
citizens' band radio.
Just like the electronic calculator, without which
the average current schoolboy would appea r to be
incapable of solving the most elementary of
mathematical problems, so technology has become
an integral part of modern society, Not tha t society
has a particularly deep appreciation of the
workings of such modern tools, but this technology
has been accepted as part of everyday life in much
the same way as the machine that puts up the little
balls in the bingo hall! And among the many
wonders of modern science that has come to the
environmenta l front in past years has been the
microphone. with its inevitable presence at public
functions (with tape recorders) and more recently
as an essent ial part of citizens' band radio.
But H the microchip and the personal computer
have been uni versa lly absorbed by our lifestyle, the
microphone has not. and the use of this relatively
unsophisticated instrument represents a source of
apprehension, not to say a real fear. to many.
Perhaps some indication of the phenomena ca n be
gained by a comparison to the marked reluctance
of many people towards using answer-phones those cold, impersonal electronic devices which ask
you to "give your message immedia tely after the
lone" with all the warmth and appea l of a Dalek!
There can be little doubt that such equipment
represents increased efficiency and a laudable
saving in manpower - but they do lack the liltle
something that only a well-shaped blonde secretary
can provide! Certainly. the impression that I.
personally. am left with after availing myself of its
sterile services. is that 1 am not in charge of the
machine, but is is most defini lely in charge of me.

"A natural abhorrence of being at
the mercy of a machine . ..
Taken a stage further. there are also those who
dislike talking on telephones (as opposed to those
wit h a compulsion never to stop) and apart from a
natural aversion to pouring even more money into
the coffers of British Telecom. their reasons are
the same; they are relying upon a system of voice
processors and amplifiers to convey speech to other
human beings. despite the fact that the Almighty
has already provided them with adequate
equipment to accomplish the task unaided by
electronic wizard ry! Albeit over shorler distances,
And when it comes to microphones, the reluctance
to resort to elec tronics is even more noticeable. I
have only to switch on a tape recorder at an
Interview to see a marked lack of relaxation on the
part of my subject. This is not shyness. nor is it a
fear of making indelible mistakes. as recording
material is only a media for my personal
convenience which replaces the tedium of writing it
all down, No, it is some thing deeper than that - a
natural abhorrence of being at the mercy of a
machine not unlike Sitting in a car through a
carwash.
On the other hand. using 8 microphone which is
connected to a radio tra nsmitter is something else.
No longe r is this already undesirable involvement
with technology just a closed circuit thing. nor even
e person-to-person situation. but it now embraces
the capacity - or even the power - to
communicate with every living soul within the
radiating capacity of the transmitt~r, Up to now,
the general principles of the telephone and even
the tape recorder fall broadly within the
understanding of the non-technical. But if all the
complex ities of radio (not to ment ion an infinite
increase in audience) are added, the situation has
passed into realms of technology beyond

comprehension. and man fears tbat which he
cannot comprehend.
To the novice operating a CB for the first time,
three elements of apprehension are present - the
sheer novelty of the situation, unfamiliarity with
the necessa ry procedure and something akin to
stagefright. I say "akin to" because standing up
before an audience to be looked at es well as
listened to is a traumatic experience to aU but a
few, Conversely. speaking over a radio transmilter
does a fford an anonymit y to hide behind. not to
mention a freedom from the public speaker's
nightmare of suddenly realising that his flies are
open! I leave it to the imagination of the individual
to appreciate the nerve-shaltering potential of
appearing on TV which represents the ultimate in
exposure - even if your zip isn't undone.
It is interesting to note that many veteran

broadcasters and even hardened television
personalities never listen to or watch their
recorded performances when they "go out" on the
air. As professionals there can be little if ony doubt
that any serious fault could be found (with some
notable exceptions). and 1 think that it is quite
within the bounds of possibility that their
reluctance to see themselves is an associated
phobia to this fear of microphones.
With time, the novelty and unfamiliarity with CB
will disappear. but for some there remains a
tension over broadcasting to an unknown quantity
of audience that no Bmount of practice can reduce.
Having said that. in my experience the
circumstances are completely reversed when
applied to children, Whereas most adults will
" have a go at it". despite their lack of knowledge
of CB procedure, only to realise later that they
have this inherent reluctance to use microphones,
Children, on tbe other hand. will refuse to operate
a rig until they are reasonably sure tha t they aren't
going to make fools of themselves. But having
mastered the procedure (and quickly at that) the
younger element will chat away without any
inhibitions whatsoever and neve r look back. With a
few nauseating exceptions. kids abhor being put on
a stage and encouraged to "do their parly piece"
and yet their lucidity on the CB channels can only
be admired as much as their repetitiveness must be
discouraged!

"Apprehension can build up to
astonishing lev els"
To many "normal" breakers. these symptoms of
microphone fright will be incomprehensible. but be
assured, there are those to whom it is an acute
problem. What makes the problem even worse is
thet tonsion feeds on itself and the compound
interest of apprehension can build up to the most
astonishing levels, The more determined breakers,
bent on kicking the complaint. screw themselves up
to untold heights of emotional tension which cannot
be good when you consider the road safety hazards
of CB enthusiasts with nerves as taut as violin
strings.
Mike fright is not a matter of lack of confidence or
an inferiority complex and it is something that no
one a t the University of Leeds. from whom I sought
assistance, could offer any advice about.
So. what is the remedy? It would be difficult to
prescribe a cure for an ailment thai medical
science has yet to recognise. Having said that. the
very fact that those suffering from what can be
loosely described 85 a psychological hang-up can
identify with these words of mine, and know that
they are not alone - which may be a help.
Perhaps they might conceivably form a club.
contact each other on channel and talk about it or, for that matter. NOT talk about it.
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Thousands, if not millions of words have been
spoken and written about the advantages of
citizens' band radio. And if they were to be
believed, OAPs would wander the length and
breadth of the land urunugged, virgins would
remain unspoiled (whether t'hey wanted to be or
not) and the AA would have cashed in its chips
long ago!
Unfortunately it hasn't worked out quite like that.
The crime rate continues to rise {possibly with the
help of CB rather than in spite of it), channel nine
aboWlds with Wlanswered calls from motorists in
need of help and assistance, and channel fourteen
is occasionally used by middle-aged spinsters in a
similar plight!
In this respect, I suppose tha t CB represents an ill
wind that occasionally blows somebody some good
- but not for me, Like cOWltless others on
November 2, 1981 I got myself an FM rig, stuck it
on one end of my motor, put a twig at the other and
launched out to talk to the world, expecting to
share a wealth of intellectual exchange and to
forge new links of permanent friendship.
That I failed miserably from the outset was, I
admit, largely my own fault, starting with the basic
omission of failing to do my homework first. I just
switched the rig on, bunged the channel switch
rOWld to the first number I thought of and let fly.
"Good morning, good buddies," I shouted. "This is
Blue Peter tweaking your twigs, so gimme a four
and let's do it to it!" That, I thought as I sat in my
car in the driveway of my house, sounded suitably
versed CB-talk, but the silence that followed was,
to say the least, profound. The world, apparently,
didn't want to talk to me!
I tried again. "Hey there, brother breakers, get
your ears on, this is Blue Peter rustling the rigs for
a big Roger. Come back!"
"Sod oll!"
The two syllables cut through: my dream of a new
deal-far-friendship like a knife.
"Pardon?" 1 asked.
"This is channel twenty," answered a voice. "I am
currently conducting a technical discussion with a
breaker, and YOU are interrupting. Push off."
"You can't talk to me like that," I protested. "If I
knew where you were, I'd come over and thump
you!"
"If you're that interested, mate," said the voice, "I
live next door." And it was then that I realised that
the voice wasn't coming from the speaker, but
through the passenger window! A fist like a ham
reached into my car, flicked the channel switch to
14, and withdrew.
"Anything more you want to say?" asked my
neighbour.
"How about 'have a good day?'. "

Police brutality
Not, you may well say, a very good start, but trying
to convince myself that this was just an isolated
instance of misunderstanding, I set off to do a little
mobile type breaking. I was in slowly moving traffic
in the suburbs of Cheltenham - an ideal situation
for testing the rig on the move.
"One four for a copy," I said, abandoning the more
flamboyant trucker style. Almost immediately the
answer came back.
"You got a copy breaker, pick a window."
"Knock it to two zero - no, for God's sake not
there - make it four zero."
"Four zero we gone."
It was at this point that I discovered one of the

technical design faults of my rig - I couldn't reach
the channel switch (rom the driving seat without

almost disappearing under the dash. Now moving
the selector switch from channel 14 to 40 took a
little time - not a lot - but enough for my
temporarily driverless motor car to roll forward a
couple of feet, and into the back of the car in front.
The fact that the vehicle concerned was light blue
in colour, with matching light on the roof, and the
word POLICE displayed conspicuously only added
to my predicament.
"Morning inspector," I said to the constable
(sometimes it works!) still clutching the microphone
nervously in my sweaty palm. The law looked
down, stoney faced. It hadn't worked.
"Good morning, sir. Doing our little bit for News at
Ten, are we? What is it today, police brutality?"
"Oh now. officer," I laughed. "Just doing a bit of
breaking." I caught sight of the crumpled fender on
the police car, "if you see what I mean!" His eyes
followed mine."
"Try me," he said.
"Sorry 'bout that," I swallowed hard." I was, er,
like, checking my rear view mirror at the time, and
it sort of, like happened."
"When I checked MINE," said the law, "you
weren't even THERE!"
"} can explain that, officer, you see my rig is
'positioned . . . "
"You got a licence for that thing?"
"Of course, officer. Wouldn't dream of operating
without it." I brandished the document. "There it
is, correct date and everything."
"Good. That's more than you can say about your
road tax. Name and address, please?"

Written
by

Peter
Dodson

As the police car disappeared up the road, I sat
there, seething with the seeds of discontent sown in
my soul. And as I licked my wounds. the speaker on
my rig crackled into life "on channel breaker,
you're pushing me 'bout five pounds. What's your
handle. Bring it back."
"Oh. sod oll!"

I panicked
Deciding that perhaps the motorway might be not
only a safer but also a more suitable place to
practice my new hobby, I fired up the engine and
headed for the MS. But even that simple operation
was temporarily doomed to failure, because, not a
hWldred yards up the road the engine gave a couple
of coughs, died and I cOBsted into the seclusion of a
tree-lined lay-by. Not being of a particularly
mechanical bent, I did what any good Englishman
would do in the circumstances - I panicked. But
my alarm was short-lived - what was a CB rig for,
if not to avail oneself of the humanitarian aspects
of the breaking community? Quick as a flash, I was
on channel nine and asking for technical
assistance. And equally swift was the reply "be
with you in a few minutes, breaker, I'm only about
five miles away. Ten ten."
My faith in CB at least partially restored, I climbed
out of my car and walked back up the lay-by in
search of a tree - trauma appear.s to have this
particular effect on my kidneys!
Returning some two minutes later, I was amazed to
see a somewhat geriatric Ang1ia parked beside my
car, the bonnet of which was up and from under
which protruded the posterior of a human being.
This was great - already some friend breaker was
working on my mot{lr. "Hello there," 1 said, my
face wreathed in smiles. "Boy but you were quick."
Perhaps I had startled my benefactor, but the look
of alarm promptly disappeared in view of my
friendly greeting.
"Well, you've got to be quick in this game, ain't
yer. I mean, well, yer can't afford to 'ang about,
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can ye r? Tell yer wot. you ca n 'ave the wheels a n'
I'll take the battery!"
Needless to say. shortl y a ft erward the somewha t
rupid depa rtu re of the sha rk in the Angli s , the
ex pected assistance a rri ved, sorted out my ailing
moto r a nd I was on my way to the big while sla b.
Cruising a long up the MS. com munication with
other brea ke rs came easy. a nd I had ta lked \.v ith
ha lf a dozen when, suddenly, the velvet tones of a
lady brea ker oozed over my spea ker. "Hi the re,
you-a ll. any takes on one four on the slab, come
back?"

I couldn'! push tho button quick enough. " Lady
breake r. you got a copy. pi ck a window."
"That's Roger. How about two fi ve, c'mon? "
"Two five we gone, ma n." I cou ldn'l crank it round
quick enough!
"On cha nnel. Thi s is Blue Peter, what's ye r
handle?"
"Blue Peter, honey, you got Suspender Belt. \"fha t' s
your !wenny?"
. "Northbound five miles short of St rencham
Serv ices. Come back?"
"Now ai n't that rea lly something. sugar. so
happens I'm squa re-wheeled right there."
Obviously Ihis lady ca me fr om the rolling pra iries
of Stoke-an-Trent where they ea t chips and mushy
peas with their pumpkin pie, a nd drink Guinness
chasers with their mint julips! A littl e wa rning light
nickered in my mind. "Suspender Belt," I ca lled.
"Arc you on your own? Come ba ck ?"
"Su re am, honey, my boyfriend's away drivin' his
li 'l 01' Esso ta nker, a n' I'm a ll lonesome c'mon."
By now. stea m was beginning to come out of my
cars as I pushed the pedol to the me ta l.
"Blue Pete r. sugar. how'lI I recogni se yer?"
" Red Esco rt LNP S7IT." I shouted a bove the engine
noise. "is tha t a four?"
Whatever the a nswe r was I l1(:wer found out.
beca use a t this precise moment. some hea vyhanded breaker pushed his mike switch and I lost
th e end of the conversa tion.
"Give me a nine. Suspender-Belt , Somebod y's
walking a ll over me. Bring it back," It was then
that a new and very masculine voice thundered
through my speaker,
" Whatever you 're

doing - s top it
Good Buddy/"

" Blue Peter - honey bunch - if you thi nk
somebody's wa lking a ll over you. you a in't seen
nothin' yet!" A glance in my mi rror confirmed my
worst fears. Looming la rge over my boot was the

biggest tanke r I have ever seen in my life - tw o
in ches a ft of my rear bumper. a nd clOSing fas t!
Deciding. in the interests of di scre ti on. to give
St rensha m Service a miss, 1 managed to pull away
from the tiger-in-the-tank, only to fa ll foul of
anothe r. two junctions further up the lin e. Ju st to
ma ke a change. the orrending vehicle Ihis time was
R Texaco rig whi ch was coming onto the motorws y
fr om tl slip road. I was in the inside lane. a nd being
unable to move over due to heavy tra ffi c. I
expec ted the ta nker to slow up till , passed. But no,
he kept right on going a nd ' had to stand on the
a nchors to tu ck in behind. Ha ving noti ced his CB
twig, I grabbed my microphone a nd bell owed out :
"Eyeba ll ta nker just joini ng the motorway, you just
cui me up something rotten. Don' t you know I got
the right of way. Come back?"
There was a pou so. then over the air waves gra led
th e gra vel voice of someone who ha d to be nine fee t
ta ll. " Listen, sunshine." it said. "The right of way
is su mfink I gives ye r. an' if I ain't given it to ye r,
you ai n't got it. Ge t it ?"
" ' s th a t a fact?" I said, somew ha t la mely,
" Do you know who ' am , sunshine?"
"Negatory." I sa id.
' 'I'm the Midlands heavyweight wrestling
cha mpi on, known as Bloodsporl Berl. "
"Tha t' s a Roger, Be rl. Do you know who I a m?"
"I a in ' t 'ad the pleasure. "
Tha nk God for tha l. " I sa id. and shot off up the
slab like a rocket!
Enough. 1 mu tte red to myself. is enough. In borely
two haUl'S I had ma naged to ge t myself prosecut ed.
nearly decimated and a lmost liquida ted , a nd the
logica l progression. should I continue to use CB.
would be to sta rt World Wa r Three, At the nex t
turn-orf. , turn ed off, found the firs t tra nsport ca fe
on the A6 a nd went in for a much-needed mug or
coffee, As the pl ace was a lmost des rt ed. I had been
teUing tho proprietor (if a skinny little burke in a
dir ty lee-shirt , sporting two days' grow th of bea rd,
dirty fingernails and a Park Drive can qualify for
such a lorty title) about my experiences of the
morning. Th en. to my horror, sa iling into the car
pa rk in line as te rn we re two tankers - surprise,
surpri se - one fr om Esso and the other Texaco!
As th e establi shment didn' t even boa st an inside 100
to hide in there was nothing I could do but brazen
it out to the best of my a bility. And when the crews
eventua lly ca me in to the ca fe, it wasn't difficult to
identify who was who, with the exception of a
pimply- faced. bow·Jegged, fa t little scrubber, who
turn ed out to be Suspender Bell!
But to my surprise there was no agg ro. no
confronta tion - in fact. apa rt from a long,
mea ning ful look in my di rection there was no
conversati on whatsoever. And a ft er wha t seemed
an eternit y. the whole pa rty d rank up, got up. and
went out. Fo r my pa rl. I went up to the counter for
a nother coffee.

\ /1

"You know. mate." I sa id to the proprietor with
more tha n a touch of pa nache. " when it comes to
talking face to face with people. scum like thai
back off, they haven't got the bottle. In 8 word.
they're a ll hot a ir. "
" Oh yes?" The proprietor was gazing out of the
window. watching the c rews ge tting ba ck into their
respec ti ve wagons.
" In tha t case," he said. " you could usa a bit of it
yourself. "
"Wha t do you mea n by tha I?"
"Well . they've just let a ll the tyres down on your
red Esco rt out there!"
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TheGeeBee
CeeBees
British CB is now nearly four months old (well. the legal side of it
is anyway] and it's obvious that the vast majority of legal breakers
are now cha tting in what we might remember as the English
language ...
On the other hand. there is still a big following by CB purists for
Amplitude Modulation (get him) and therefore still a desire to
maintain a low profile when it comes to telling people who you are.
or where you are. And this. dear readers. is why we are providing
you with a goodly list of expressions over the next few pages.
Ace
A little help
Affirmative
ANL
Alligator station

The MAN; important
breaker
Additional power
Ves

Automa ti c Noise Limiter

Big mouth/in cessant
talkerls radio s ta tion
that transmits but

doesn't receive
BTO
Baby bear
Back door
Background
Back to you
Bailing out
Base station
Basement
Bean store
Bear
Bear bite
Bear cave
Bear in the
bushes
Bear taking pictures
Beaver
Big circle
Belly up
Big brother

Big Time Ope rator
Young policema n
Las t vehicle in a line

Interfe rence
Awaiting your reply
Leaving the highway
Rig based in one loca tion . ie a t home
Channel One
Restaurant/service a r ea
Policeman
Get a ticke t
Police sta tion
Speed trap
Radar trap
Female
North Circu lar Road
Overturned vehicle
Home Office. poli ce.

GPO
Between the
sheets
Bible
Big daddy
Big four
Big slab
Big switch
Bird cage
Black box
Black water
Bleed over
Blood box
Blue Ught
Blue note
Bodacious
Bone box
Boob tube
Boots
Boot rest
Brain bucket
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Sleeping
Log book
Home Office, GPO
Ves

Motorway
Onloff switch
LiverpoollHeathrow
Airport
Hearse
Coffee
Breaking into other
cha nnels
Ambulance
Police car
AS road
Receiving well
Ambulance
Television
Linea r amplifier
Accelerator pedal
Crash helme t

Breaking up
Brew
Bring it back
Bubble trouble

Signal c utting out
Tea
Call for a reply
Puncture

Bucket mouth
Bull jockey

Obscene talker
Someone who talkH

Bumble bec
Bumper jumper
Cancer stick
Camera
Carpet crawler
Cash register
Cement mixer
CharUe's Angel
Check seat
covers
Chew and choke
Chick
Chopped top
Chrome dome
Clean
Clean and green
Cli~ joint
Co fee pot
Come back
Convoy
Cool it
Copy
Copying the mail
Coupon
Covering ground
Cowboy
Crank YOUI
handle
Cruising
Cutting loose
Cut the co-ax
DDT

OX
Dandruff
Dead wheel
Dog biscuits
Do it to it
Do you copy
Don't feed the
bears

nonsense
Motorcycle
Vehicle following close
behind
Cigarette

Radar trap
Kid
Toll bridge/road
Noisy engine
Police woman
Look at lady passengers
Res taurant/service area
Woman/girl
Shor t antenna
Roof aerial
No CB in car
Clea r a head
Hairdressers
Restaurant
Your turn to talk
Line of vehicles in CB
contact
Slow down/watch out
police
Receive
Listening to other
breakers on the CB
Speeding ticket
Speeding up
Flashy character
Whet's your handle?
No particular
destination
Stoppi ng transmission
Sign ing off
Don't do that
Long distance
Snow
Flat tyre
Dacibels (dB)
Drivo very fast
Do you read me
Don't get caught
speeding

Double 88's
Down
Down and gone

Love and kisses
Stopping transmission
Stop transmission and
switching off
Down on the side Slop transmission Rnd
standing by
Driving on the peg On the speed limit

Ear ache
Ears
Ears on
Easy chair
Eighty-eights
Envelope
Eyeba ll

Fancy scat cover
Feed the bears
Feet
Final
Fireworks
Five by five
Fb:ed s tation
Flap jaw
Flaps down
FUcks
FUp £lop
Flop box
Flop stop
Flyboy
Footrest
Foot warmer
Four
Fox hunting
Front door
Front end
Full of vitamins
Full sa ils
Fuzz buster
Galoshes
Gang plank
Garbage
Garbage mouth
Get a
transfusion
Get horizontal
Getting out
Go breaker
Going down
Going down on
the side
Going into the
s unset
Goldilocks
Goodies
Get a copy
Got my foot on it
Got your ears on
Grovel agitator
Greasy
Greasy s ide up
Green light
Grizzly
Grounded
Hammer back
Hammer down
Handle
Hang out
Hang ten
Hash
Heater
Hen fruit
Hcnry's
Hiding in the
bushes
High rider
Home free

Problem with antenna
CB radio or antennas
CB switched on
Middle vehicle(s) of
three or more
Love and kisses
Unma rked police car
To meet a nother CBer
in personJto see another
CSer
Pretty gi rl
Get a speeding ticket
Tyresllinear a mplifier
Last transmission
Police car with flashing
lights
Good s ignaJ
Base station
Constant talker
Slowing down
Cinema
Return trip
Bedroom
Overnight stay
Speeding driver
Throttle pedal
Linear ampli fi er
Abbreviation of 10-4
Home Office trying to
ca tch CBersfwasting time
First vehicle in a
convoy
First vehicle in a
convoy
Big engine/strong Signa l
Driving very fast
Radar detector
Linear amplifier
Bridge
lnterference
CBer who swears
Stop for petrol
Go to sleep
Good signal
Go ahead speak
Turning off CB
Sign ing off but s tili
listening
Heading west
Woman with blond hoi r
CB accesso ries
Do you r ead
Speeding up
Is your CB on
Hitch-hiker
Icy road
Overturned vehicle
Road clear of police
Police
Driver outside vehicle
Decelerate
Accelerate
CB code name
Monitor 8 channel
Speed up
Interference on cha nnel
Linea r amplifier
Eggs
Ford vehicles
Hidden police vehicle
Truck driver
Arriving at destination
sa fely

Hole in the wall
Home on its back
Home port
Home 20
Honey bear
Horizontal
Hot fool
Hot load
Hot stuff
Hump

Tunnel
Ca mper
Base location
Base location
Police woman
Asleep
Linear amplifier
Cargo carried in a rush
Coffee or teA
Mountain

Idiot box
In a short
In the dog house

Television
In 5 minutes
Under the bonnel of a
vehicle
Stopped or arrested by
police
Bad transmission
CB not in use/parked up
Neighbours who have
TVI (television
interference)
Police radar

In the hole
In the mud
In the pen

Indians
Instamatic
Jabber

'A'. ·

Jaw jacking
Joy juice
Juice
Jump down
Jump up
Junk buzzard
Junk yard

CBer who talks too
much
Talking on CB
Alcohol
Fuel
Switch to a lower
channel
Switch to a higher
s ta ndard
Tramp
Place of employment

Keeping between
the ditches
Drive sa fe ly
Keyboard
Dia ls on a CB radio
Keying the mike
PreSSing the mike
button
Kicker
Linear amplifier
Kiddie can
School bus
Kidney buster
Rough ride
Knocking on your
back door
Coming up from behind
Knuckle buster
Fight
Kodak
Police radar
Kojak ....1th
Kodak
Police with radar
LSB
Lady breaker
Land line
Lay it on the
floor
Layover and
listen
Left
Left shoulder
Let it go
Let it roll
Lettuce
Lie sbeet
Ligbt footing it
Lights green
Linear lungs
Litlle box
Little mama
Living dead
Living space
Loaded for bear

MOL
MOM
Mafia squad
Make a trip
Making the trip
Momma
Man in white

Lower sideband
Female CBer
Telephone
Accelerate
Stop tra nsmitting but
still li stening in
West
Behind you
Acce ler a te
Accelerate
Money
Lorry driver'S log book
Driving at the maximum
lega l speed
Road a head clear of
police
CBer with loud voice
Linear amplifi er
Short antenna
Driving too close to
vehicle in front
Home
CBer who has police
radio listening
equipment
Myoid lady
Myoid man
Tough group or truck
drivers
Change channels
Sending out a good
signal
Wifa
Doctor
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Maniac
May day
Maxi taxi
Meany men
Meat maD
Meat waggon
Meeting twenty
Micro bus
Midnight
Midnight
shopper
Mike
Mike fright
Mobile
Mobile mattress
Mobile rig
Modulating
Modulation
Monitor
Moonlight
Motion lotion
Motivate
Motoring on
Motor mouth
Mouthpiece
Move
Movie camera
Movies
M20
Mud
Nap trap
Natives
Nature call
Negative
Negative contact
Negative copy
Negalory
Nerd
Nickel bridge
Night crawlers
Noise blanker
Noise limiter
OM
OW
Oasis
On standby
On the peg

On the shore
On the side
One eyed
monster
Open season
Out
Out stripped me
Out to lunch
Over modulation
Pan handlers
Pants on fire
Peak power
Peaked up
Peanut whistle
Pedal down
Pedal pusher
Peel off
Peppers
Peg leg
People car
Photographer
Pigeon
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Garage mechanic
Distress ca ll
Bus
Home Office/GPO etc
Butcher
Ambulance
Meeting place
Van
South
Thief
Microphone
CBer nervous about using microphone
Vehicle/CB radio
Ca r pulling a caravan
CB in vehicle
Ta lking on 0 CB radio
Voice/conversa tion
Listening to the CB
Drive a long back roads
to avoid police
Fuel
Move
Driving on
Someone who talks too
much
Microphone
Vehicle driving along
Vascar
Police with Vascar
Meeting place
Coffee/interference on
channel
Motel rest a rea
Local CBer
Ha lt

No
CB ca lled does not
respond
No answer/answer is
not understood

No
Twit
Toll bridge
Police are everywhere
Part of a CB that helps
to reduce interference
Basically same as above
Old man/husband
Old woman/wife
Truck stopllay-by cafe
Listening in
Driving at maximum
legal speed
On the side of the road
Lis tening in
Television
Police ever ywhere
Stop transinitting
Passed by a ve ry fast
vehicle
Not answering
Talking too close to the
microphone
Nu rses
Getting stopped for
speeding
Maximum wattage
CB radio putting out
more than standard
watts
Low powered CB set
Speed up
Cycli s t
Tu rn
Police
Driver who keeps braking when not necessa ry
Bus
Police with radar
Person who is caught
speeding

Piggyback
Pinball machine
Pink panther
Pitstop
Plain brown
wrapper
Pokey
Polaroid
Polo mint
Portable can
Portable rig

Potato juice
Pound meter
Pounds
Press cooker
Prime time
Professiona l
Pulling the plug
Pump
Pushwater
Pushmobile
Pusholine
Put your shoes

Sma ll trailer
Vehicle with fl ashing
light
Unmarked poli ce car
Layby cafe; rest area
Unmarked police car
Prison
Police radar
Roundabout
Tanker
CB Ihat can be ca rried
or moved with own
antenna a nd power
source
Vodka
"S" me ter
Meter reading in "S"
unit s
Sports car
Time spent with wife or
girlfr iend
Truck driver
Turning off the CB
Linear amplifier
Petrol
Vehicle moving very
slowly
Petrol

on

Turn power
up/a mplifier on

Ratchet jaw

CBer who talks a 101 on
channel
Convertible car/soft top
Bad lyres
Shower room
Hear
Monitoring
Return journey
Ambulance
Private security guards
Be a passenger
CB radio
Stolen CB set
East
Someone 's calling you
Co ffee
Yes/a Hirma live
Message received and
understood
Do you understand?
Accident; wrecked ca r
Sma ll car
Police on the move
Roundabout
Lead CBer in a line of
two or more vehicles
Slow down to look at
accident
Reckless driver
Police chase car
Use of linear ampli fier
Police on the move

Rag top
Rags
Rain locke r
Read
Reading the mail
Rebound
Red box
Rent-a-bear
Ride shot gun
Rig
Rig rip-off
Right
Ringing your bell
Road tar
Roger
Roger 0
Rodger dodger?
Roller derby
Roller skate
Rolling bears
Roundy-roundy
Rubber duck
Rubber neck
Rude dude
Runner
Running a boot
Running bear
"S" Meter

Meter which measures
level of signal
SSB
Single side band
SWR
Standing wave ratio
Salt mine s
Place of employment
Sand bagging
Monitoring; listening in
on a CB radio
Sandbox
Bathroom
Set of doubles
Truck with trailer/artic
Shack
Room where CB set is
installed
Sheep herder
Hopeless driver
Shim
To boost power of CB
radio above normal
Shoe box
Ca r/van
Linear ampli fi er
Shoes
Short shari
Soon/rest room stop
Shoulder boulder Abandoned vehicle
parked on side of road
Shovel coa l
Accelerate

,
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Show off lone
Sinking ship
Sit on it
Sit rep
Skate jockey
Skins
Sky hook
Slab
SlaDlyeyed
Slaughter house
Smoke
Smashed
Smoke city
Smoke 'em out

Overtaking lane
Vehicle running Iow an
ruel
Be Quiet
Location report
Driver or small high
perrormance vehicle
Tyres
Base station anlenna
Molorway
Japanese vehicle
Cha lmel II
PolicefLondon
Overpowered by a
stronger signal
London
Speed slightly to bring
police vehicles out of
hiding
Police location
Polico in Brea
Police radar
Police
Parked police car

Smokey report
Smoke signals
Smoke screen
Smokey bear
Smokey dozing
Smokey on the
ground
Policeman on foot
Smokey's trackin ' Police using radar
Sna fu
Situation normal a ll
rouled up
"S" curve on road
Snake
Snake den
Fire station
Hidden poli ce vehicle
Snea ky snake
Hidden radar trap
Sniper
Linear amplifier
Socks
Soda fountain
Truck car rying bottled
gas
Flat tyre
Sore foot
Sou' bounder
Vehicle headed in
southerly direction
Sounding choice Clea r reception or
signa)
Motorway intersection
Spaghetti bowl
Sparky
Electrician
Spin out
Sp in/skid
Splat hat
Grash helmet
Splash
Spill over from one
channel to another
Splashed on
Interrupted on channel
by someone breaking in
Splatter
Interference on channel
SpUt
Motorway intersection
Spring water
Beer
Squa re wheels
Parked up
Squelch
Unit which cuts out
interference on a GB
Slack
Exhaust on a diesel
vehicle
Stage stop
Truck stop
Hold on/wait
Stand by
Mobile CB antenna
Stick'
Stomped
Overpowered by a
st ronger signa l
Strangle
Turn off
Strapped for
time
Late
Speeding sports car
Streaker
Streaking
Full speed
Unload truck cargo
Strip her
GBer with a walkieStroller
ta lkie
Struggling lane
Left hand lane
Congested channel
St uffy
Sucker brakes
Air brakes
Beer
Suds
Suicide cargo
Dangerous ca rgo
Suicide jockey
Truck driver carrying a
cargo of explosives
Sunbeam
Comedian
Super cola
Beer
Molorway
Super slab
Bridge
Superstructure
Sweep the leaves Last CB vehicle in
convoy
Swimm ing pool
Pondllake
Swindle sheet
Truck driver's log sheet

TR switch

TVI
TX
Togs
Ten bye-bye
Ten pounder
Ten roger
Thin
Threes and
eights
Throw a shoe
Tin bender
Tooled up
Top of the shop
Tractor
Trading stamps
Train ing wheels
Travelling zoo
Truck on
Tuck it in
Tuned up
Turkey
Twenly
Twin huskies

Transmit/receive switch
Television interrerence
Telephone
Number plates
Sign orr
Excellent reception
Message received
Weak signa l
Besl wishes/sign orf
Get anal tyre
Sheet metal worker
Boosted CB sel
Channel 40
Lorry without a trailer
Money
Provisional licence
Truck carrying livestock
Move on
Move into the left hand .
lane
CB putting out more than
4 watts
Friendly insult
Loca tiori/position
Dual antenna

URO

Unidentified rolling
object
USB
Upper sideband
Under the hump Tunnel
Under the thumb Unable to pass
Undressed
Unmarked police
vehicle

Voice check

VOX

Wagon wheels
Walked all over
Washboard
Water hole
Wearing socks
Whip
Wide side
Wiped out
Word nut

Radio check
Voice operated relay

Leyland, Nr Preston
Overpowered by a
stronger signa l
Bumpy road
Rest area
Using linear amplifi er
Rod for mobile antenna
Empty lane on right
CB signa l overpowered
by stronger signal
Student

X ray machine

Unmarried woman
Ex young lady
Ex young man
Police radar

YF
YL

Wife
Young lady

Zoo
Z's

Police sla tion
Sleeping

XL

XYL
XYM
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a selection of
little gems from the DODSON
COLLECTION.
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"That's Roger, break, I run a driving
school. "
"Got any low terms for breakers?"
"Yes, sod off!"
" . .. and I got the Abbey habit."
"Been chatting up nuns again?"
"What's your handle?"
"Berbara Windsor."
"Ah, London's popular front."
"Ain't you breakers interested in the size
of my boobs?"
"No - just the siza of your husband."
" , .. and the answer to every breaker's
dream."
"You must be a deaf and dumb
nymphomaniac who owns a pub."
"When it comes to sex, mate. I can put it
in a nutshell."
"So I've heard."
"How tall is that lady breaker?"
"Not that tall - in fact she's got mudflaps fitted to her knickers."
"What about her boyfriend?"
"Well, let's say he's always the last to
find out when it's raining."
"What sort of a lady breaker would go
to bed with a guy on their first date?"
"My sort!"

"She has turned a few heads in her
time, 1 can tell you."
"- And stomachs."
"You want to try the caff on the A35.
The tea's got body in it."
"Hope it's no one we know."
"Our union's just got agreement for
double wages, tWG-hour tea breaks, two
months' holiday and we only work
Fridays."
"Ellery Friday?"
"Are you a virgin?"
"not yet.'·

"My girlfriend and me are squarewheeled on the A40 near Burford."
"Are you on the verge?"
"Negatory. But we're breathing hard."
"My wife is a decided red-head."
"Yes, I know. 1 was there when she
decided."
"This breaker you know, does he come
round after work?"
"It isn't work he comes round after."
"We breakers should preserve wildlife."
"Yeah. Pickle a squirrel today,"
"I can't leave my wife with five kids."
"Why, how many does she wan!?"
"Didn't you want to be by your
husband's side when he died?"
"No bloody fear. He was hit by a 4().ton
truck."

" ... it's like the widow's mite."
"Yes, but some do."
"Well, I do fancy work."
"Good on yer - I don't."
"Tonight I would love to be in something
long and flowing."
"How about the Thames?"
"At the moment. break. I'm working on a
portable."
"A portable what?"
,
"Dunno, so far I've only made the
handles."
"My son wants a cowboy outfit for
Christmas."
"Give him BL. ",
"Our club has good, clean fun every
night except Mondays."
"OK. Let's go Monday."
"Have you tried that Indian restaurant
in the High Street?"
"Yes, all that snaka and kidney pie."
"Cordon Bleu?"
"Ought to be cordoned off."
"There's a Pakistani breaker in our
street who's a flasher."
"No. What's his handle."
"Show waddy waddy."
"and 1 wear giggle garters."
"You do?"
"Affirmative - once past those and
you're laughing!"
" ... and after 1 got this channel nine
call, 1 gave him the kiss of life."
"Did he get better?"
"No he didn't get better. Bigger, but not
better!"
"What do you give a lady breaker who
has evarything?"
"How about my phone number?"
"So who has Access?"
"Lumberjacks. "
"Who's Maid Marion?"
"Who hasn't?"
"What's a breaker on about?"
"Would you believe fifty quid a week?"
"It was lovely. The pianist was tinkling
gently in the comer of the room."
"The dirty sod,'
"Channel nine for en emergency, I've
sprained my ankle. Wbat should I do?"
'

.

~

"Limp,"

"Can you play the piano?"
"Dunno. I've never tried."
"I like a girl who doesn't hassle me."
"OK, your place or mine?"
"There you go, arguments, arguments."
"I'll have you know, my man, that 1 got
this cold sleeping with Ursula Andress'"
"You too?"
"As I said to my friend Ethyl, 1 bave got
appeal."
"So bas an orange, but it doesn't mean
tha t I fancy one." '" ,,:.
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CODE
'The codes can be very useful, so CBS2's
advice would be to learn them, or at
least some of the 10 code, and the odd
one from the Q code,
Now CB is legalised, codes have
become used less because there's not so
much of a need to keep your name and
whereabouts hidden from the polizei.
Mind you, as the channels become
crowded as more breakers come on the
air, the need for a code will become
evident. The average newcomer to CB
need learn only a few of the codes those we have printed in bold letters to get along nicely, thankyou.
But as long as you don't hog the
channels, and let the other bloke in for a
chat now and again. we should all
benefit from what is a first class facility.
After all, we have all paid our licence
fees - haven't we?

On these pages you'll find the 10 code.
13 code. Q code and other useful bits of
information, although you'll probably use
the following expressions more often
than not - 73s and S8s. No, they're not
a reference to any of the commonly used
codes, but they mean Best Wishes, and
Love and Kisses, respectively,

In answer to the question: How are
you receiving me? you should give the
caller a "strength': number.
Strength 1:
reception.
Strength 2:
Strength 3:
Strength 4:
Strength 5:
wall, etc.

Intermittent. Very poor
Poor. Barely intelligible.
Difficult to copy.
Clear. Fairly readable,
Loud and clear. Wall to

PHONETIC ALPHABET
LIlT'I'ER
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J

K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

PHONETIC
Alpha
Bravo
Charlie
Delta
Echo
Foxtrot
Golf
Hotel
India
Juliet
Kilo
Lima
Mike
November
Oscar
Papa
Quebec
Romeo
Sierra
Tango
Uniform
Victor
Whisky
X-ray
Yankee
Zulu

PRONOUNCED
AI-fah
Brah-voh
Char-lee
Del-ta
Ek-koh
Foxstrot
Golff
Hoh-tell
In-dee-ah
Jew-Iee-ett
Kee-Ioh
Lee-mah
Mike
No-vem-bah
Oss-cah
Pa-pah
Keh-beck
Ro-mee-oh
See-air-rah
Tan-go
Yew-nee-form
Vik-tor
Wiss-kee
Eks-ray
Yang-kee
Zoo-loa

MORSE

-,-.
-"

.. -.

--

-.-

.--.

--.J
"

-

... .-- .. -.-- -..

PRONUNCIAnON OF FIGURES
0- Zero. 1 - Wun. 2 - Too. 3 - Thurree. 4 - Fower. 5 - Fyve. 6
- Sicks. 7 - Sev-en. 8 - Ate. 9 - Niner. 10 - Wun-zero. 11 Wun-wun. 500 - Fyve hundred.
Note: When describing 8 number. use the word "figure" and make sure similarly
pronounced ftsu.... (Ie, five. nine) are distinguished by the above reconunended

pronunciations.
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IOCODES
Everybody predicted that the channels
would become heavily used after
legalisation. But nobody really wanted to
do anything about it. And now in many
areas (especially in the towns, cities and
other well populated areas) it's difficult
to get on channel because of the
overcrowding.
All of which means tha t con versa tions
ougbt to be kept short. After all CB is
only a two-way communications system
and as you will appreciate, it should only
be used as such. And this leads us to the
lO-code, formulated in America by the so
called law enforcement agencies and
edopted by US truckers, and eventually
by we Brits for military and CB use.
Better use of the codes should mean
more opportunities for breakers to talk
on the air.

10-0
10-1
10-2
10-4
10-5
10-6
to-7
10-8
10-9
10-tO
10-11
10-12
10-13
10-14
10.15
10-16
10-17
10-18
10-19
10-20
10-21
10-22
10-23
10-24
10-25
10-26
10-27
10-28
10-29
10.30
10-31
10-32
10-33
10-34
10-35
10.36
10-37
10-38
10.39
10-41

Take care/caution.
Poor reception.
Good transmission.
OK, Message received.
Pass message on.
Busy - sland by.
Out of service.
In service - open to calls.
Repeal message .
Message completed - waiting.
You're talking too fast.
Visitors present.
Advise weather conditions.
A paJ:ty at ....
Disturbance.
Collect at . ...
Urgent business.
Anything for me?
Return to ....
My location is . .. .
Phone me.
Come personally.
Stand by.
Assignment completed.
Get in touch with ....
Disregard message.
Moving to channel ... .
Identify yourself.
Time up for conlact.
Illegal use of radio (?)
Crime in progress.
Radio check.
Emergency!
Trouble here. help!
Confidential info.
Correct time Is . . . .
Breakdown at ... .
Ambulance needed.
Your massage delivered.
Change to channel ....

10-42 Road accident.
10.43 Traffic jam at. ..
10-44 Message for you.
to-45 Anybody within range?
10-46 Assist motorist.
10.50 Break channel.
10-53 Accident - road blocked
10-60 Next message number?
10-62 Can't copy - use phone.
10-63 Network directed to ....
10-64 Network clear.
10-65 Next assignment/message?
10-66 Cancel message.
10-67 All units comply with . . ..
10-69 Message received.
10-70 Fire at .. ..
10-71 Proceed with message.
10-73 Speed trap at .. . .
10-74 Negative/no.
10-75 You are causing interference.
10-77 Negative contact.
10-81 Reserve hotel room for .. . .
10-82 Reserve lodgings.
10-84 My telephone number is ....
10-85 My address is . ...
10-88 Advise telephone number of .. . .
10-89 RadiO repairs needed.
10-90 I have TVI.
10-91 Talk closer to the mike.
10-92 Adjust your transmitter.
10-93 Check my frequency.
10-94 Give me a long count.
10-95 Transmit dead carrier 5 seconds.
10-96 Subject is mental.
10-97 Check (test) signal.
10-99 Mission completed, secure.
10-100 Going for a pee.
10-200 Police needed at ....
10-400 Drop dead.
10-1000 Homosexual.
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CODES

Now, the Q code is completely
international, and is used hy amateur
radio enthusiasts and CB operators alike,
not to mention other long distance
talkers.
The Q code is unlike other codes in at
least one way; each code can be used as
either a question or answer. For
instance, QTR. It can stand for "Can you
tell me the time?" Or "The time
is ............ ". Many hreakers have the
major codes pinned up on their walls as
easy reference. A good idea.

QSO
QSP
QSX
QSY
QSZ
QTH
QTJ
QTN

QTR
QTU
QTV

QTX
QUA
QUD
QUF
QUM

QUO
QUR
QUS

Communication with contact.
I will relay message.
Listen to (name) on channel ...
Change frequency.
Send each word more than once.
Location.
VVhat is your speed?
VVhat time was your departure?
VVhat is the correct time?
VVhat are the hours your station
is open?
Shall I stand hy for you on
channel . .. ?
VVill you keep your station open
for further info?
VVhat news of (name)?
Did you get emergency signal
from (name)?
Did you receive distress signal
from (name)?
Is the distress signal finished?
Shall I look for (name)?
Information on survivors wanted.
Have you spotted wreckage
survivors?

QUT
QRA
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is position of incident marked?
Your station number?

How far away are you?
VVhat's your destination and
where do you come from?
QRE VVha t' s your ETA?
QRF Are you going back to ... ?
QRH The frequency varies.
Are you busy?
QRL
QRM Interference from other stations?
QRN Natural interference
QRO Increase power from transmitter.
QRP
Decrease power from
transmitter.
QRQ Transmit at a faster rate.
QRS Transmit at a slower rate.
QRT Stopping transmission.
QRU Have you anything for me?
QRV Are you ready?
QRVV Shall I tell (name) you're calling
him on channel ... ?
QRX Stand by. Call back later.
QRZ VVho is that calling me?
QSA Readability of message.
QSB Fading signal.
QSL Acknowledge receipt.
QSM Repeat the last message.
QSN Did you read me on channel?
QRB

QRD

WE'LL MAKE YOU A BELIEVER

IN

COMPUTER DATING

DAleUne Is the computer dating service Ihll!
takes the chance element OUI of man-woman
relations. In a single flash of electronic
brllllance it provides a supply of partners who

liTe llbsolutely right for you - partners whose
looks and conversation IIppeal10 you from
the first and with whom you feel quickly at
ease, friends who are likely togrow closer
with every meeting.

How'sltdone?Slmple. By taking careful note
of whot you lire like and following your
gUidance on the kind 01 man or woman you

get along best with, we select, from Ihe lens of
thousands of profiles In our stoTe exactly
those who are destlned to be you r klndred
spirits.

There', nolnlngTMglcaboullllt's a maner of
applying SCience to noture. By the laws o f

probability there are certainly people In the
world who lire physically and mentally right

for you, Just as there are stars In the universe
similar to ours. All one has to do Is find them.
DlItellne hll! the unique power - thanks to
modem computer science - of finding the
few-tn·thousands who can communICate
with you at a deep level 01 understanding.

•

The Age We Live In

Dateline - the most significant advance In
modem relations be~en the $exes. It IS part
of the new IIfe·style. Itcomblnesall tha t Is new
and socially advanced with the traditional
ideM of restraint and Integrity that belong to
any o~nlsatlon dealing In personal
re~l!onshlps.

Take the Dateline questlonllllire. It has been
carehJlly complied with the aid of experts In
psychology .,nd socillisclences, using the
most up-lo·(lale research of Srlllsh and
American universities, 10 provide the most
accu!1Iote and least prying methodol assessing
personalities.
Take the Dateline computer system. It's III
yariatlon on the systems used for launching
missiles and rationallStng the operations of
banks. You can't get more accurate or more
Impartlal than that It's our own computer
too, programmed lind operated only by our
own experts.
Altogether Dateline Is the most exciting soclilil
advance for single people since the granting
of the vote. Join II and your days will really
come olive.

•

The Shifting Society

Soclaillfe Is chllnglng more Rlpldly than ever
before. The older generation spent their lives
more or less In one place.
School, work and fllmily life grew out of the
SlIme environment people were bom In. You
knew ewryone in your dIStrict and It wasn't
100 difficult 10 pick the friends who suited you,
and who shored your Interests. Even so,
when society was more static thp.
opportunities for widening your circle were
stili restricted, and life wllsn' t so Vllrled as Ills
loday.

Now......e're In the space age. The old 'school·
work-early miliTTillge' syndrome Is
disappearing. A whole new generation 01
mobile young people Is at large In the world.
They're people with Inillative, Independent of
Ihelr home background, able to c;:hange jobs
and locations, to take up studies and
pastime'>, and 10 pursue thelrcareeno allover
Britain and overseas If they want to. Many do
justlhat, taking their freedom In both hanus·
and making the mosl of IhOil world's
opportunIties. Dateline Is forthem, and In Ihls
case, 'them' mellns you.

•

What The Friendly Computer
Does

[n the heart of the computer Is the central
processor, Thiscon!llins the arithmetic unit In
which the calculatlons are done, lind the
Internal storage or memory unit whose job Is
the same as that of the human brain.
Information reaches the central processor
through an Input device and your results lire
returned through an output unit The
computer's memory retains two types of
Information: the lISt of Instructions on how to
cany out Its tasks, Le. the program, and the
datal! IS using. So, when the computer Is told
to find the usual, slx·lIt·a-tlme, Idelll dates for
you, it isglven a progrllm thattel1s It how, and
the data on you and on Ihousands of other
Dateline members. All cakulations are done
at Incredibly high speed.
The power of our computer, and our many
years of International Dateline operations
experience, enables us to provide you with
the world's fastest, most IIccurale, and
confldentlal dating service. Complete the
questionnaire now -It's up to you.

•

Is Dateline Etiquette?

There'satouch of glamour about those first
phone cal1sand the flrslwordsyou exchange.
Bul the deepening knowledge of each other
that comes when people liTe truly well·PlIlred
Is even more pleasant When you find you've
both got a PlIsslon for SlI1Hng or the special
music of a certain group, you'll get that warm
feeling inside that makes up for so many
mistaken dates in the PlIs\,
And even If you're not looking for serious
long.term relationships, you'll find yourself
recapturing Ihe free lind elISY comPlinlonshlp
you had In college or In Ihe Lasl years at
school, only this time at a more mllture level.
with more varted contacts.
'I would like to ask lor my fiancee and myself [0 be
wi thdrawn from your Usts. We would both like to
sendour many thanks lor bringing u$logether. and
hope you can bring bUe happiness [0 many othe"
as you have dOM for us. '
MIssP.W.
Mr.D.B.5Irerior".
Lanes.
.. and I'm pleawd 10 wy one ohhe dat~ you
selectlld for me haJcoosente:::l to be mywtle, So I
rhan't be needing your services again:
B.J.H. Prince~ Risborough.
'18 months ago I entered Dateline and II certainly
proved wry enjoyable aod worthwhile. I have now
changed my address lind would be pteased to
receiw anolher form 50 that my name can be
entered agllin.'
J.M.B.IMlssl Denham. Bucks.
'Would you please send me a further half·dozen
questionnaires. I have very much en}oyed the
many dales I haw had since my lIpplicatlon to you
and several frieTlds have told me they have 11150
had success. In lac[ I seem to haw 1I nINer·endlng
stream of people asking me lor forms!"
V.M.IMIs.s1Camberley. Surrey.

It's just possible that you might feel a certain
hesitation about joining Dateline. After 11111.
something of the old Idell that true friendships
are made in hellven still lingers In everyone's
mind, But heaven haslIlwlllysbeen given III bit
of help.

Writes a Birmingham girl:
'Thanks to you I've mel the man of my life. He
hasn·t yet pop~ the questlon buIll he doesn't I'll
nlNer recover

Right from earliest times people have been
Introduced to each other through third
parties. It's nearly always been thought
Improper to meet In any other way. For
example, the AnCient Egyptians ran a dllli
service of IntelllgeJlt women whose duties
were to gather Informa tion, on eligible young
people, for geneRiI diSllibution. The Romans
and Greeks had slmlillr customs, lind
throughout EUrope from the Dark Ages right
down to ourown times oldermarr.edwomen
would Introduce unattached young people to
each other at PlIrties and 10lmal functions.

•

In graceful Edwardian days the art of
Introducing people reached Its highest
expression. Hostesses lived out a klnd of
Forsyte Saga Ir, grand houses with a carriage
at Ihe door. Eyenlngs M!jlIt, wit", 'May I
Introduce you to Mary?' and, 'I don't believe
you've met John'. And John and Mary would
IInswer, 'Delighted to have the pleasure of
yourcomPllny' or, 'Chllrmed I'm sure'.
Cuttlng out thelln'lque IanguageanJ the long
bal1-gov,ms, Ihat's lust whllt Dateline does
today, We've revived thllf cnarmlng custom
lind updllted it Our new·world computer
hllnds out thousands of carefully planned
Introductions In all PlIrtsof Britain. In the time
It !likes for the postman to reach you.

Our mailbllg Is probably Ihe mOSI cheerful In
Brita!n and we could keep ~uoting for ever.

What Sort of People Join
Dateline?

Eyeryone joins Dateline: sh()VJbiz
personalities, artists, Lords, musicians.
soldiers, cooks, stockbrokers, property·men,
models, nurses, athletes. business executives
of aU kinds. teachers. secretaries, students,
librarians, dancers. Theonlyqualiflcatlon you
need is to be unmarried.

Most of our members are busy, successful.
intelligent people with enquiring minds and
varied interests. They'ye usually got plenty of
their own frfends, who, perhaps. they know
too well to get romantic about. Others.
through pressure of work, or through a shy
disposition, or because they lind themselves
in 21 strange new cllreer environment, are
short of Interesting company, and want to
make a fresh social start. Through Dateline
they can do It. Dateline puts you In touch with
new faces, a different crowd, and comple tely
refreshes your social life.
More important for many people is the
SCientiflclllly·based probability of meeting the
man or woman you've always dreamed
about. and simply falling In Ioye. Yes, It does
Itappen: so frequenUy you shouldn't be
surprised when It hits you personililly. Eyery
week Dateline re<:elyes scores o f letters from
happy couples matched by our computer.
Already more than ten thousand known
marriages can be amibuted!o Dateline. and
perhaps thousands more that we haven't
been told about.

•

How Do You Join Dateline?

Complete our questionnaire. [kslgned by
experts In com pUler sciences and
psychology, It tllkes about 15 mlnules to fill In.
longer If you're In an extra-thoughtful mood,
but it's fun. The 200 questions are very
thorough lind for a good reason. The more
you ten us about yoursel f and the kind of
people you most Hk~. the more IIccurate our
computer ClIO be IIOd the closer 10 your Ideal
will be your dates.

•

What Kind of Questions?

First, basic straightforward questions on your
age, physical build, appearance and social
background. Then a few on education, social
habits and occupation. Next a chance to list all
~'ou r special Interests. And finally. the
personality test In three parts. There's also a
sPlIce for IIny additional in!vlmallon about
yourself that you care to give.
Side by side wi th the profile of yourself
formed by the IInswers to this set of questions.
you fil1 in a profile of your chosen man orgirl.
marking the qualities you prefer from the lists
givell. All thiS careful planning goes a long
way to ensure thilillhe people you meet
through Dateline will be exactly your kind.
Send for your questionnaire. and Irom there
on, Dateline takes oyer.

--~

II

Dept ICB B21 Sumame
23 Abingdon Road,
London W8
First Name
01 -9381011
Address ...
l 1ot.Hno

I

I tim over seventeen and would
like you to send me completely
free and without obligation loIS
more Information about the
Dateline matching sY'.tem and
the full Dateline questionnaire.

II
~

....... '. ...

I

. . . . . . ..

---iiiiiiiiiiiiiiOaltliat ill
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13CODES
A bit of fun really. It used to be taken
seriously at one time, but obviously it
will make sense only to those breakers
who know what the various codes mean.
We don't think many breakers use the
13 code in this country. but if it is being .
utilised for any purpose by any CBers
anywhere, please let us know. At present
though, it's just a funny code and if
nothing else, it should bring a grin to
your face.

13-1
13-2
13-3
13-4
13-5
13-6
13-7
13-6
13-9
13-10
13-11
13-12
13-13
13-14
13-15
13-16
13-17
13-18
13-19
13-20
88

All units copy, and think you're
an idiot.
I copy, b)lt I'm ignoring you.
You're beautiful when you're
mad.
Sorry 'bout that big fella.
Up yours.
OK I goofed. but we 're all
human.
If you don't copy don't blame me,
'cos I'm producing 3,000 watts.
You sound so illiterate. Were
your parents married?
Are you running AM?
I'll help you, but how did you get
here in the first place?
Try blowing your nose - it might
clear your ears.
You have foot in mouth disease
Has someone stolen your antenna
cable?
Now I know what an antenna
with "less than unity gain"
sounds like.
If you're running ouly 130
milliwatts. how much did you pay
for your licence?
Isn't it a bout time you replaced
that tired mouse running your
generator?
The only reason you're able to go
horizontal is because your
antenna's fallen over.
If I could read you, I'd be
tempted to answer.
Are you talking into the back of
your mike?
What's that clicking noise? Is
your upper plate loose aeain?

13-21
13-22
13-23
13-24
13-25
13-26
13-40
13-42
13-43
13-44
13-45
13-47
13-50
13-51

13-52

Bloody hell. Are you being paid
by the word?
If you had talked for another few
seconds. you'd be eligible for a
broadcasting licence.
You make more sense when
you're smashed.
Either my receiver is out of
alignment. or you 're on channel
28.
I could get a better signal from a
piece of damp string.
Hey, a fabulous signal. Hang on
until I arrive in your driveway so
I can copy what you're saying.
Shut off and give me a land line
so I can find out wha t you want.
Either my speaker is uls or
you're out of your tree.
That was a beautiful 10. now try
it again with your mike
connected.
Love the tone. Now I know why
the makers discontinued that
model.
Your transmitter must be faulty.
because there's smoke coming
from my speaker.
How close do you want me to get
before you read me?
Can you drop down to 250khz?
You've tried upper and lower
sidebands. Now you're satisfied.
will you please go QRT so we can
use the central slot?
Only one good thing a bout
hearing you on single sideband.
You're only half as offensive as
you were on AM.

WALL TO WALL
CB CENTRE
£1 P&P items

;;', 5

~e~

~)

P&P fr ee

;;';:

NICHOLAS FAULKNER HOUSE
149 High Street, Onga r, Essex
Tel : 0277 363077

FOR ALL YOUR CB
REQUIREMENTS

12 PORTERFIELD ROAD, RENFREW,
SCOTLAND
TEL: 041 8850330

RIGS STOCKED:
MIDLAND
DNT
COLT
RADIOMOBILE
COMMTRON UNIDEN
PRESIDENT HARVARD
ALSO

We will fit your rigs, attach your antennas, service your sets and even print
your tee shirts - always w ith a smile.
IF you can't drop in, our mail order
service runs 24-hours a day, so send
now with an sae fo r a list of our stocks.
Alternatively, ring us and we'll send
round one of our reps .

POWER SUPPLIES, SWR METERS
EXTENSION SPEAKERS
ACCESSORIES, ETC, ETC

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

LARGE CAR PARK AT REAR

SPECIALISTS IN K40
AND AVANTI ANTENNAS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

349A WHITE HORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Tel: 01-684 7861

r

~~~~SIRTEL ·.-_ Wholesa
le and Retail HAM
S
.: :
a IesD"Istn"b utors
INTEnNATIONAL

i
I

FM CB sets available; Ham International,
Cobra, Midland, LCL and Sirtel
CALL AND SEE OUR LARGE
RANGE OF CB ACCESSORIES
Complete fitting and repair service available

FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE GIVEN
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On CS, a monitor is someone who listens in to channel 9

and passes any emergency calls through to the police,
fire and ambulance services. Here, Sean Barry-Weslr.e
talks to Tommy Tucker of THAMES, namely. the Traffic
Help And Monitoring Emergency Service. If you are
interisted in doing something useful with your rig. write
to CB82 and we'U pass the m\lSsage on .•.

90

•

"1IIIAKEIl CIIANNI!L NINE. I HA VI A TIN
11IIRTI!EN"
"11IIS IS 11IAMES UNIT ALPHA BIGHT. MAY I
HELP YOU,"
As "Tommy Tucker" watta for additional
informaUon from the unlmown motorist asking tor
aosJatance on the CB emerseDCy channel.
Tommy. a South London monitor. has to be ready
lor just about enytbiDg.

Someone may be neat death and in Deed of
immediate medical atlention foUowing a traffic
accident or a mugging; 8 crime may be in progress:
8 fire may be threatening life or property, or it
could be something 8S simple 88 a lost motorist who
needs petrol or directions. Or both.
This liDie there is no urgency. Tommy Tucker
relaxes 8 hit 8S the CHef describes 8 traffic jam he
happens to be caught in. T.T. takes the needed
information BDd passes it on to the 'breaking'
channel. warning other motorists to avoid the area,
and then directs the frustrated caller Qut of the
lam. This tima it was simple. But a THAMES unit
can never' be sure ...
TRAFFIC HELP AND MONITORING
EMERGBNCY SERVICE (THAMES) was lormed
8arly in 1980 by 'Disco One' and 'Tommy Tucker'
from the United Breakers Association {UBAJ, an
organisation that represented the majority of illegal

dtizens' band radio operators in Britain. It was to
follow closely the system used in the United States
known a8 REACf, where unpaid volunteers monitor
the AM emarsency channel nine (27.065 MHz).

Thames we8 £irst formed to give out flood

country lorming monitoring groupo. Pirst North
London. Than tha I!aoex coast Devon nnd Cornwall
we. sacured. Northampton. Welea nnd Scotland
lollowed 800D altar. Area CCMII'dlnatora were
elected and then county co.ordlnatora were needed.
All tho.a ware. and stW are belns sat uP. to run tho
dillerent departments In Them... Up to tha tlma 01
publication. Themes units number over 5.000
tbro....out the United Kingdom. i500 01 thase being
besed In London alona. Thoro ere very low places
In tha country where a Tham.. monJtor is not
U.tenJnS out lor an emergency call.
It wasn't an easy task. In the days of the
'Naughty Forties' or before C8 was legalised.
Thames monitors were still liable to be busted.
There was no guarantee that because you were an
emergency monitor. you would not get turned over
by tbe Customs end Excise boys. quaetloned lor
hours in e poUce slation and then (inally taken to
court and possibly charged on three COWltS, But it is
a fact that. out of all the convictions (or citizens
band ollences in the year. preceding losaUsatlon.
very few were Thames monitors.
It took a great deal of time to form 80
under.tandlns with a law poUce nnd lire .tattona In

certain areas, and even the Information Room at
Scotland Yard came to accept that Thames would
not simply go away. The persistence the monitors
showed in reporting various incidents to the police
- and then stating that they were illegal citizens
band operators - must have helped convince the
powers that be, that whatever tbe threat, whether
prosecution, fines or imprisonment. Thames was
determined to continue its good work.

I,'s Bli go ., ,110 THAMES
monitoring ItllVicfl. Note
the road map on thfl waf,
headphones and ordinary
telephone immtJdMtfI/y to
hand.

warnings during the very higb tides that were

threatening London at that Ume. It worked so well
that other CB clubs acrOS8 the country started to
form groups to morutor channel nine. Eventually,
they ware asked to be included WIder the Tham..
banner. Thames had .tarted to srow. and Disco
One and Tommy Tucker'. dream 01 e 24-hour
monitoring .yotem wa. besinnJng to beer lruit.

In the summer 01 1980. the rWlllins 01 Thorn ..
was banded over to 8 breaker whose call sign was
'Hot Dos'. From hls home In Croydon. Hot DoS built
up 8 network which covered aD area from
StockweU In South London to a. lar e/leld e.
Brighton on the SuoIex coa.t and lrom Uxbridge to
parts 01 Baaex. He .poke at meeting. and raUl..
nnd marchad shouldar to shoulder with DIsco One
nnd Tommy Tucker In the flsht to have e legel CB
.yetem In Greet Britain. Wherever tha UBA beld
their IIUlI'Cbeo. Hot Dos carried the Thamae benner.
In January 1881 Hot Dos retired nnd total control
nnd the I'1lIIIlIn8 01 Thamae wa. banded over to
Georse Mark (Stlcb~ He contlnned to expand the
orsanJoalioD nalioDwide. The raIIIea and the
marchao oonUnued to be held. CB bad to be
Iegaliled. It W88 being proved time and time ",eln
thet an _ _ monitoring sarvtce was naeded.
Stlcb ....tInned to trawl ap and down the

Whilst interviewing Tommy Tucker at his shop in
South london. bo told me thet the ultimate ambition
is, of course, to be"able to provide on·thwpot
reporting of emergencies to ensure the prompt
attention of the three 8m.81'gency services with the
minimum of delay.
"Wo all know tha problam ollIndlna a talepbona
box that works. Well. we ftll thet sap," ha ..yo.
Tommy Tucker and hi. lellow mambero must
follow up on aU Thames request calls, even when
thay appear to be an obvious hoax. "In the old
dayo. II it was a hoax. it dldo't belp our credibility
with the authoritiaa. still being Illesel 88 we were.
But we rell that this .ervice was naeded, nnd
wbather CB wa. lesal or not, It should be utWaed 10
its beat advantage."
I put to him the question that, bow could he and
Tham.. take over 8 wbole channel to do tbts
sarvice. and didn't the other breakera out there
mlnd? He answered: "Chennal nina Is, and bas
been l'88arded in moot clvWsed countries, as the
dtl!ens' band amersency channel. Thera are some
countrl... 01 course. who lall to recognJsa tbts.
"Some parts 01 Italy and Spoln. South AmerIcan
countrlea as well. lorsol the international
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agreements , but the saddest one of all is West
Germany, which, when they received a legal syste m
of CB. only had twelve channels. from channel 4 to
channel 15 (27.005 MHz - 27.135 MHz). So
channel nine, being in the centre of the range, was
chosen for the breaking channel."
But do the other breakers mind you taking over
the channel? I put the question to him again.
"Channel nine is not the Thames channel. I mean
that channel nine does not belong to us. It belongs
to the breakers. It is their emergency channel and
Thames are only there to monitor. and are at the
breakers' beck and call at all unearthly hours of
the day and night completely free of charge."
I asked him if 'skip' was a problem.
"Skip has. and always will be a problem, but it
was getting better up to the time of lega lisa tion ,"
he said. "But we had ways of minimising it. Those
of us who could speak a foregin language, like
myself for instance, would go back to the offending
station and inform them either in Italian or German
that, they were interfering with the International
Emergency frequency and would they please
change channel. Eight times out of ten the other
station would comply, We would then send a
Thames OSL card thanking him or her for their co.
operation and would they also inform others in
their town or whoever else they would speak to. not
to transmit on that channel a ny more. I do believe
we made quite a few converts in other parts of the
world by this method, and up to this time of
legalisation, channel nine was quite a silent
channel to listen to,"
But that was the old AM illegal channel nine.
What about the government's new channel nine? I
asked.
"A sore point, I'm afraid," he said, "All our good
work in the past is gone for naught. The
government's new specification channel nine

Tommy Tucker at his
"desk".

•

(27.68125 MHz FM) is far worse than ever the old
one used to be. We not only get Italian stations
bleeding over. but American, Austra lian. South
African, Spa nish, Portuguese, In fac t, the whole
world is out there. And we cannot do anything
about it because being on low power FM, we
cannot go back to thorn to ask them to change
channel. Even if we could, we couldn 't logically ask
them to change from the emergency frequency,
because to them, it is not an emergency channel.
To them it is channel 64."
If that is the case Tom, what do you do?

"We try to manage as best we can, but I hate to
think just how many people will come to grief
trying to put out an emergency call on a fr equency
which cannot possibly be heard."
Surely it is not as bad as you make out.
"It is, and worse. There is more to come yet.

Tommy Tucker as a call sign was very well known
on the old system and I like to think that the handle
was respected by the majority of breakers up and
down the country. But the new breed of breaker is
something else, He has never heard of me or the
monitoring service known as Thames. We now have
to re-educate the new breaker regarding the use of
the channels, especially channel nine, and it is a
little bit short of impossible when you cannot be
heard."
What do you do, personally, regarding this
situation? Do you use a linear amplifier or any
other means of gelting out belter?
Tommy Tucker, one of the first breakers in
England, being on CB for over five years and not
getting his collar felt, looked at me for a long
moment and said: "YES ... Yes I do, In my shop I
have access to any CB equipment, whether
amplifiers or large antennae that I need. If I feel
that the circumstances require it, I have no qualms
about using any illegal non-specified equipment if it
helps to save a life or assists in any other type of
emergency .

.. Ask the Fire Chief in Bexley why it
is impossible for him to use his
emergency radio. These are facts. "
"Not only that, but I also continue to monitor the
old channel nine as well. There are still five million
AM breakers out there who only have the old rigs.
So I feel it would be criminal not to help them when
they need it. I feel tha t any emergency service must
utilise all and any sys tem if it will help them
alleviate suffering."
I felt that we were getting close to the old AM
propaganda campa ign, and said so.
Tommy Tucker answered by showing me a
portfolio of papers and documents and said: "These
are facts. This is not a flight of fancy, but
documented proof that the new governmentapproved (inexpensive) FM system is causing very
bad interference to police and fire service
emergency radio. If you don' t believe me, then ask
Scotland Yard why they have had to close down
three of their mobile channels. Ask the Fire-Chief in
Bexley why it is impossible for him to use his
emergency radio. Facts, Mr Weske .
.. Ask why there was a major emergency at
Heathrow Airport a couple of months ago, when
five aircraft were stacked up and couldn 't land
because their ILS system was blacked out. Also
have you noticed that many more high street shops

)
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hiwc Ihoif ularm bolts l'ingill~ nuw Ihnn llvor
beforu. which is ~ocpil1g our undnrmnnned mlCl
ove r worked polh:o forco runn ing nroulid in circlos.
I think yuu will fi nd Ihnl tho Dritish government
havo boobod ag,-dn hy 110t lis toni llg to thu uld AM
brellker. 27 MHz AM was the frequency we should
havo hod. not the one we hnve now ."

nmuuhm ccs, doctors. nurses, modico lelm lS fUul
pnrll·mudics nl II momun t' s nuticu, HII (rom
(:all on eithor of Ihe chu nnel ninu sy~:tu m s.

I asked him what he would like h\ see dono even
now .

"We wantod to do sumet hillg cOllstrlll.: tivo lu
prove to Ihe gove rnment ami Homo Office thut CH
users could be responsible human boings. lIul
cowboys and cerlui nly not deserving of the ruthlut'ls
purges that were ca rl'ied out against us, I think
we've achieved that. a t least. don't you?

"Give us hud Ihn old sys tom tlntl kl!lJp the old
one for tho kid s. on limit ed chAn nels. Since
Christmas, thousands of youngs ters under the age
of 14 have been given their two-chnnnel wa lkie·
talkies And their 40·chnnnel GB toys. They nro
crummin~ tho uirwuvcs with Ihoil' lIluno chalter. So
mu ch so, that the sonisiblo GBur lust cllnnol find
anyone his own ago to ta lk to.
"Whatever clm nnol you tune to now. fi ll you hOill'
is some infan t sayi ng 'Copy - Copy'. How cnll tho
trucker, who is the commercia l lifeline o( this
country. compete with a sit unti on like this? We
s hou ld go back to the old system which Iho rest of
the world has enjoyed for the pos t 25 years and not
some idiotic invention of the Home Office.

OVOJ I

0

Why do they du it? Unpaid. sleopluss ni).:htb nnd
tho worr y of Ii bust? I will leAve thn lo sl word to
Tommy Tucker.

r

THAMES monitors help
out after a roed
accident, sending
emergency messages
to police, ambulance,
and the fire service.

•

"We've tried it their way and it doesn't work. , .
But we are getting away from the purpose of this
interview. but I must add one more thing. As you
know, I have been campaigning for the Icga li sation
of AM fo r fiv e years now. I think tha t the
governmen t will come to the ir senses and a llow Ihe
British GBer to join w ith the rest of the world in the
only system workable. Na mely 27 MHz AM ."
Well. that is Tommy Tucker a nd whatever his
views. whether right or wrong. he has certain ly
made his mark and is s ti ll making it. on the British
CB scene. From a tiny insignHicant bHnd of early
CBers. Thames now is ablo to "com mand"

Ijl
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CITIZENS' BAND INFORMATION
CENTRE (CBIC)
Bill Ridgeway, 7 Sandringham
Crescent, Harrow, Middlesex,
HA2 9BW. Telephone: 01-422
7570
This organisation is basically an
information service, as its title
infers. Run by Bill Ridgeway, the
CBrC is independent of any other
operation and was set up in July
1980. It maintains a constantly
updated register of CB clubs and
AVON
BATH: Aque Sulis Club.
BRISTOL: Avon BC: Bristol BC; Bristol CBC;
Holly Town Be; new lown Be; Pit Stop Be;
West Country Be.
BRISTOL: Big A District Breakers.
Lawrence Weston,
WESTON·SUPER·MARE: Weston BC.
BEDFORDSHIRE
BEDFORD: Delta Tengo Group.
DUNSTABLE: Christien Buddies CBC;
Oscar Charlie Club,
DUNSTABLE: DABS.
BERKSHIRE
BRACKNELL: Bracmell BA.
READING: Biscuit Town BC; Club 27; Slete
City BC; 10·36 Club.
SLOUGH: Chocolate City BC.
WINDSOR: Windsor 20/27 Be.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
BUCKINGHAM: Buckinghem BC; North
Bucks BC.
HIGH WYCOMBE: Hillbillys BC.
MILTON KEYNES: CB Musketeers Club;
Milton Keynes CBC.
MILTON KEYNES: New City Breakers.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE: Cambridge BC.
HUNTINGDON: Delta Echo Club; St Neots
Be; Uniform Kilo Sidebanders Club.
PETERBOROUGH: Alpha Beta Sideband
Club; Handbreek Club.
WISBECH: Whiskey Bravo Club.
CHESHIRE
CREW: Crewe BC.
LYMM: Canalside BC.
MACCLESFIELD: Silk Town BC.
NORTHWICH: Mid Cheshire Wheel,
Association; Smog City Breakaways Club.
RUNCORN: Boom City DC.
TARPORLEY: Big T BC; Tiny Town BC.
WARRINGTON: Red City BC; 10-4 Club;
Warrington Breakaway Club.
CLEVELAND
STOCKTON-ON-TEES: Sedglield BC.
CORNWALL
BODMIN: ran BC.
BUDE: Surf City BC.
HELSTON: Rolling Road Club; 10·13 Club.
L1SKEARD: Caradon BC.
NEWQUAY: 21 BC.
ST AUSTELL: Rocky Mountain BC; White
Mountain CSC.
WADEBRIDGE: Comel BC.
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organisations throughout the UK
- in all they have the names and
addresses of nearly 1,400 and so
are well placed to gather and
dispense information on all
subjects relating to CB.
A list of some of the clubs
appear below on the following
pages. Space, as before, doesn't
allow for their addresses, and in
any case Bill Ridgeway comments
that they are liable to change,
"and some are held in
confidence" .

CUMBRIA:
BARROW-IN· FURNESS: Furness BC.
BARROW-IN·FURNESS: Furness BC.
CARLISLE: Carlisle Truckers Club; New
Breakers Inners Club.
COCKERMOUTH: Solway BC.
KENDAL: Hazard County Breakers.
SEASCALE: Country BC.
DERBYSHIRE
BUXTON: Spa Town BC.
CHESTERFIELD: Circus Town Be; Concrete
Canyon Be; North East Derbyshire 10-4
Club.
DERBY: Colortown BC; Hazard County BC;
Ram City BC; Western BC,
DERBY; South Derbyshire Breakers Club,
Newhall
ILKESTON: Convicts BC;
likes ton BC.
DEVON
BARNSTAPLE: Barnstaple BC.
BARNSTAPLE; North Coast Breakers,
BIDEFORD; Torridge Breakers Club.
EXETER: Roadrunner Club.
EXETER: Exeter CB Club.
EXMOUTH: River Exe BC.
MOLTON; Wool Ridge Runners.
NEWTON ABBOT: Moorland Riders Club.
PLYMOUTH: Border BC: Port City Breakers
SC; Singing Wheels Club; Sugar Bowl
(Emergency) BC.
PLYMOUTH: Little River Breakers;
Plainsmen Club; NeptWle Breakers.
SOUTH MOLTON: Wool Ridge BC.
TEIGNMOUTH: Titanic Breakers.
TIVERTON: Moorlend Riders Club.
DORSET
BOURNEMOUTH: Bournemouth
Independent BA,
CHRISTCHURCH: Beachcombers BA.
LYME REGIS: Dorset Knobs.
POOLE: The Airwave Breakers.
SHAFTESBURY: Three Couhties BC.
WEYMOUTH: WD 40 Club.
DURHAM
BISHOP AUCKLAND: Bishop Auckland BC.
NEWTON AYECLIFFE: 5-0 BC.
STANLEY: Derwant Velley BC.
EAST SUSSEX
BEXHlLL·ON·SEA: Northeyo Pidgeons Club.
EASTBOURNE: Eastbourne BC.
HOVE; Kingsway BC; Tango Kilo Club.
HEATHFIELD: Heathfield 20 Club •.
SEAFORD: Seaford BC.

ESSEX
CANVEY ISLAND: Canvey BA.
COLCHESTER: East Coast BA.
GRAYS: Kent and Essex BA.
HARLOW: Breakaway 14/27 Club: GBA of
Harlow.
LOUGHTON: Beech BC.
SOUTH OCKENDON: Breakaway Club;
South Ockendon BA.
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA: South East Essex BA;
Southend's Newly Organised BC.
STANDFORD LE HOPE: Corringham and
Stanford BA.
TILBURY: Sunnside BA.
WITHAM: Essex CBC.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM: Cheltenhem Breaker"
District Association; Jolly Roger DX Club;
Trout Farm BG.
CIRENCESTER: Cirencester United SA.
DURSLEY: Diesel Town BC.
GLOUCESTER: Gloucester BC.
STROUD: Cotswold BC.
WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE: Wool Town BC.
GREATER LONDON
BARNET: Barnet BC.
BELVEDERE: Lakesire BC.
CARSHALTON: Breokers Town CBC;
Carshelton CBC.
CROYDON: Croydon BC; Stickers Club.
EDGWARE: North London BA.
ERITH: Delta BC.
FELTHAM: Middlesex BC.
HARROW: Harrow and Wembley CD
Group; Midnight BC,
HORNCHURCH: Cranham, Hornchurch !:Ind
Upminster BC.
HANWORTH: Middlesex Breakers Club.
ISLEWORTH: Breakers and Tekers SC.
LONDON, E: East London BC.
LONDON, N: Big Eyeball BC.
LONDON, W: Friendly Breakers Club.
Chiswick.
LONDON. S: Kings Road Breakers. Chelseu.
LONDON, SE: All BC; CB Radio Action
Group; Club 27; Elita BC; South London
Associated Breakers; 27MHz Club.
NEW MALDON: Whiskey CBC of Great
Britain,
RAINHAM: Rainham, Ilford, Goodmayes,
Barking In Essex Club.
RUISLIP: 10·25 Club.
SHEPPERTON: Anchor BC.
SOUTHALL: West London DC.
SURBITON: Molesey Open Choanel BC.
TWICKENHAM: Silly Breakers' SOciety.
UXBRIDGE: Hillingdon Borough CBC.
WOOLWICH: Ace Breakers Club.

GREATER MANCHESTER
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE, 10-5 Club.
BO LTON, Clog Town BC: GBA: New
Untouchables Club; Twig Town Pirates
Club.
BURY, Bury BC.

ISLE OF WIGHT
FRESHWATER, Wight BC.
GREAT YARMOUTH, GY CB Club. Caister
on Sea.
VENTNOR Earthquake BC.

DUK IN FIELD: Tameside Good Buddies

KENT
CANTERBURY: Kent and Essex Breakers.
DOVER White Cliffs BC.
HERNE BAY: East Kant BA.
MAIDSTONE: Mid Kent CBC.
SHEERNESS, Sheppey BC.
SITTINGBOURNE: Medway CB Radio
(Emergency Monitor) Group.
TONBRIDGE, Castle BC.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Tunbridge Wells CB
Radio Association.
WESTERHAM, Biggin Hill CBC.

Club; Ta meside 99 Club.
HYDE: 99 Club.
LEIGH: Execut ive BG.
LIITLEBOROUGH: T iger Town BC; Tiger

Town Younge r BG.
MANCHESTER: CBA Manchester; Eccles
8A; 57 Club; Fli xton, Urmstan and
Davyhulme GSA; North Cheshire BC; 10-4

Club of Greater Manchester; Trafford

Breakers SC; 20-00 Club.
OLDHAM, Oldham BC: Saddleworth
Breakers CBRG.

STOCKPORT, Box Town BC.
WJGAN: Adult SA; Pier Town BG.

HAMPSHIRE
ALDERSHOT, Big ABC.
ALTON: Alton and District BG .
ANDOVER: Andover 27 Club: Test Valley
BC.
BASINGSTOKE: Basingstoke BC; Popular
BC.
EASTLEIGH : Eastleigh BA: Inter City BC.
FAREHAM, Meon Va lley BC: Toad Hall BC.
HA VANT, Bandit DX Club.
LYMINGTON, Paradise BC.
PORTSMOUTH: Southern Breakers; Society
SCi Victor y BG.

SOUTHAMPTON, Alpha Bravo Charlie
Sideband Club; Ar rows Be; Big S BC; New
Forest cac; Southampton Breakaway and
'79 Club; Southampton Crumb Snatchers
Club.
WINCHESTER Olde Capital BC: Round
Table BC.
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER
BROMSGROVK Bromsgrove BC.
DROITWI CH: Droitwich BC; Wyre Forest
BC.
EVESHAM: Wychavon BC.
MALVERN: Malvern BA.
PERSHORE, Plum Town BC.
REDDITCH, Redditch Area CBRC.
STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, Stourpor t-onSevern BC.
TENBURY WELLS, Hunters Heath and
Orchard Town BC.
WORCESTER, Worcester CBC.
HERTFORDSHIRE
BOREHAMWOOD: First North London BC.
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, Hemel Hempstead
BC; Hemel Independent BA.
LETCHWORTH: Letchworth and District
BC.
ST ALBANS: Brown Bottle BC; St Albans
27 BC.
TRING: Tring and District BC.
WATFORD: Bus hey and Oxhey BC.
WELWYN: Welwyn and Hatfield BC.
HUMBER SIDE
BEVERLEY: Beverley and Dis trict BC.
BRIDLINGTON, Attic BC: The Orig inal
Bridlington BC.
COTTINGHAM, Cestle Hill BC.
HULL: Bridge Town BC; Lockwood Arms
BC.

LANCASHIRE
BLACKBURN, Open Channel CBC - North
West.
BLACK POOL, Blackpool BC: Over Wyr e
Wind Up Club: 10-4 Club.
BURNLEY, Copycats Club: Padiham CBSC:
Pendle CSSC.
CARNFORTH: Cri mson Water BC.
CHORLEY: Chorley Organised BA; Chorley
Un ited BA.
CLITHEROE: Cement City CB Supporters
Association.
COLNE, Big S BC.
DARWEN: Darwen Sunday Club.
FLEETWOOD: North Fylde Moonlighters
Club.
LANCASTER, Cinderella BC: Lune Valley
BC.
LANCASTER: Lancashire City Breakers.
MORECAMBE: Moreca mbe and District
MC: South Fork BC.
NELSON: First Aid Post BC; Flag Town
CBSC.
ORMSKIRK: Big 0 BC: Marseysida 27 Club.
PRESTON: Guillotine and Top Shop
Breakers SC: Leyland and District BC;
Ribble BA: Sa lwick BC: TX21 Club.
ROSSENDALE, Stag Valley BC.
SKELMERSDALE, Newtown BC.
LEICESTERSHIRE
ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH, North West
Leicester BC.
HINCKLEY, Hinckley BC.
LEICESTER: Soar Valley Breakers.
LEICESTER: Barwell CBRC; Bees Knees
CBC: Free Wheel Club: Gypsy Lane BC:
Lei cester Area BC; Leicestershire CBC;
Midlands CBC: South Leicester Area BC;
Tiger Town BC.
LINCOLNSHIRE
GAINSBOROUGH, Gainsborough BA.
GRANTHAM: Active CBC; Fixit Club;
Grantham BA; The Original Grantham BA;
November Mike Club.
HORNCASTLE: Tom Thumb Club.
LINCOLN, Ca thedral BC.
STAMFORD: Four Counties BC.
SKEGNESS, Surf City Breakers.
MERSEYSIDE
BIRKENHEAD: Merseyside CB Information
and SC.
LIVERPOOL: Freedom Breakers;
International Club: Liverpool BA; 20-00
Club.

ST HELENS: Bottle City BC: Concrete City
BC; Grass Court BC; South West
Lancashire BC.
SOUTHPORT: Amalga mated BC: North
West CBC.
ST HELENS, Bottla City Breakers.
WIRRAL, Apollo CBC.
NORFOLK
DISS, Border BC.
KINGS LYNN: Kings Lynn BC.
NORWIC", Cana r y City BC.
NORTH YORKSHIRE
HARROGATE: Conference City MC
NORTHALLERTON, Northa llarton and
District CBA.
SELBY, Aire Valley BC.
SKIPTON, 27 Club.
YORK: Hamlat BC: Yankee Kilo BC.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
CORBY: Corby Town Junior BC; Side
Bandits BC.
DAVENTRY: Daventry Breakaway Rubber
Ducks Club; Daventry BC.
KETTERING, Kattaring BC.
NORTHAMPTON, Foxtrot Charlie SSB DX
Group; Northampton BC.
NORTHAMPTON: South Northants Club.
WELLINGBOROUGH: Wellingborougb BC.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
MANSFIELD: Big Tree BC: Brook BC: Stag
Town BC.
MANSFIELD: Big Three Breakers Club.
NEWARK: Airwaves BC; Count ry BC;
Newark BC; Smoky Town BC.
NOTTINGHAM: Bread a nd Lard Original
BC; Bulwell and Hucknall BC; Castle BC;
Dixie Town BC; Leapool BC; Nottingham
Area Club; Rising Sun Club; Roger Bleep
Club; Selston and District BC; Tango Victor
Club.
RETFORD: Bassetlow BC; Ferryside BC.
WORKSOP: Carlton and Langold United
BC; Dukesville BA; North Notts BC.
WORKSOP: Dukesville Brea kers
Association.
OXFORDSHIRE
ABINGDON, Abingdon Ja il BC.
BANBURY: Cake Town BC.
BICESTER: Bicester BC.
DIDCOT, Didcot a nd District 27 Club.
OXFORD: Dream City Rebels Club; Oxford
19 Sliders Club; Quarry BG.
WANTAGE: White Horse CBC.
SALOP
SHREWSBURY: Brewery Town BC.
TELFORD, Telford CBRC.
SOMERSET
BRIDGWATER Smelly Town BC.
CHARD: Chard and Ilminster BG.
CREWKERNE: Circle CBC.
TAUNTON, Apple County BC.
WELLS, CBA South West.
YEOVI L, South Somarset BC.
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
BARNSLEY: Barnsley BC: Boxar Club.
DONCASTER: Don Va lley BC: Polo Town
BC: Roman Road BC: 20-00 Club.
MEXBOROUGH: Maxico City BC.
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ROTHERHAM: Braithwell Rig and Twig
Club; CB 007 BC; Maltby Campaigners For
Open Channel Radio.
SHEFFIELD; Dinnington & District BC;
Dronfield cac; Hope Valley BC; Outer City
BC; 69 Club; Steel City Air Pirates Club;
Steel City CBC; Yorkshire Elite BC.
STAFFORDSHIRE
BURTON·ON·TRENT; Burton·on·Trent and
District RC; Chicken Chokers RC; Jet Set
Club; South Derbyshire BC; Styx County
BC.
CANNOCK; Chase CBRC; Leamore CBRC.
STAFFORD; Castle Village BC.
STOKE·ON·TRENT; China Town BC.
TAMWORTH: Square 4 CEC; Tamworth
and Tame Valley BC.
SHROPSHIRE
OSWESTRY; Wizard of Oz Club.
SUFFOLK
BURY ST EDMONDS; Bury CBC;
Moonshine BC; Polo BC.
IPSWICH; Anglia BC.
LOWESTOFT; Ness Point CBC.
LOWESTOFT; foll y Breakers CLub.
NEWMARKET; Pony Town BC.
STOWMARKET; Eastern Counties OCC.
SURREY
CAMBERLEY: Woderick and Wax Town
BC.
WOKING; Waking Centre BC.
TYNE & WEAR
NEWCASTLE·ON·TYNE; Newcastle City
BC; Concrete City BC; West End BC.
SUNDERLAND; Sunderland BC; Sunderland
North Side BC; Sunderland Sideband
Society; Wearside BC.
WASHINGTON; Breakaway BC; CBRC North East; Washington BC.
WHITLEY BAY; Whita City BC.
WARWICKSHIRE
ATHERSTONE; Hat Town BC.
LEAMlNGTON SPA; Call Box CBC; North
Leamington CEC.
NUNEATON; Heart of England CBC, Shaky
Town BC.
RUGBY; Rugby Town BC.
STRATFORD·ON·A VON; North Cotswold
CBRC; Shekespeare County BC.
WARWICK: Warwick and Leamington CB
Organisation.
WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM: Big 6 BC; Birmingham
Small Heath Area CEC; Centra l
Birmingham CBC; CB Specials Club; Crystal
Set; Kings Norton CBC; Kitts Green BC;
Midlands CBRC; North Birmingham CEC;
Northfield and Surrounding Area Club;
South Birmingham CBC; South West Region
Birmingham Club.
BRIERLEY HILL; Sand well Area CBRC.
COVENTRY; Muppet Town BC, OCC,
Radford and District BC, WKCB.
DUDLEY; Dudley 200 CBC.
STOURBRIDGE - Bleck Country Breakers
CBC.
SUTTON COLDFIELD; Palcon Breekers
CBC.
WALSALL; Saddla Town BC.
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WARLEY: Sandwell Sister BC; Smethwick
Unit BC.
WILLENHALL: Clean Air Association.

LONDONDERRY
COLERAINE; Bey City BC.
LIMAVADEY; Roe Valley CBC.

EAST SUSSEX
HEATH FIELD; Heathfield 20 Club.

TYRONE
CLOGHER; Clogher Valley CBRC.
COOKSTOWN; Rainbow BC.
DUNGANNON; Dalles Breakers CBRC;
Dungannon CEC.
STRABANE; Tengo Delta BC.

WEST SUSSEX
BOGNOR REGIS; Coastal Area BA; Red
Rump BC.
BRIGHTON; Big 4 Club; Brigton BC; South
Coast Area BC.
CHICHESTER; Chichester District BC;
Whiskey Tango Victor Club.
CRAWLEY: Crawley United SA.
HAYWARDS HEATH; Square Weald BC.
HORSHAM; Night City Be.
LANCING; College Town BC.
LITTLEHAMPTON; Arun BC; Southern
Breakers Society SC.
WEST YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD: Bradford BA; United Breakers
Netional.
BRIGHOUSE; Band Town BC.
HEBDEN BRIDGE; Five Bridges BC.
HUDDERSPIELD; Big H Luddites Club; Milk
Town BC: Summer Wine BC.
KEIGHLEY; Aire Vallay BC.
KEIGHLEY: Worth Valley Breakers.
LEEDS; A64 BC; Breakaway BC, Circle City
Breakers SC; Kippax and Garrorth BC;
Leeds GSA: Slab Town BC: Yorkshire
United BC.
PONTEFRACT; Queens BC.
PUDSEY; Little P BC.
WAKEFIELD; Wakefield CBC.
WETHERBY; DX 27 Club.
WILTSHIRE
SALISBURY: Lima Bravo Association.
SWINDON; Swindon CBC, Thames Velley
27 DX Club; Thamesdown Transceiver
Club; Wroghton CB 361 Club.
WESTBURY: White Horse Town BC.
NORTHERN IRELAND
ANTRIM
ANTRIM; Lochneagh DX Group.
BALLEYMENA; Bann Velley CBC.
BALLYMONEY; North Antrim RC.
BELFAST; Belfest CBC, Green Acres CBC,
Jolly Roger Club; Smoke City CBC.
CARRICK FERGUS; Kilo Foxtrot RC, Painted
Island BC.
LARNE; East Coast Breakers CSC.
LISBURN; Lagan Valley CBC.
NEWTONABBEY; East Antrim CBRC,
Whiskey Alpha BC.
PORTRUSH; Surf City BC.
ARMAGH
ARMAGH; Armagh RS.
CRAIGAVON; Craigavon CBC.
DOWN
BANBRIDGE; Bridge Town BG.
BANGOR; Kilo Charlie SC.
CASTLEWELLAN; Ballyward CBRC.
NEWRY; Kilkeel RS.
NEWTOWN ARDS; Music City BC.
NEWTON ARDS; Ards Peninsula CB Club.
FERMANAGH
ENNISKILLEN; County BC; Lakeland
Breakers cac.

SCOTLAND
ABERDEENSHIRE
ABERDEEN: Gra mpian BC; Granite City
CBC.
ELLON; Ythan BC.
INVERURIE; Bennachie BC.
ARGYLLSHIRE
CONNELL; Campaign for 27MHz AM CB
Radio.
AYRSHIRE
AYR: Ayrshire BC; Surns BC; Coyle BA.
DALRY: China Town BC.
DARVEL; Breaker Alley BC.
GIRVAN; Girvan BC.
IRVINE: Disneyland BC; Newtown BC.
KILBIRNIE; Garnock Valley BC.
KILMARNOCK; Kilmarnock K19 Club,
10·20 Club, Voice of Scotland DX Club.
KILWINNING; Beech House BC, Good
Buddies Club.
MA YBOLE; Carrick CBC.
PRESTWICK; Sea haven BC.
SALTCOATS; Clyde Coast BC.
TROON; K19 Club.
BANFPSHIRE
BUCKlE; Thorn City BC.
CAITIiNESS
WICK; Caithness BC.
DUMFRIES·SHIRE
DUMFRIES; Dumfries BC.
STRANRAER; R and B Club.
FIFE
KIRKCALDY; Kingdon BC.
LEVEN; CBA Fife.
INVERNESS·SHIRE
INVERNESS; County Area Breakers CBC,
Highland BC.
KINCARDINESHIRE
STONEHA VEN; Bedrock BC.
LANARKSHIRE
AIRDRIE; Monklands BC.
BIGGAR; Tinto CBC.
GLASGOW; Boulevard BC; Glasgow CBC,
Glasgow CBC (two clubs); Greater Glasgow
BC; Kilsyth BC; Kirkintilloch BC, Scottish
DX Club.
HAMILTON; Circle Br.ekers CBC.
MIDLOTHIAN
EDINBURGH; Edinburgh CBRC.
MORAYSHIRE
ELGIN: Moray Breakers CBC; Radio City
BC.

ORKNEY
KIRKWALL: Orkney Airforce BC.
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GWYNEDD
BANGOR: Dragon BA: Ogwan BC.
BETWS Y COED: Gateway BG.
CAERNARFON: Big C BC.
CEMAES BAY: We.t Mona BC.
HOLYHEAD: Black Cat BC; Free BC;

PERTIISHIRE
AUCHTERARDER: Langtoon BC.
PERTH: Fair City CBC.
RENFREWSHIRE
GREENOCK: West Coast BC.
RENFREW: Renfrew and District

Harbour Be; PimperneU BG.
LLANDUDNO: Fugitives Club.

esc.

ROSS·SHlRE
CROMARTY: Northern BG.
ROXBURGHSHIRE
JEDBURGH: Bordar BC.
SHETLAND
LERWICK: Shatland BC.
STIRUNGSHIRE
LARBERT: Central Scotland CBG.
TAYSIDE
FORFAR: Invaders Club.
WEST LOTHIAN
Wind Up City Breakers Club.

GWENT
Fi replace BC.
NEWPORT: Big K Club.
paNTY POOL: Pontypool BA.

Northern Ireland Breakers.
(Lancashire).

PWLLHELI: Pen LIeyn BC.
TALSARNAU: Ardudwy BC.
MID GLAMORGAN
BRIDGEND: Bridgend BC; RattIe Town BC.
CAERPHILLY: Cheesey BC.
CAERPHILLY: Welsh Big Wheelers
Association.

MOUNTAIN ASH: Dare BC.
PENTRE: Rhondda BC.
TREORCHY: Sandringham BC.
SOUTH GLAMORGAN
BARRY: Barry BC.
CARDIFF: Cardiff and District BC.
LLANTWIT MAJOR: Llantwit Major BC.

ISLE OF MAN
DOUGLAS: Isle of Man BC.
Area committees:
AU Hampshire Committee.
Associated Midland Breakers Clubs.
Central Lancashire Co-ordinating
Committee.
Confederation of North Wal es Breakers
Club•.
European CB Federation.
Federation of South WaJes Breakers.
Joint Committee for the Legalisation of
27MHz CB Radio.
Kernow United Breakers (Cornwall).
Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire. Derbyshire

CWBRAN: Cwmbran and District Be;

North West Coostal Federation {Cheshire}.
Northern Association of CB Clubs
(Doncaster).

Oscar Whiskey Club.

WALES
CLWYD
COLWYN BAY: Colwyn Bay Cruisers Club.
DENBIGH: Clwyd Valley BC.
RHYL: CB Popular Front: North Wales BC:

NEWPORT: West Wale. CBC.

North West Breakers' Association.

Red Rose Co-ordinating Committee

WEST GLAMORGAN
SWANSEA: CB Charity Club; Single
Sideband Club; South Wales Big 10-4 Club.

DYFED

National Committee for the Legalisatlon of
CB Radio.
North Down CB Council.

LLANF AIRFECHAN: Haza rd County BC.
LLANGEFNI: Cefni BG.
PORT D1NORWIC: Snow Town BC; Victor

W1GTOWNSHIRE
STRANRAER: Red and Blue Club.

27 Coastline BG.

and Yorkshire Area Committee.

Northern Ireland CBA.
Scottish CB Committte.

Ulster CB Council.
United Kingdom CB Federation.
West Scotland Federation of CB Clubs.
Yorkshire CB Action Group.
National organisations:
Association of FM Users.
Big Ben DX QSL Club.
Big Wheelers Association.
Britannia International Side banders Club.
British Sideband Network.
Citizens' Band Association.
EngHsh International OX Club.
Holland Duck Club.
International OX BC.
National Federation of FM Breakers.
Truckers of GB CB Radio Association.
United Breakers Association.
United Kingdom (International) Radio
Group.
Yankee Mike International 100 OX Group.

D: EMERGENCY ORGANISATIONS
Doncaster Emergency Control Organisation
(DECO).
Emergency Action Radio Service (EARS).
Long Ea ton and District Emergency Radio
(LEADER).
National Emergency Service (NBS).
Radio Emergency Associated Citiz.ens
Teams (REACT) UK Supporters Club.
Radio Users Send Help (RUSH) (Brighton).
Traffic Help Accident Monitoring
Emergency Service (THAMES).
Watchdog (Grantham).

If readers want to get in touch with a particular club they can obtain the address from
Bill Ridgeway, Citizens' Band Information Centre, or the United Breakers Association,
President: Andy Donovan.
.
Citizens' Band Association (CBA)
President; James Bryant, 16 Church Road,
St Marks, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51.

REACT UK Supporters' Cluh (Radio Emergency
Action Citizens' Teams),
28 The Coots, Stockwood, Bristol, Avon BS14 8LH.

United Breakers' Association (UBA),
President; Andy Dovovan, 50 Gaskell Sireet,
London, SW4 6PJ.

British Sideband Network,
President; Albie Vickers, 15 Carman Walk,
Broadfields, Crawley, Sussex.

Citizens' Band Information Centre,
Bill Ridgeway, 7 Sandringham Crescent, Harrow,
Middlesex HA2 9BW. Telephone; 01-422 7570.
Citizens' Radio Information Service (CRlSJ,
Director; Mrs Louise Briscoe, 55b Brook Drive,
Southwark, London, SEll 4TU.
Telephone: 01-582 9479.

Traffic Help Accident Monitoring Emergency
Service (TIlAMES),
9 Selsdon Crescent, Croydon, Surrey.
English International DX Club
Lez Carroll, 225 Arnold Street, Boldon, Tyne and
Wear NE35 9BA.
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GUILDFORD CB

INTERNATIONAL

SKYWAVE
All CB Equipment
Test Gear and
Accessories
Full Repair Service
by Qualified
Technicians

40CH FM UK from about £45
NATO 40CH UK and 80 AM FM best of
both worlds, MIDLAND,AMSTRAD,
UNIDEN, YORK, SIR TEL, etc
Over 90 different aerials in stock

Cobra 148 GTL £150
Full component stocks
Repairs
Conversions

TRISTAR 777 £145

Shops at:
73 Curzon Road
Boscombe
0202302080

Visit the experts with the
best deals ever

50 Winchester Street
Salisbury, Wilts
0722 337214

Mail Order
Trade enquiries welcome
Van deliveries, etc

0483 77550 I r~~
34 ALDERSHOT ROAD, GUILDFORD

orthampton
ommunications

Communications House
76 Earl Street
Northampton

TEL: (0604) 33936

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN ALL
COMMUNICATIONS EDUIPMENT
***CB, AMATEUR AND
PRIVATE MOBILE

RADIO***
THE BEST REPAIR SERVICE IN THE
MIDLANDS
WE STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF
ACCESSORIES AND SPARES
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THOROBBED 251 ®
Meets all the U.K. Legal requirements
for antennas.
Stainless Steel.
Durable and weatherproof.
Highly efficient on both A.M. and F.M.
frequencies.
Broad band V.S.W.R.
Includes heavy duty Magmount, cable,
and PL259 connector.

THOROBBED LOCK'l'UNE®
Meets all the U.K. Legal requirements
for antennas.
Stainless steel.
%" standard fitting.
Includes Magmount, cable, and PL259
connector.
Durable and weatherproof.
Has a unique 'luning Bing System to
. lock on to the best S.W.H.

I
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· You won't find a rig with a finer
pedigree. Very important when
you're choosing a CB set. Because a
quality rig can mean less interference.
Less hissing and buzzing. It can also
give you greater range, so you're
able to contact more fellow breakers.

All the Japanese know-how
which made our hi-fi so popular, has
been put to good use in our CBrigs.
Every set in our range carries the
hallmark of Rotel quality.
We can't be beaten when it
comes to good breeding.

C

SVERYBREAKER5 DESTRUDDY.

ROTEL HI-FI LTD, 2-4 ERICA ROAD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS. TEL: 0908 317707

